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Abstract

Euripides1 Trojan Women is often criticized for a 
disjointed episodic structure whose unity depends entirely 
on the existence of a connected trilogy. This thesis 
rejects the possibility of a trilogic interpretation of the 
play both on historical and thematic grounds and suggests 
two unifying forces within the Trojan Women itself : the 

chorus and irony. '
The first chapter discusses the history of the con

nected trilogy in the fifth century and derives a definition 
of trilogic unity from the evidence of Aeschylus, the 
probable inventor of the trilogy.

In the second chapter Euripides' Trojan tetralogy of 
415 (Alexandros-Palamedes-Trojan Women-Sisyphos) is 
considered in terms of these Aeschylean trilogic character
istics and trilogic unity of the group is shown to be 
virtually impossible.

Rather, the Trojan Women must be interpreted as an 
independent play and the third chapter suggests that the 
play must be understood essentially as the tragedy of Troy, 
as a dramatic presentation of the sufferings of a once- 
mighty city. Within the episodic structure, Euripides 
unites his play primarily through the chorus of Trojan 



women. The tragedy of the Trojan nation is reflected in 
the collective nature and themes of the chorus. The second 
unifying force is the literary mode of irony, which pervades 
every aspect of the play and which emphasizes the incon
gruous plight of Troy.

The remaining chapters (4-9) present a scenic analysis 
of the play in which particular attention is shown to the 
integration of the choral parts, often wrongly labelled 
detached, with the dramatic episodes. The analysis 
demonstrates how the chorus and irony work to create a 
single coherent tragedy about Troy.
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Chapter 1
The Connected Trilogy 
in Fifth-century Athens
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The Trojan Women is one of the few firmly datable 

plays of Euripides. The following notice, obviously 
didascalic in origin, appears in Aelian and is the sole 

source for the date of the play:
Kara xf|V xat évôvnxoaznv 'OXuimudôa,
xaô' évuxa 'EgaCvExoG ô 'AxpayaxtvoG 
axdôlov, avTTiytovCaavxo dXX/iAoue SevoxÀfie xau 
E^punCôriG. xat hp65t6e ye fjv EevoxXfie, Soxig 
noxÈ o^xdg 6otlv, OLôixoôu xat Auxdovi xat 
Bdxxaig xat 'AOduavr u Saxupix^. xo^xou 
ôEÔTEpog EupcnCônc 'AXE^dvôpcp xat 
üaXau^ÔE L xat Tpœot xat E icniqxp Eaxupix^.

To these facts Aelian adds the indignant comment : 
yeXoüov ôé (ou ydp;) EevoxXéa uèv vixâv, Eûp LxÉôriv 6è fiTT&aôaü, xat raOra toloü'tolc 
ôpduaat. tûv ôûo to^vuv xd ëxepov. 1? 
dvdnxoL f(oav où xfjg ipficpou xüpLOL xat dyaôECg 
xat néppto xptaECüç ôpOfjç, éôExdoOnoav. 
dxoTtov 6è èxdxEpov xat 'AOnvaCœv ^xuaxa d^Lov.1

Not only does Aelian disclose that Euripides produced 
the Trojan Women in 415 and won only second prize to 
Xenocles, but he also supplies the titles of the Trojan 
Women's companion plays : the Alexandros and the Palamedes, 
both from the Trojan cycle, and the satyr play Sisyphos. 
While the Trojan Women survives as a part of the ancient 
school selection of Euripides' plays, the other Euripidean 
productions for that year did not fare as well. Of the 
Sisyphos nothing is known except the title and one short 
fragment addressed to Heracles. For the Palamedes only 
a few scattered fragments culled from ancient sources are
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extant.
Knowledge of the Alexandros has been vastly improved 

in this century by the discovery of several lengthy papyrus 
fragments.3 Scholars have added the new finds, often only 
barely decipherable half-lines, to the fragments previously 
attributed to the play and to the evidence derivable from 
the remains of Ennius' Alexander, and have made valiant 
attempts at reconstruction. Snell was the first to incor
porate the Strasbourg papyri into a reconstruction of the 
play.4 Although revised, contradicted, and improved upon 
by several scholars including Scheidweiler, Pertusi, and 
Webster,3 Snell's reconstruction remains the fundamental 
work on the subject. The sharp dichotomy of opinion which 
has existed among these scholars concerning several crucial 
aspects of the play reflects the tenuousness of its recon

: struction and the relative hopelessness, short of further
papyrus finds, of establishing any certainty about the 
Alexandros beyond the general plot outlines for which 
consensus has been possible.

A further new papyrus find, however, has in fact recently 
been published and gives the bulk of an Alexandrian hypothesis 
of the play.6 This text provides important new evidence 

for the Alexandros and resolves several troublesome uncer
tainties, which will be discussed in the next chapter.
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The Alexandros, Palamedes, and Trojan Women follow 

a broad chronological sequence based upon the Trojan war 
cycle. The Alexandros takes place in Troy before the war 
and depicts the recognition of Paris by Hecuba and Priam. 
The next play turns to a myth that post-dates the Alexandros 
by many years and occurs during the Trojan war; the plot 
is the unjust condemnation of Palamedes by the Greeks for 
treason. Between the Palamedes and the Trojan Women there 
is another chronological lacuna and the Trojan Women is set 
after the fall of the city. The basic mythological data 
upon which Euripides built his plays do not suggest any 
inherent association or unity between the plots of the three 
plays outside their sequential place in the story of the 
Trojan war. Rather, the three plays tell three separate 
stories drawn from the Trojan epic cycle.

Nevertheless, many scholars have searched for thematic 
and structural links between the three plays and have called 
the dramatic sequence a connected trilogy. As early as the 
turn of the century, Wilamowitz had spoken in terms of 
"ein gewisser trilogischer Zusammenhang" in reference to the 
Trojan Women and its companion plays and sought links between 
the three tragedies.? Murray, too, was an early trilogic 

advocate and his statement in Greek Studies that "the ac
cepted view" is that "the Troades stands alone in its tragic 

message" actually reflects the state of scholarship before 
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the publication of Snell's reconstruction.8 That such a 

view was no longer accepted twenty years later suggests the 
strength of Snell's and Murray's own pro-trilogic convictions 
and the importance of their views on the question for subse

quent scholarship.
Since Murray's brilliant analysis of the trilogy and 

Snell's reconstruction of the Alexandros,scholarship has 
been nearly unanimous in its acceptance of the connected 
trilogy. The most adamant recent supporter of this view ' 
has been Webster, who believes that Euripides "exploited 
the possibilities of the connected story and the Trojan 
Women gains considerably (and is perhaps in one place only 
intelligible) if the two preceding plays have just been 
seen."9

Only recently have voices been raised in opposition. 
Hanson rightly questions the unity of the Trojan group, 
but his rejection of the connected trilogy is merely stated 
in arguing a point in the reconstruction of the Alexandros; 
it is not based upon careful analysis of the entire tetra- 
logy.10 Koniaris has made a much more serious attack on 
the unity of the Trojan group.H In rigidly logical terms 

he discusses the internal evidence of the plays, especially 
their "intellectual atmosphere and purpose,"12 and utterly 

devastates Murray's and Webster's arguments for unity.
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Since I am totally convinced that the Trojan group was 
unconnected, I am in full agreement with Koniaris' essential 
view. However, further historical perspective must be 
added to Koniaris1 arguments, which are based in the main 
upon the play sequence itself. While he admits that "it is 
time to make clear what 'connection' and 'connected' must 
mean versus 'non-connection' and 'unconnected,'"13 Koniaris 

himself unfortunately does not provide such a distinction 

in fifth-century terms.
Therefore, in this chapter I propose to consider the 

general evidence concerning fifth-century trilogies and to 
analyse the unifying characteristics of such groups. In 
the following chapter, the fragments of the Alexandros 
and the Palamedes will be compared to the Trojan Women 
in terms of these fifth-century unifying characteristics 
in order to suggest that the idea of trilogic unity in the 
Trojan Women and its companion plays is unsound on historical 
as well as internal grounds. This approach will entail 
considerable refinement of Koniaris' arguments and several 
additional points of internal disjunction among the plays.

Firm evidence concerning the connected trilogy in the 
fifth century is meager and much of what has been said on 
the subject is based upon inference and espérance. Didascalic 

remains confirm the fact that the competitors at the Dionysia 
always produced three tragedies and one satyr play, but it 
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is often impossible to tell how or to what extent these 
plays were connected. Scholars in the 19th and early 20th 
centuries upheld the belief based upon the survival of one 
complete connected trilogy, Aeschylus’ Oresteia, that play 
groups as a rule were connected somehow in plot or theme. 
Girard represents this view most succinctly with thé state

ment that "la trilogie libre,—si l'on peut se permettre 
cette alliance de mots,—ou n'était point en usage, ou n'a 
jamais paru, au Ve siècle, qu'a 1'état d'exception."^ 

Girard's view is aptly expressed in an article hypothe
sizing a unifying theme for the Iphigenia in Aulis and the 
Bacchai. Insistence upon the universality of the connected 
trilogy inevitably led to desperate attempts to discern 
unifying principles where there were none. Murray's 
attempted unification of the group that included Aeschylus' 

Persai is another example of forced scholarship based on 
trilogic bias.15 Scholars have long ceased to find connec
tion between the Phineus, Persai, Glaukos Potneios, and 
the satyr play Prometheus, and now realize that the earliest 

extant Greek tragedy, the Persai, must be interpreted as a 
single historical play, without a trilogic link.

Thus it is today an undisputed fact, established by 
careful study of the surviving didascalic notesf that 

although Athenian dramatists presented four plays at a 
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festival, these tetralogies were not necessarily con
nected. In fact, as Pickard-Cambridge notes,the use 
of either TETpaXoy Ca or TpcXoy Ca as dramatic terminology 
is an anachronism until the Alexandrian period. The origin 
of TExpaXoyCa centers rather around rhetoric and perhaps 
the Platonic dialogues and it was probably not until the 
time of Aristarchus and Apollonius that this word and 
rptXoyCa were applied to tragedy.

Such arguments ex silentio, however, are shaky ground 
at best to divorce the meaning of these terms from fifth
century usage. Several contemporary Athenian references 
to dramatic productions employ title endings in -eua in 
apparently collective contexts, such as the Oresteia or 
"the Orestes saga," and imply that a concept of the trilogy 
or tetralogy was alive at that time, even if the technical 
terms TpuXoyCa and TETpaXoyCa were not yet in use.1? 

Whether -e ta terminology consistently referred to connected 
sequences or could also be applied to plays which were 
produced at the same festival but were not connected is a 
question which must be considered in the context of the 
relevant dramatic groups.

The earliest datable plays for which a thematic con
nection is probable are Aeschylus' productions for 467: 
Laius, Oedipus, and the Septem, with the satyr play Sphinx. 
The ravages of time have left only the Septem extant but 
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even the titles of the other plays are sufficient to sug
gest a construction similar to that of the Oresteia and 
centered around the ill-fated house of Laius. Aeschylus' 
Danaid trilogy, produced probably in 463 and composed of 
the extant Suppliant Women and the lost Egyptians and 
and Danaids, also reflects a similar connected sequence, 
within a shorter time span; the accompanying satyr play, 
Anymone, unlike the Oresteia1s Proteus, could easily have 
formed the fourth part of a connected tetralogy.

Combined with the extant Oresteia of 458, the Theban 
and Danaid trilogies offer the best evidence for Aeschylus' 
trilogic characteristics. All three groups are clearly 
linked by a single mythological topos and chronological 
sequence. Both the Oresteian and Danaid trilogies, and 
possibly the Theban one, exhibit plot lines which are 
continuous ; i.e., the situation of one play leads directly 

to that of the next.
Other hypothetical Aeschylean trilogies are only 

approximately datable and offer less firm evidence for 
unity. We know from the scholiast to the Prometheus Bound 
at 511 that this play was followed by a Prometheus Unbound. 
The third play of the group, the date of the plays, and 
even their Aeschylean authorship are still widely disputed 
today,18 but the subject of the two known Prometheus plays 
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as well as their probable sequential arrangement suggests 

a connected theme.
Webster cites a vase in Vienna as evidence for the 

unity of another group centered around Achilles : Mupu.i6ôve£, 
NtipeÉôee, and «pôyeg 1$ "Ehtopog AiStpcc.19 Tl s arrangement 

of titles implies a thematic and chronological unity , 
but one which cannot be proven conclusively, since the 
plays are grouped together from the extant catalogue of 
Aeschylean works solely on the evidence of this vase; there 
is no other basis for their association.

A final group, 'HôûtvoC, BaooapCôau, NeavCohol, and 

AuxoOpyos EaTupiHÔG is referred to as Aeschylus1 Lycurgeia 

at Aristophanes’ Thesmophoriazusai 134-5 and its scholium. 
The plots implied by the titles, however, seem less clearly 
connected in form than the Aeschylean groups discussed 
above. The best that can be said about this sequence is 
that ”Aeschylus may have given two chapters of the Lykourgos 
story with the Orpheus story interposed between them."20 

Although Webster sees the unifying principle of the group 
as "resistance to the Dionysios religion,it must be 
admitted that these plays do not appear to offer the same 
type of connected plot line or mythological unity implied 
by the other Aeschylian trilogies. The titles of the in
dividual plays, supplied by the scholium, confirm the 
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collective meaning of Aristophanes' use of the term 
AuxoOpyeca, but the hypothesized plots of the individual 
plays argue for a free rather than connected trilogy or 
tetralogy. A subtle thematic unity such as Webster's anti- 
Dionysianism, of course, could have bound the plays, but 
why then was the Orphic element ignored and the group called 
the Lycurgeia? A feasible alternative is that the group 
was named after one of its more distinctive components, 
in this case the satyr play Lycurgos. Such use of the 
-cua ending would cast doubt upon its usefulness as an 
indication of a dramatically connected trilogy.

At any rate, the Lycurgeia does not offer sufficient 
evidence to confirm the use of a unified Aeschylean trilogy 
or tetralogy derived from two or more myths (i.e., Lycurgos 
and Orpheus), or to suggest that Aeschylus' concept of 
trilogic composition ever differed from that suggested by 
his other groups.

Only one contemporary non-Aeschylean group is docu
mented , the Lycurgeia of Polyphrasmon, which was produced, 
according to the argument to Aeschylus' Septem, in the same 
year as the Theban trilogy.22 The unity of this group is 

based solely upon the collective - e lol ending and scholi- 
astic use of the word TETpoAoYCa ; the titles of the indi
vidual plays are unknown. Trilogic unity is therefore
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impossible to prove.

Thus the earliest surviving dramatic records suggest 
no connected trilogies before 467 and the production of 
Aeschylus1 Septem. The Persai, produced five years earlier 
was certainly not connected to its companion plays. At 
least five connected groups are attributable to Aeschylus ; 
evidence for contemporary imitation of the form, although 
probable, is based on a single reference to a Lycurgeia 
by Polyphrasmon. It is then a plausible theory, advocated 
by Webster, that "the connected trilogy was essentially 
an Aeschylean form, well suited for his familial themes, 
indeed that this dramatic technique was an invention of 
Aeschylus."23

Webster has further argued convincingly that the con
nected trilogy lost favor soon after Aeschylus’ death. 
The only possible trilogy in the following decade, indeed 
the only one linked with the name of Sophocles, is the 
Telepheia dated by Webster as certainly before 442 B.C.25 

Otherwise, as will be seen, other fifth-century trilogic 
candidates are dated in the last quarter of the century.

Webster believes that the disappearance of the con
nected trilogy was perhaps the result of a change in the 
method of actor selection ; that is, he hypothesizes that 
"the order of production was rearranged so that on each 
day three tragedies by three poets were produced and were 
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acted by the three leading actors allotted to the three 
poets."26 The evidence for this change in the order of 

production is an obscure notice in the Suda on Sophocles : 
Mal auxoe fipgev toü ôpcgia upoc ôpâua &Ywv^[eo8au àAAa un 
TETpaAoyCav2.7 Webster, arguing that "in ancient notices 

such changes are always ascribed to the poets rather than 
to the archon,"28 interprets this phrase as a reference 

to the institution of the new dramatic procedure in the 
time of Sophocles. Pickard-Cambridge, however, sees this 
notice as a reference to Sophocles' "development of the 
independent single play."29 The contrast established in 
the Suda phrase between ôpduo. npoe ôpâua and TETpaAoyCav 

(npo£ TEzpaAoyCav] does imply competition between indivi
dual plays rather than groups of plays, but this does not 
neccessarily also suggest a change in dramatic procedure. 
If the Suda meant that Sophocles was the first to produce 
his plays in three days rather than the traditional one, 
that could have been less cryptically expressed. Pickard- 
Cambridge's interpretation is a simpler and less compli
cated reading of the text of the Suda.

How can such a reading of the Suda be reconciled with 
the history of the trilogy and its association with 
Aeschylus as outlined above? This passage may have been 
due to an inference, based on limited evidence, by the
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Suda writer or his source that since Aeschylus, the writer 
of trilogies, was followed by Sophocles, who wrote only 
individual plays, Sophocles must have been the inventor 
of the unconnected sequence. Similar logic has been used 
in modern times and is, in fact, the basis of Pickard- 
Cambridge 's interpretation of the Suda. Thus, Pickard- 
Cambridge’s reading of the Suda is correct but must be 
suspect as historically inaccurate. At any rate, the cor
rupt Suda reference is poor evidence upon which to base 
Webster’s provocative but otherwise undocumented revi

sion of dramatic production.
Webster associates this change with a transition from 

poets acting in their own plays to actors supplied by the 
state. Such a rearrangement would adequately explain the 
demise of the connected trilogy, since the sequential ef
fect would certainly be lost if the plays were performed 
over a span of three days with other plays intervening. 
However, the institution of state actors, probably linked 
to the introduction of a prize for acting at the Dionysia 
of 449,30 could have been made without such a change in the 
order of production. According to Webster,31 the tragic 

program for 431 would have been:
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First day
1. Actor A in Euphorion * s 1st play
2. Actor B in Sophocles’ 1st play
3. Actor C in Euripides’ Medea

Second day
1. Actor B in Sophocles’ 2nd play
2. Actor C in Euripides’ Philoctetes
3. Actor A in Euphorion's 2nd play

Third day
1. Actor C in Euripides’ Diktys
2. Actor A in Euphorion's 3rd play
3. Actor B in Sophocles' 3rd play

This complicated procedure of production notably does not 
include the satyr plays that accompanied each group of 
tragedies and their addition would make Webster's system 

even more impractical.
For Webster a compelling argument in favor of his 

hypothesis is "the increased burden on the leading actor 
with the decrease of the choral part of tragedy"32 that 

is evident in plays of the period. It would be very diffi 

cult, Webster reasons, for an actor to perform three 
demanding protagonist roles in a single day. Yet this 
argument is based solely on a subjective measurement of 

a Greek actor’s endurance and cannot be proven.
The institution of state actors could more simply 

have been made under the following dramatic program, which
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assumes a bit more stamina among the actors than Webster 

allows :

First day 
Actor A 

Euphorion's tetralogy 
Second day 
Actor B 

Sophocles 1 tetralogy 
Third day 
Actor C 

Euripides’ tetralogy: 
Medea, Philoctetes, Diktys, Theristai

The evidence is lacking for a definitive choice, but the 
latter program is certainly less complicated and retains 
the traditional assignment of one festival day to each 
dramatic tetralogy. Under this system the connected trilogy 
would still, of course, be dramatically feasible, and its 
loss of favor must then be seen in its close affiliation 
with the art of Aeschylus. Perhaps the technique was nei
ther favored nor effective in the hands of Aeschylean 
imitators. The dearth of known non-Aeschylean trilogies 
even during Aeschylus’ lifetime supports this argument.

Attribution of a connected trilogy to Sophocles rests 
on a single inscription from Axione in which a certain 
Epichares is said to have produced a Telepheia by Sopho
cles. 33 Webster plausibly dates this production between 

457 and 442.34 The inscription itself does not state
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the plays which composed the group, but three known Sopho- 
clean titles possibly linked with the Telephos myth, 
Aleadai, Mysians, and Assembly of Achaeans, have often 
been proposed as tragic candidates, together with the 
Telephos, assigned by Hesychius (1 p53) to Sophocles, as 
the Telepheia's satyr play.35

Pickard-Cambridge, however, is reluctant to attribute 
a connected trilogy to Sophocles and suggests rather that 
"there is at least a possibility that TnAécpsua may have 
been a single play.35 The Axione inscription unfortunately 

does not use either of the collective terms "trilogy" or 
"tetralogy" in reference to the production, but two titles 
of -Eia formation mentioned by Aristophanes and confirmed 
as referring to groups of plays by the relevant scholia3?

make Pickard-Cambridge's alternative interpretation morpho
logically doubtful.

Telepheia is almost certainly a collective title. 
The question remains whether it refers to a connected 
trilogy. As noted above, Aeschylus' Lycurgeia was composed 
of three Lycurgan components, 'HôcovoC, Neavtauou, and 
AuxoOpyoe aarupLKos,with an Orphic play, BaooapCôai , between 
the two tragedies,3® and this tetralogy indicates that 

not all plays in an -sua group of necessity referred to 

the mythological context of the collective title. Thus 
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the series to which Telepheia refers could easily have 
included play(s) from outside the Telephos myth.

The following didascalic notices 

nnÀ?léa Eo^oxXëoue C 
uJau "IBnpae xal aawCpiHOV?

IGUrbRomae 223

and

Kai ‘OôuaaéEa 
paru]pihov T^Xe#[ov

IGUrbRomae 229

appear on inscriptions previously assigned to Rhodes and 
now considered Roman and list reproductions of old dramas 
at the Athenian Lenaia or possibly at Rhodes during the 
fourth century B. C.39 While Peleus? and Iberes of IGUrb

Romae 223 were definitely written by a Sophocles, if not 
the famous playwright himself,40 IGUrbRomae 229 has left 

no indication of the authorship of Odysseus and Telephos. 
However, three known Sophoclean tragedies contain Odysseus 
in their titles41 and Heschyius * note that Sophocles wrote 

a Telephos has already been mentioned. Since no other 
ancient dramatist is known to have composed both a Telephos 
and an Odysseus, Sophoclean association with the plays of 

IGUrbRomae 229 is at least plausible.
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Despite apparent links such as aaruC in 223 and ]plhov 

in 229, the two fragmentary Roman inscriptions cannot be 
joined directly for epigraphical reasons: most compelling 
is the indication of a margin just to the left of IGUrb- 
Romae 229.42 However, it remains a possibility, not dis
counted by Snell,43 that IGUrbRomae 223 and 229 refer to 

the same tetralogy.
I suggest not only that the same dramatic group is 

mentioned in the two Roman inscriptions, but also that 
this sole ancient attribution of a group including a 
Telephos to Sophocles is actually the Telepheia of the 
Axione inscription.44 The play titles of Sophocles' 

Telepheia are then determined from epigraphical evidence 
rather than from the mere conjecture, based upon projected 
trilogic unity, of the previous suggestions. Like Aes
chylus’ Lycurgeia, the title Telepheia was derived in 
antiquity from one of the Sophoclean group's more popular 
components, namely the satyr play Telephos.

If this anciently documentable group, Peleus?, 
Odysseus, Iberes, and Telephos, was indeed Sophocles’ 
Telepheia, or even if only Telephos and Odysseus are re
trievable parts of the group, then the productions must 
certainly be removed from the list of possible fifth-century 
connected trilogies and Pickard-Cambridge’s effort to limit 
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the corpus of Sophocles to non-trilogic compositions is 

proven sound.
Dramatic evidence down to 440, therefore, indicates 

our relative ignorance of the fifth-century attitude to
ward trilogies and their composition, but particular, 
perhaps unique, association of the form with the career 
of Aeschylus is probable. This situation suggests that it 
is best to limit the use of the term trilogy to groups of 
plays linked in the apparent Aeschylean sense of clear 
chronological sequence, continuous plot line, and the same 
mythological topos. Aeschylus’ Theban, Danaid, and Ores- 
teian groups all fit this definition well, as do the hypo
thetical Prometheus and Achilles trilogies. However, the 
Lycurgeia, with the intrusion of Orpheus into the Lycurgan 
sequence, not only loses its chronological but its mytho
logical unity as well. The possibility of thematic links 
such as Webster has hypothesized for the Lycurgeia may 
have existed between the plays, but the other known con
nected Aeschylean groups suggest that such links do not 
seem sufficient to prove that the playwright considered 
such a group a unit. Indeed, the use of thematic argumen
tation is often too vague to be sound when dealing with 
lost plays. Under such circumstances, unity can be 
projected where there was none, as Murray did for Aeschylus'
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Persai, and Girard’s belief in the connectedness of all 
Greek tragedies becomes plausible again.

The narrow definition of rpuXovCa suggested by the 
extant Aeschylean corpus receives some support from Aris
tarchus and Apollonius and their critical terminology. A 
scholion to Aristophanes’ Frogs 1124 reads :

TETpaAoytav cpépouoiv tî]v ‘OpéoTE uav at ôüôaoxaMaL 
'Ayauéuvova Xonvdpoue EûuEvtôae IIpcüTéa oarupLMÔv.
*ApCorapxoe Mai 'AnoXX&VLog rpiAoyCav Aéyouau 
XwpiG Tœv oarupœv.

Wiesman's explanation of this passage reveals a distinction 
between tetralogy and trilogy which may underlie the 

scholiastic comment:

Die vier Stücke gehoren durch die gemeinsame 
Aufführung durchaus zusammen, inhaltlich 
aber sind nur die drei ersten Stücke zu einer 
innern Einheit verbunden, wahrend das Satyrspiel 
fur sich steht, zeitlich eigentlich zwischen 
Agamemnon und Choephoren zu stehen kame.45

The Proteus1 relationship to its companion tragedies is 
not only out of dramatic chronology but its emphasis on 
Menelaus is tangental to the main plot of the group, i.e., 
the murder of Agamemnon and its familial consequences. 
The scholion suggests that the Alexandrian critics recog
nized this break between the satyr play Proteus and the 
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rest of the Oresteian group and called the three closely- 

related tragedies a trilogy.
Thus Aristarchus and Apollonius may have restricted 

their interpretation of TErpaXoyCa to a collective term 

for the four plays of a dramatist's annual production 
without any unifying connotations, and used rpuAoyCa to 
indicate plays connected by the same mythological topos 
in continuous plot line and chronological sequence.

This possible Hellenistic distinction between a 
t'etralogical dramatic production and a unified (Aeschylean) 
trilogy is one which no modern scholar has accepted,46 

yet it is supported by the evidence : (1) I know of no
other ancient use of tpLÀoyCa as a reference to specific 

dramatic groups. (2) Although the term TETpaAoyta appears
in connection with Polyphrasmon's Lycurgeia47 and Philokles’ 

Pandionis,48 there is no other evidence for the unity of 
these groups. (3) The Lycurgeia of Aeschylus4^ is also

explicitly called TETpaXoyCa in an ancient text but does 
not offer a sequence which can with certainty be termed 
unified in plot; rather, its title can be understood more 
broadly as a dramatic production of four unconnected plays 
including the satyr play Lycurgos.$0 (4) Nor is there

any extant use of the word tetralogy in connection with 

groups in which the satyr play did seem to have some link 
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with the tragedies, such as, Aeschylus' Theban and Danaid 

productions.
The distinction between connected trilogy and not- 

necessarily-unified tetralogy derived from the above scho- 
lion shall therefore be accepted here for the sake of 

convenience and clarity of terminology.
In an argument based upon Aristotle’s Poetics, Koniaris 

has stated that for the fifth-century Greeks "it is the 
tragedy which mainly (or even exclusively) forms a logical 

esthetic holon, a unity which has a beginning, a middle 
and an end" and that "not only for Aristotle but, so far 

as our evidence goes, also for the Greeks up to at least 
Aristotle’s death, interest in the second dramatic unity, 
the tetralogical-trilogical, is minimal and at its best 
a side issue in aesthetics."51 Yet Gould52 has shown

that Aristotle's discussion of tragedy was severely biased 
toward a refutation of Plato's exclusion of the genre from 
his Republic and a certain caution is therefore necessary 
in dealing with Aristotle's tragic definitions and atti
tudes . Furthermore, a survey of known fifth-century drama
tic productions suggests that the reason why interest in 
the trilogy was "minimal" was precisely because of its 
close Aeschylean associations. Koniaris' statement in 
reference to Aeschylus' Oresteian, Theban, and Danaid groups 
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that "the important unity in the mind of the poet is that 
of the individual play even in case of an obviously "con
nected" group, for ever here the independent play is written 
in such a way that its independence in form and thought is 
fully guaranteed" 53 does not do justice to the strong 
historical (familial) connections that unite these plays. 
These groups would not have shown such strong chronological, 
mythological, and sequential unity if the trilogic content 
was not important to the poet. The individual plays of 
these trilogies can be performed as independent plays, 
but their Aeschylean meaning, i.e., the meaning in the 
context of the rest of the group is lost in the process.

Therefore it seems justified to accept the existence 
of the trilogy in its peculiarly Aeschylean context and to 
define trilogic unity in Aeschylean terms.

The Euripidean corpus has been a particulary popular 

trilogic source book in the past. Otto Krausse in 1905 
listed at least six groups of Euripides' plays which seemed 
unified in some sense. He argued strongly in favor of the 
Trojan trilogy as well as the unity of the group OCvôuaoe t 
XpdoLnnog, ®oCvuoaai and believed that "ceterae Euripidis 
didascaliae, quae novimus, si non exhibuerunt continuum 
argumentum, attamen materiae quadam similitudine, quae 
per totarn obtineret quaternionem, insignes fuisse
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videntur."54 in these terms Krausse mentioned Euripides’ 

productions of 438 (Cressas, Alcmaeon, Telephos, and 
Alcestis), "in mulierum virtutibus vitiisque illus- 
trandis,1,55 of 431 (Media, Philoctetes, Diktys) "deque 
peregrinorum condicione vel hospitii iure,"56 and of post- 

405 (Iphigenia at Aulis, Alcameon, Bacchai) "in condicion- 
ibus insolitis permirisque, quae intercederent inter 
parentes 1iberosque."57 To these Krausse added Wilamowitz’ 
hypothesized trilogy, Aegius, Theseus, and Hippolytos 1.58 

Such attempts at unification have generally been discarded 
today and the only modern Euripidean trilogic candidates 
have been the Trojan group of 415 and the Phoenissai and 
its companion plays.59

The Phoenissai was placed by one of its medieval 
hypotheses in the same cycle as the Oinomaus and Chrysippus 
and this trio was frequently considered a trilogy.60 

Webster has proven conclusively through a study of iambic 
resolution that the Phoenissai could not have been paired 
with these plays and suggests the Antiope and Hypsipyle 
as alternative companion plays.61 The trilogic label is 

retained for this new group, however, on the argument that 
all three plays are part of Theban history.62 Webster 

links the Antiope and Hypsipyle together by Dionysian 
references and considers the latter play "an ill-omened 
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prelude" to the Phoenissai. 63 Yet, elsewhere he has ad

mitted that "the incidents are very different in the three 
plays and the themes are different."64 There is no clear 

chronological sequences or continuous plot line for these 
plays, and the mythological topoi are certainly distinct 

even if Euripides did incorporate allusions to the inevit
able failure of the expedition of the Seven into the 
Hypsipyle ( apparently to delineate better the character of 
Amphiarus). The sequence certainly does not exhibit the 
characteristics of the Aeschylean trilogy. The thematic 
links that Webster suggests between the plays cannot be 
discounted, but they are nevertheless not central to the 
dramatic force of the individual plays. The Phoenissai, 
for example, does not mention or even assume Hypsipyle 
and her fate is understandable without its companion 
plays. The group ought not to be considered a trilogy.

Thus, the number of modern candidates for possible 
trilogies after the death of Aeschylus are reduced to four: 
Sophocles' Telepheia, whose inclusion in the list of 
trilogies has already been questioned, Euripides' production 

of 415, and two other groups, Philokles' Pandionis and 
Meletos' Oidipodeia. Evidence for Pandionis' production 

is the scholiast to Aristophanes' Birds 282: eCn dv otiv 

tov Cnona éoKEuonoünxwG tÇ navôtov^ôu TETpaAoyCa, uau
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'ApioTOTëAns év TaCe AuôaoHaXCac àvaypdcpel . And the 
Aristophanic allusion definitely dates the group pre-415 
B. C. Meletos* Oidipodeia, which Webster dates in the 
last quarter of the fifth century,65 has a similar scho- 
liastic source, on Plato’s Apology 18b: nat ô MëÀnTog 
OtdCnodeiav fiOriuev, ùg 'AnuoTOTéÀne AudaaMaXCaic . Both 

tetralogies apparently appeared in Aristotle’s Didascaliai, 
which was the scholiasts’ source, but individual play 
titles are lacking. Nothing, therefore, can be said about 
the actual trilogic composition, if any, of these groups. 
Further, the use of the word TeTpaAoyta by the scholiast 

in reference to Philokles’ group is not sufficient evidence 
of trilogic unity.

Despite the uncertainties of these two productions, 
Webster has used them, together with Euripides’ Trojan 
group, to make a case for the reappearance of the trilogy 
about 415.66 This dramatic revival is linked by Webster 
with a change, not documented before 341,67 in the arrange

ment of the competition by which the three tragedians 
shared the three protagonists provided by the state. Since 
Webster’s hypothetical change in the order of plays c. 449, 
discussed above, rendered the trilogy dramatically impossi
ble, the 415 revision would make a return to the traditional 
(i.e., pre-449)allotment of one playwright to each festival 
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day probable and necessary to restore the feasibility of 
of trilogic construction. This complicated history is, 
of course, simplified if the alternative distribution 
suggested above for productions after 449 is accepted. 
Then the allotment of one festival day for each dramatist 
would never have been tampered with and there is no need 
to rely upon imprecise dating for the sharing of the pro
tagonists by the dramatists to restore the old order.

Furthermore, since Webster's only real evidence for 
the dating of this procedural change is Euripides' pro
ductions of 415 and 410 and the references to Philokles' 
Pandionis and Meletos' Oidipodeia, about which we know 
no play titles and certainly no principles of construction 
the bulk of the proof for trilogic composition after 
Aeschylus' death rests upon Euripides. The Theban group 
of 410 is of tenuous trilogic unity and the rest of the 
Euripidean corpus offers groups of plays linked solely by 
Webster's "principle of variation."68 Only the Trojan 

group of 415 has been consistently suggested as trilogic 
and it is therefore on this production that Webster's 
revival of the trilogy depends.

It is with this background to the Greek dramatic 
trilogy that the Trojan Women and its companion plays 

must be approached. There is no ancient reference to the 
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sequence as a trilogy; there is no use of the terms 

TpuXoyCo, or even TerpaXoyCa in connection with Alexandros- 
Palamedes-Trojan Women-Sisyphos nor any extant collective 
title ending in -eia. Xenocles, against whom Euripides 
competed unsuccessfully in 415, produced in that year a 
non-trilogic group composed of an Oidipous, Lykaon, and 
Bacchai. Advocacy of trilogic composition for Euripides1 
Trojan group is entirely modern,69 based in part upon the 

Strasbourg papyri fragments of the Alexandros, and partly 
upon a residual predilection toward trilogic composition. 
These plays form the only post-Aeschylean group for which 
sufficient evidence exists to consider the trilogy problem 
and therefore offer the only solid evidence for or against 
the trilogy after Aeschylus' death. A consideration of 
the evidence in terms of the Aeschylean trilogic charact
eristics follows in the next chapter.
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of 415
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Snell's edition of the Alexandros lists sixty-one 

fragments of varying length which are certainly or probably 
attributable to the play; to these are added seven more 
whose association with the Alexandros is much less secure 
(S. 62-68). For the Palamedes only eight possible fragments 
survive in addition to Aristophanes’ famous parody in the 
Thesmophoriazusai (770ff.). Knowledge of both plays is 
improved by the general mythological outlines which survive 
in several ancient versions, such as Hyginus on both the 
Alexander and Palamedes myths.1 Occasional archaeological 
evidence, especially painted pottery, is also useful.% 

By means of such collation something can be learned about 
both of these Euripidean plays. This method of reconstruc
tion is best illustrated, not only for the Alexandros and 
the Palamedes, but for the whole Euripidean corpus, in 
Webster’s The Tragedies of Euripides.

A papyrus fragment recently published contains a 
substantial part of an ancient hypothesis to the Alexandros 
and is invaluable evidence for the composition of that 
play.3 Coles has listed the elements of the Alexandros 

which are confirmed by the fragmentary hypothesis, in the 
light of which both Snell’s and Webster's reconstructions 
need to be revised.4 Among these are included: the nature 

of the subsidiary chorus which was usually thought to work, 
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like its predecessor in the Hippolytos, sympathetically 
with the protagonist, but which is proven by the papyrus 
to have been hostile to Alexander;5 knowledge that 

Cassandra’s scene of prophecy came just before the recog
nition scene and not, as had sometimes been proposed, in 
the prologue;6 Hecuba's personal attempt to kill Alexander, 
which some scholars had tried to deny; ? addition of the 

Old Man, Paris' foster-father, to the dramatis personae 
and as the means of recognition. The papyrus also locates 
accurately in the play several of the Strasbourg fragments 
(S. 23 and 43) and adds a previously unknown quotation 
from the play to Snell's list of fragments, namely 
hAelvov ("IJXuov , which was the second half of the opening 
line of the play. Thus a great amount of the uncertainity 
and controversy that has existed about the Alexandros is 
now removed and the general outline of the plot is clear. 
As Coles also notes,® only a few-but important-questions 

remain unresolved: the prologos, the composition of the 
main chorus, and the end of the play. Since the hypothesis 
unfortunately breaks off at the end, it is impossible to 
determine whether Webster’s hypothesized deus ex machina 
actually occurred in the play.9

Because of the group's assumed trilogic composition, 
the Trojan Women is often advanced as further evidence for 
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the plots of the two preceding plays.10 Scholars have noted 
some possible unifying elements in these plays and on this 
basis have felt permitted to reconstruct the lost plays 
partly from internal evidence from the Trojan Women. 
Several examples of this method appear in this chapter. 
However, as a result of the survey of fifth-century trilogies 
made in the preceding chapter, the very existence of a 
Euripidean trilogy has become an historically precarious 
hypothesis and the question of the group’s unity is itself 
in need of extended investigation. A clear distinction 
must therefore be made in this study between positive 
remains of the Alexandros and the Palamedes and assumptions 
about these plays which are derivable only from the Troj an 
Women and its apparent position as the final play of a 

trilogy.
Although these three plays are so unequally preserved, 

I believe there is sufficient evidence to consider the 
question of unity in terms of Aeschylean trilogic character
istics. I propose to look at elements which are repeated 
in two or all the plays and which have convinced scholars 
of the unity of the trilogy and to determine whether these 
elements parallel the trilogic features derived from the 
known trilogies of Aeschylus. I shall further consider 
whether the plays contain any dissonant or contradictory 
passages or scenes which would argue against trilogic 

composition.
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Webster has seen many points of similarity within this 

group and especially between the Alexandros and the Trojan 
Women. At the end of his analysis of the Alexandros, 
Webster enumerates several impressions established in that 
play which are echoed in the Trojan Women; "Hekabe in her 
sorrow, her attempted murder, and her exultation,...the 
generosity of Hektor, and ...Paris' youthful beauty."11 

To these characterizations Webster could also have added 
Deiphobos, who in the Alexandros plots with Hecuba for 
Paris' death and who upholds the inferiority of slaves:

ôodXoug yap oô 
xoAov TTEnaodau MpeCaaovac t5v ôEcmoT&v

S. 28

Helen paints a similar dark picture of Deiphobos in the 

Trojan Women;

BCqc 6* ô xaLvds u* o6toc àpndoaç: tcôolç 
△T)é<po0o£ dAoxov eCxev dxôvrœv ®puyœv.

Tr 959-960

Priam, too, links both plays. His role in the Alexandros 
is disputed, but he surely spoke the following lines ;

Xpdvoe 6È ÔeCFel (o, Sc TExunpCœc yaôSv 
fi xPOOTov dura yvSaouaû aé ^y fi xaxôv.

S. 39
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He, of course, represents the fallen city to Hecabe in the 
Trojan Women:

npLdue npLduE, ou uev oXduEVoe dratpos dcpiXog 
drag éu&G diGToe el.

Tr 1312-1315

The prominence of Hecabe in the Trojan Women has been 
noted frequently12 and evidence from the Alexandros suggests 

that a similar spotlight was centered on the queen in that 
play. Indeed, the recently published hypothesis of the 
play has confirmed Hecabe's major role in the plot to kill 
Alexander. Whether there is a trilogic link between the 
plays or not, the contrast between the abortive assassin 
Hecabe in the Alexandros and the pathetic ex-queen in the 
Trojan Women is still a striking theatrical effect.

In both the Alexandros and the Trojan Women Cassandra 
made prophetic statements that were unheeded. Unlike 
Koniaris, I see no reason to refute Webster that "Cassandra 
in the Troades is the same Cassandra as in the Alexander 
and not merely the Cassandra who belongs in the Troades 
by virtue of mythology."H It is true that her character 

had already been somewhat established by the Aeschylean 
Cassandra and the myth itself, but Euripides surely added 

14 the Bacchic nature of her prophecy. As Mason notes at
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Tr 169, Euripides substituted "the new Dionysiac vocabulary 
of possession...for the udvruç terminology of Aeschylus. 
Thus one of the Strasbourg fragments of the Alexandros 

reads :

Jne fiHouo' ënog 
PlaMxeÔEi cppévaE 

]out[ 
]àeu[

S. 7

The same Bacchic terminolgy is used at Tr 342-343 :

PaoCXeLa, PaxxE^ouaav où MÔpnv, 
Uh xoOgov aCph Mu' éç ‘Apye Ccov orpardv;

This innovation in the character of Cassandra is a 
clear link between the Alexandros and the Trojan Women but 
is not in itself proof of trilogic unity. Repetition of 
character between two plays of a group does not make a 
trilogy. Cassandra does not appear in the Palamedes.16 

The similarity between the two Cassandras can also be 
accounted for in the contemporary composition of the plays 
and perhaps in Euripides' fondness for his hybrid creation. 
A similar type of repetition is notable between the Hecuba 
of the Alexandros and the Creusa of the Ion, produced only 
three years after the Trojan group, where Euripides again 
deals with motif of a mother unwittedly plotting the murder 
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of her own son and recognizing her mistake only at the 

last moment.
Although Hector and Paris, the other characters cited 

by Webster, do not appear in the Trojan Women, nevertheless 
like Priam and Deiphobos, they are constant referents of 
the distraught women. It is clear that Euripides has 
retained in the Trojan Women the characters of both men 
as they were developed in the Alexandros. The Strasbourg 
papyri contain a vehement agon between Hector and Deiphobos 
on the question of slaves and nobility, in which valiant 
Hector is willing to accept the victory of the lowly 
shepherd Alexander in the games:

Atav âôvJueCs, Antvope. rt ydp ue 6e u
UIOeCv viv; où yapj xaipbe ûô^E^tveLV <p[p£v]ae.

S. 23, 11-12

In the Trojan Women this emphasis on the generosity of 
Hector recurs:

i*l toü Ttarpdg 6é o* EÛyévEi' âncbXeoEv, 
rf toColv &AAolg yCyvErac oœrnp^a....

Tr 742-74317

The physical preeminence of Paris, around whom the 
Alexandros is centered, is not overlooked in the Trojan 

Women:
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Av oùuoe ùuàe udXXoe éHnpenéaTaToe....

Tr988

The Strasbourg papyri also stress the enticing beauty of 
Alexander:

6 6* Æôe uoptpf)L 6ia<pep[

S. 18, 8

However, these qualities of Hector and Paris were not 
invented by Euripides but were developed in the Homeric 
epic, where Hector is often portrayed as generous and noble 
and Paris as beautiful. In her funeral eulogy for Hector 
at the end of Bk.Helen praises her brother-in-law for 
the very same reluctance to criticize that he exhibits in 
the Alexandros (S. 23):

dXA' oü no) oeü &uouoa Manov 5ttoç ovô* AoG^nAov. 
àXX* eC tCe UE Mal &XÀOG évl UEyàpoiOLV év^nroi 
ôaëpcov if yaAÔLùV if eLvarÉpwv EÛnénXwv, 
if èMupd—êxupoe ôè narnp d)£ Gnioe atEC — 
&AA& au tôv y * énécaot napalcpduEvoe MaxépuMEÇ, 
ofl t * dyavo^pooGu^ Mal aoCç àyavoCg énéeaau.

fi 7 -7

And Andromache in her lament refers to her husband as the
protector of the city, just as she does in the Trojan 
Women (742-743) :
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npiv yàp h6Alg i^Ôe holt' &xpns 

népaETau. fi yap ôXœAae énCoHonoe, os te ulv aûxnv 
(5ÜCXEU ....

fl 728-730

Paris* beauty as well is part of his Homeric character, 
for in his very first appearance in the Iliad he is . 
addressed by Hector as etôog &plqte (T39) and is rebuked 
because:

fi nou xayxaXdwoi xdpn Moudcovxeg, 'AyaioC 
cpdvreg dpuaxfia npôyov ëuuevat, oûvexa xaXov 
E^ôog ën*, &XX* oûu ëaxu PCp gpEotv o66e xcg alnd-

r 43-45

In his reply Paris himself argues :

ud not, ôûp* 6para npôcpEpe xpuanG 'A^pod^xgg. 
oû toi dndpXnT' éaxi Ôewv épLHvÔéa ôüpa, 
ôaod HEV aûxoi ôSauv, èx&v 6' oûx dv xig ëÀoixo.

r 64-66

The Homeric Paris is thus the same handsome youth who 
appears in the Alexandros and is mentioned in the Trojan 
Women. Webster's statement that "the generosity of Hektor 
and of Paris' beauty" as it is depicted in the Alexandros 
is "an impression strong enough to survive the next play"18 
implies a missing link in the characters of Hector and 
Paris as presented in the Trojan Women which only the 
Alexandros can supply. Such a dependency upon a previous 

play of a supposed trilogy is groundless when Euripides'
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Hector and Paris are seen in their Homeric contexts. The 
value of character repetition as proof of trilogic compo
sition is consequently decreased.

Scholars have added several unifying themes to this 
list of characters. In S. 10, from Ennius1 Alexander, 
Cassandra prohesies about the Trojan horse:

nam maximo saltu supravit gravidus armatis equus, 
qui suo partu ardua perdat Pergama.

Snell and others have noted the allusions to this prophecy 
in the Trojan Women, where the horse is mentioned early 
(9-14 )and becomes the central image of the first choral ode:

'Apyelodv ÔX6 f uav xd- 
Aauva ôopLdXœrog, 

ôt' 6Alkov tnnov oûpàvua 
Ppéuovxa xPuaeocpdAapov ëvo- 
nAov év KÜAaLg 'Axacot.

Tr 518-521

Of course, the horse is an appropriate theme for the Trojan 
Women and its mention there is not dependent upon its 
appearance in the Alexandros. Nor is a recurring image 
necessarily a trilogically unifying one.

Menegazzi^O has noted another possible allusion in 

the Trojan Women to Cassandra's prophecies in the Alexandros. 
In the first play Cassandra had probably equated Paris 
with the firebrand of Hecuba's dream, for in Ennius' later
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version of the play the prophetess warned:

adest adest fax obvoluta sanguine atque incendio 
multos annos latuit, cives, ferte opem et 

restinguite.
S. 10, 1-2

Menegazzi parallels this prediction with Cassandra’s 
hymeneal torch in the Trojan Women:

dvExe ndpexE.
tpSg cpép* , S. oëPto <pXëyœ. 
CôoC, tôoû.

Xaundol tôô* lepôv.
Tr 308-309

The recurring fire imagery is clear, but whether Euripides 
imagined an association between the firebrand of Hecuba’s 
dream and Cassandra's marriage torch, and thus intended a 
causal link between the events of the Alexandros and those 
of the Trojan Women, depends upon actual trilogic unity, 
Such an association cannot prove this unity, but would 
result from it.

Similar bonds of character and theme have been noted 
between the Palamedes and the Trojan Women. Scholars here 
have projected the probably important and sinister role of 
Odysseus in the Palamedes into the following play, where 
Odysseus remains the same sort of disagreeable character.21 

Not only is he the subject of a tirade by Hecuba in the
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Trojan Women;

uuoapy ÔoÀCw AëXoyxa 
(port ÔOUÀEÔELV,
TcoXey.C<p ôCxag, napavôuxp ôdxeu . . ..

Tr 282-284

but he is specifically blamed for the condemnation of 
Astyanax:

vlh$ 6* 'Oôuooeùe év IlavëXXncuv Àëyœv...

Tr 721

There are unfortunately no relevant fragments from the 
Palamedes to provide even a cursory comparison of the 
treatment of Odysseus in the two plays, although it was 
surely unfavorable in both.

Nor are there any fragments from the Palamedes that 
indicate the play's development of the character of 
Agamemnon. Nevertheless, Webster considers the Greek 
commander a link between that play and the Trojan Women 
and says that "the Palamedes fixes... Agamemnon as a general 
who either cannot see through or fails to withstand the 
machinations of his subordinate.1,22 Webster's use of the 

word "fixes" here unquestionably looks toward the Trojan 
Women, where this weakness in the character of Agamemnon 
receives brief treatment in the critical words of 
Talthybios:
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ô Y^P U^YCOtog tov navEAJMvœv &vag 
'ATpëwG (pCXog naiGr Tfjoô* ëpw%' égatpETov 
uacvâôoG ÙTiécTT]. h ai névnG uév eCu* 
drap Xëxoç ye T^aô' &v oûu éuTTiodunv.

Tr 412-416

However, Agamemnon is certainly not singled out for 
stupidity and weakness in the Trojan Women. It is his 
brother Menelaus who clearly earns that distinction 
(Tr 860-1059; 1100-1117). At most, the hypothetical treat
ment of Agamemnon in the Palamedes is subject to slight 
echo in the Trojan Women and is paralleded more emphatically 
by a similar treatment of Menelaus. The two plays treat 
the Atreides in a strikingly uncomplementary manner, just 
as there are many points of comparison between the Hecuba 
of the Alexandros and the Creusa of the Ion, but similar 
treatment of character makes a trilogy in neither case.

Duchemin has noted the popularity of the rhetorical 
device of the &Yc&v in the fifth-century drama,23 and all 

three of Euripides’ productions for 415 reveal a tendency 
to satisfy the public taste in this area. Thus, in the 
Alexandros the Strasbourg papyri contain one short agon 
between Hector and Deiphobos (S.23), and the literary 
fragments (S. 27-39) establish a very formal debate between 
the latter and Alexandros.24 The central scene of the 

Palamedes must have been the trial in which a clash between 
Odysseus and the defendant was inevitable ; four fragments 
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can probably be attributed to this scene.25 Finally, the 

Helen scene of the Trojan Women is a debate between the 
true-speaking Hecuba and the seductive and sophistic Helen.

Some effort has been made here not to overlook possible 
links within Euripides' Trojan group of 415. Thematic and 
character links similar to those which have been noted 
within this tetralogy can also be seen in other Euripidean 
(non-trilogic) groups, and indicate that Euripides did 
exploit similarities between existing elements of a 
tetralogy. For example, in the broadest possible terms, 
Euripides' productions of 438, Cressas, Alcmaeon, Telephos, 
and Alcestis, can be described, as Krausse does, as plays 
"in mulierum virtutibus vitiisque illustrandis,"26 but no 

one today would-consider this group connected. Trilogic 
unity must be proven by more than character and thematic 
repetition, and it must now be considered whether the 
Alexandros, Palamedes, and Trojan Women are linked in an 
Aeschylean manner and thus can be accurately termed a 

trilogy.
The three plays do exhibit a broad chronological 

sequence within the Trojan epic cycle. The Alexandros 
and the Trojan Women center around the Trojans before and 
after the Trojan war and the intervening Palamedes takes 
place in the Greek camp during the conflict. However, it 
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certainly cannot be argued from this that the three plays 
are based upon the same mythological topos. The Alexandros 
is the story of the return of the shepherd Paris to Troy 
and his recognition as a son of Priam. Jouan has shown 
admirably the relationship between this play and the 
K6npLa,27 and it is at least possible that the Alexandros 

has some affinities with the romantic recognition play 
Ion of c. 414-410.28 The Trojan Women, on the other hand, 

is a lamentation for the sacked city of Troy, and Euripides1 
source for this play was perhaps the Little Iliad of 
Lesches.29 Although these two plays differ in source and 

probably mood, they do share some common characteristics 
and at least center around Troy. Yet how does Euripides 
join them dramatically? By the Palamedes, whose mythological 
topos is certainly not Trojan but Greek. Euripides' sources 
for the play probably included Sophocles' Palamedes88 and 
perhaps Gorgias' Encomium.31 There is no traditional 

association between the myths of Alexander and of Palamedes 
or between Palamedes and the Troj an Women. The sequence is 
more similar to Aeschylus' Lycurgeia than to his Theban or 

Oresteian trilogies.
Consideration of the continuity of plot line makes 

trilogic link even more doubtful. The end of the Alexandros 

is disputed, but the play certainly ended before the 
judgment of Paris and his departure for Greece
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(S. 10, 69-71). The Palamedes perhaps began with the 
Greek sentries making the rounds of their camp during the 
Trojan War (589 N^); at least this is the earliest placed of 

the extant fragments. Webster, however, hypothesizes a 
prologue before this scene.32 in either case, Palamedes 

certainly does not continue the plot established in the 
Alexandros, as Aeschylus' Choephoroi follows the Agamemnon. 
There is thus no proven plot link between the Alexandros 
and the Palamedes.

This lack of smooth transition is evident between the 
Palamedes and the Trojan Women as well. From Aristophanes' 
parody in the Thesmophoriazusai, it is probable that 
Euripides' play depicted Palamedes' brother Oiax setting 
adrift an oar inscribed with the news of Palamedes' unjust 
execution. We know from the mythographers that this oar 
eventually reached Palamedes' father Nauplios in Euboea, 
although Webster stresses that this could not have been 
part of the action of Euripides' play.33 it is also in 

the myth that Nauplios ultimately avenged his son's murder 
by tampering with the beacons lit to guide the Greek fleet 
home from Troy, thus destroying the fleet. Poseidon's 
and Athena's decision in the prologue of the Trojan Women 
to shipwreck the Greeks has made several scholars seek a 
firm continuous plot link here.34 Webster even hypothesizes 

a deus ex machina at the end of the Palamedes which "may
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have foretold the arrival of the oars and Nauplios' 
arrangements to wreck the Greek fleet."35 The only evidence 

for this scene is two gnomic fragments on the just man 
(584, 585 N2).

The extant Trojan Women provides more convincing 
evidence than a hypothetical epilogue to the Palamedes. 
Yet, there is no allusion at all in the later play to Pala
medes nor any suggested connection between the destruction of 
the fleet predicted there and Palamedes' fate. If Euripides 
had wanted to establish a link between the Palamedes and 
the Trojan Women, as well as a continuous plot line for 
his trilogy, he would certainly have placed such an 
allusion in the Trojan Women. For example, Athena or 
Poseidon could have said during the prologue that they 
would permit Oiax's oar to reach Nauplios so he could 
sabotage the beacons. Instead, however, the Olympians 
plan a storm to destroy the fleet, a storm created by their 
own machinations. Poseidon's first person singular and 
imperative verbs clearly emphasize this divine rather than 
human causation:

...Tapd^co néÀayos AûyaCae âX6ç.
Tr 88 

and
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dA.V Epn' "OXuutcov Mat XEpauvtoue PoXas 
XapoOaa narpig éx xepôv xapaôôxe t....

Tr 92-93

If these statements are not explicitly contradictory of 
Nauplios * revenge, they are certainly ignorant of it. Did 
Euripides miss a perfect opportunity to establish a causal 
sequence between his plays here or, as is more likely, does 
this dichotomy between Palamedes and the Trojan Women 
suggest that his group is not trilogic and that the 
tetralogical members must be read independently? Koniaris 
has suggested other logical inconsistencies regarding the 
destruction of the Greek fleet in the Trojan Women and the 
Palamedes which are certainly valid and underline the same 
disjunction of plot lines suggested here.36 The Palamedes 

is certainly a loose link in the possible chain of a 
connected story.

Webster’s hypothetical deus ex machina at the end of 
the Palamedes is not the only instance of an attempt to 
manufacture links within the group where there are none. 
Predilection toward trilogic interpretation has frequently 
led critics to undocumentable associations between the plays.

For example, in the Trojan Women Cassandra makes 
allusion to an Apollonian prophecy concerning her mother:
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...noG 6* ’AnôXXœvoe Xôyol, 

ou (paotv aÛT^v [ete êy' ^pynvEuyévoL 
avToO GaveCadau ; ] ...rÀAXa 6* oûm ôvelSicd.

Tr 428-430

Snell has argued that this passage must refer back to the 
prediction in the Alexandros that Hecuba would someday 
be transformed into a bitch:

1 Ek Attic dyaXya cpoKKpdpov kvcov 6on t.
S. 1437

The trilogic bias of Snell's argument is evident in the 
following statement:

Und um den Schluss der Troerinnen zu verstanden, 
brauchen wir innerhalb der Trilogie einen 
deutlichen Hinweis auf das Ende der Hekabe; in 
den Troerinnen findet er sich nicht; im 
Palamedes kann er nicht gestanden haben; also 
muss er im Alexandros gegeben sein.38

Snell implies that the prohecy concerning Hecuba in S. 14 
provides a trilogically unifying theme which is crucial to 
the end of the Trojan Women.

Tr 428-430 and S. 14 are obviously connected 
thematically, but the gist of the Trojan Women passage 
points not to confirmation of the oracle made in the 
Alexandros, but to Cassandra's scepticism in the face of 
Talthybios' announcement that Hecuba had been alloted as
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a slave to Odysseus. There is no statement in the Trojan 
Women confirming the truth of Cassandra's prophecy in the 
Alexandros and at the end of his play Euripides marches 
Hecuba off not to a dog's life but to a slave's. Whether 
the myth in reality brought her to the house of Odysseus 
is beyond the dramatic context of the Trojan Women. 
Reference to Hecuba's future fate in the Trojan Women 
contrasts with, rather than compliments, the fragment 
from the Alexandros and underlines an inherent difference 
between two supposedly connected plays. If such an element 
were meant to unite these plays more than externally, the 
validity of the prophecy first stated in the Alexandros 
would have been reenforced rather that questioned in the 
Trojan Women.

Koniaris' statement that "not a word in the Troades 
refers to the prophecies of Cassandra in the Alexander, 
or to anything whatever that Cassandra did or said in the 
Alexander,"39 is thus refuted by the common interest in the 

fate of Hecuba exhibited in both plays. Euripides does 
in fact allude at Tr 428-430 to a prophecy previously made 
by Cassandra (i.e., S. 14 of the Alexandros); however, he 
uses the prophecy to different purposes in each play.

Tr 428-430 has come under textual attack by several 
critics:
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...noO 6* 'AndXXœvoG Adyoc, 
OL (paatv aûx^v [éCç ê]i* ^p^nveuuévoL 
aÛToü OaveCodai]...TdXÀa ô' oûn ôveiôcœ.

eC£...ôaveCodai, which is the manuscript reading, was 
originally deleted by Klinkenberg as an interpolation. 
Although Murray retained the words in his text, Biehl 
follows Klinkenberg and brackets the section as suspect. 
Argument for deletion is based upon a scholiastic comment: 
év yàp dpdbtg hOcov ysvouévn â.néôavev and the traditional 
myth offered in Hecuba 1265-1273 as well as in the 
Alexandros fragment (S. 14). Yet the passage as it is 
offered in the manuscripts does not contradict the dramatic 
context of the scene in the Trojan Women where a despondent 
Cassandra questions the validity of Apollo's prophecy. 
Nor does it contradict the dramatic context of the play 
itself, which ends with Hecuba being led off to slavery 
but which would leave open the possibility of subsequent 
confirmation of either version; i.e., Hecuba could die 
on Trojan land or turn into a dog in Thrace. Hecuba's 
fate is left unresolved in the play itself and I see no 
compelling reason to delete these words as an interpolation. 

Retention of the manuscript reading marks a further 
difference between the prophecy of Cassandra concerning 
the fate of Hecuba as it is stated in the Alexandros and
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the prophecy in the Trojan Women and argues strongly against 
trilogic unity. Arguments for deletion are obviously 
oriented toward trilogic interpretation of the Trojan Women 
and such basis for establishing the text of the play is 
tenuous at best.

Snell also points to a fragment from Strabo as 
argument for an epilogue spoken by Aphrodite in the 
Alexandros as well as for trilogic interpretation

ZeÙs YOP huhov MEV TpœoC, Tfflua ô' ‘EXAdôL 
OéXmv YEvéodac TaOr' époüAEuoEV narilp.

S. 45

It is suggested that these lines foreshadow "das allgemeinere 
Unglück"41 of the rest of the trilogy; i.e., Manov mev 

Tpœoi refers to the Trojan Women and nffua 6' ‘EXXdôi to the 
Palamedes and to the prediction of the destruction of the 
Greek fleet in the Trojan Women. Yet these lines can also 
be interpreted as a concise summary of the Alexandros and 
as an allusion to the approaching Trojan war which will 
result in hokôv for the Trojan, i.e., destruction of their 
city, and nffua for the Greeks, i.e., the hardships of ten 
years fighting away from home, upon which Cassandra herself 
elaborates (Tr 365-385). There is no need to read the 
events of the Palamedes and the Trojan Women into these 
lines as specific referents and to do so is to assume a
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link between the three plays which has not been documented 
substantially. Such a reference to future woe is typical 
of the general statements that end Greek plays'^ and is 

certainly sufficient climax to the Alexandros as a single 
play. Further, Coles has noted the tenuousness of this 
fragment’s association with the play;43 strabo identifies 

the lines as Euripidean, but they could equally have been 
written for Euripides’ Palamedes, Protesilaos, or 
Philoctetes.44

The question of guilt is also important to those who 
favor a trilogic interpretation of these plays and who 
argue that in the Trojan Women the Trojans are paying for 
the àpaprCa committed in the Alexandros, i.e., not destroying 
the fire-brand Paris45 or perhaps trying to commit the 
sacrilege of murdering him as a suppliant at Zeus’ altar.4$ 

In this context the following fragment attributed to the 
Alexandros is cited; it was probably addressed by Priam 
to Paris:

Xpdvos ôeCgst , (St tehutipccm uaOôv 
n XPnorov 6vra YVtoooiiaÉ oé fl xaxôv.

S. 39

Time’s verdict is sought in the Helen scene of the Trojan 
Women, in the accusation of Helen :
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npôTov uèv àpxàs ôtemev f^ôe tqv uaucov, 
lîdpuv TEHOÜaa. ôeûtepov ô' âncbXEOE 
TppCav te h&u* ^6) Tipëogue où MTavôv Ppécpoç, 
ôaXoû ntupov uCynu* r 'AÀégavôpôv, uote.

Tr 919-922

Thus, according to Helen, the ones responsible for the 
Trojan war are Hecuba and Priam; above all, Helen is not 
at fault! Scarcella suggests the trilogic implications 
of these words :

Che poi i due sovrani fossero insieme vittime 
della propria fragilité e del destino, è cosa 
che non importa qui indagare: certo à che, 
attraverso quegli eventi, si era voluto colpire 
equalmente Troiani e Greci. Ma questo era già 
esplicitamente detto nell’Alessandro , quale 
che fossero il personaggio e 1’occasione cui si 
reportava la battuta [Fr. 45 Snell]. Perché 
inversamente è probabile che nell’Alessandro 
venissero anticipati sviluppi e conclusions cui 
Euripide intendeva pervenire solo nelle Troiani.47

Helen’s charge, however, must be seen in the context of 
the entire scene and of the drama itself. It is true that 
Helen points a finger at Hecuba and Priam for deeds done 
in the context of the Alexandros, but is Helen credible? 
She is not a disinterested witness and the entire force of 
her speech is to place the blame as far as possible from 
her own name. She does not even hesitate to incriminate 
Aphrodite as well:
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Kônpte Oeàe, xau tooôvô' oùuou yduou 

Svnoav ‘EXAdô*....

Tr 932-933

Helen's charges are unquestionably refuted in Hecuba's 
retort (969-1032), where the blame is placed where it 
rightfully belongs:

t K ...11% duaôeCe noCeu Ocas 
to cov Haxov Hoa]io6oa.. ..

Tr 981-982

Helen is the true culprit, and her words cannot be accepted 
as Scarcella does, at face value. Helen is oocplot^g in the 
bad sense, and Euripides' sympathy is with Hecuba. These 
lines certainly do not reveal a theme of Trojan guilt 
carried over from the Alexandros to the Trojan Women and 
do not support a trilogic interpretation.

Koniaris has elaborated as well on the guilt of Helen 
in the Trojan Women and rightly contrasts the free will 
inherent in Hecuba's condemnation with the predestination 
that fills the Alexandros.48 The question remains, however 

why Euripides permits this felon to escape punishment,as 
the mood of the subsequent choral ode unquestionably 
suggests(Tr 1060-1116). The problem is central not only 
to an interpretation of the agon scene but to the Trojan
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Women as a whole, and discussion of this aspect of the 
Helen scene will be deferred until it can be considered 
in the light of a general view of the Trojan Women.

A word should also be said about the Sisyphos, the 
satyr play produced together with the Alexandros, Palamedes, 
and Trojan Women. Only one fragment is attributable to 
the play and it strangely is addressed to Heracles:49

xatp# oé t*, Æ péÀTLOTov 'ÀXxudvng Ténoe, 
...TÔV te utopbv égoXwXÔTa.

673 N2 .

Working solely from this Heraclean greeting, Murray searched 
for a link between the Sisyphos saga and Heracles and 
suggested that the play centered around Sisyphos1 theft 
of Lycurgos1 horses from Heracles. Such a plot would fit 
in well with Murray's trilogic interpretation of the group, 
i.e., "the doings of the arch-deceiver will illustrate 
well the mocking injustice of the world."50 Webster makes 

a more cautious link between the plays : "Even the satyr
play was relevant since Sisyphos was a reputed father of 
Odysseus who had a major part in the Palamedes and contrived 
the death of Astyanax in the Trojan Women."51 Nothing of 
certainity can really be said about the plot of the Sisyphos, 
whose mythos is only tenuously related to the topoi of its 
accompanying tragedies. Of course, an unconnected satyr 
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play could have been produced together with a trilogy. 
The Oresteia, with its loosely related satyr play Proteus, 
foreshadowed only by a short passage in the Agamemnon 
(615-680), is perhaps proof of that. However, inclusion 
of the Sisyphos myth in Euripides’ tetralogy of 415 is 
certainly not positive evidence for the unity of the group. 
Koniaris offers additional arguments against a link between 
the Palamedes and the Sisyphos and against a connected 
tetralogy,52 and thus further underscores the plays’ lack 

of a common mythological topos noted here.
It is evident, then, that the Aeschylean trilogic 

features of continuity of plot and single mythogical topos 
are not present in Euripides’ productions of 415. The 
Alexandros, Palamedes, and Trojan Women ought not be 
considered a trilogy despite the particular elements which 
recur in the plays. Rather, the group must be interpreted 
individually, with due consideration of the contrasts and 
comparisons which Euripides establishes among the three 
plays. For example, the despair of the Trojan Women 
becomes that much more profound and pathetic if the 
Alexandros was really the romantic recognition play which 
Hanson believes it was;53 and the Alexandros certainly 

appears to have had a happy ending.
Webster has argued that at least one scene of the
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i Trojan Women (probably a reference to the prologue) is
; intelligible only in terms of a connected sequence.54

’ Koniaris regrettably ignores this point, although such
dramatic interdependence, when proven, would outweigh any 
arguments against the existence of a trilogy. Therefore, 
a detailed analysis of the Trojan Women is warranted and

! necessary . I will attempt such an analysis in the following
chapters and maintain that there is no need to bring a 
hypothetical connected trilogy into an interpretation of 
the prologue and the play. The Trojan Women is episodi
cally and as a whole understandable outside a trilogic 
context. It is the tragedy of the Trojan nation, the 
dramatic presentation of the suffering of a conquered city 
reduced to ashes. Such an independent and coherent 
interpretation of the Trojan Women is the final and 
definitive argument against the existence of a trilogy.

A non-trilogic approach to Euripides' Trojan group 
and to the Trojan Women in particular is made probable 
not only by the history of the trilogy in the fifth century 
as discussed in the first chapter, but also by an analysis 
of the fragments of the Alexandros and the Palamedes and 
a comparison of these plays to relevant passages in the 
Trojan Women. Although several inter-relating themes and 
characters are notable among the plays, the features of 
trilogic unity characteristic of the only known Greek
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trilogies, i.e., the trilogies of Aeschylus, are not evident 
in the Alexandros-Palamedes-Trojan Women sequence. In fact, 
the three plays reveal several serious points of contra
diction which could not have existed in a trilogy.

Koniaris has discussed several of the inconsistencies 
between the plays in even more depth than has been offered 
here,55 and such contradictions between the plays as the 

one relating to the destruction of the Greek fleet are 
sufficient in themselves to make structural unity unlikely. 
The addition of historical improbability makes trilogic 
construction of Euripides' Trojan tetralogy of 415 virtually 
impossible. It is time, then, for the remaining fetters 
of trilogic bias in interpreting Greek plays after Aeschylus 
to be broken and for the Trojan Women and its companion 
plays to be disentangled structurally and thematically. 
Like the other tetralogies written after the death of 
Aeschylus, Euripides' productions for 415 were a group of 
four independent plays.
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13. Koniaris, 108.
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whereas the chorus and Hecuba see merely an ordinary 
torch in danger of falling from her grasp. To the 
audience who see both perspectives, there is another 
dimension still, since this firebrand can hardly 
fail to remind them of the torch Hecuba dreamt she 
gave birth to when she was expecting Paris...."

21. For example, Henri Gregoire, "Euripide, Ulysse et 
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Chapter 3
The Role of the Chorus 
and Ironic Development
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The Trojan Women was certainly popular in antiquity, 
for it survived, apart from its companion plays of 415, 
in the select school tradition of Euripidean plays. In 
more recent times, however, interest has been focused on 
this play much less than on some of Euripides' other plays, 
such as Hippolytos or Bacchai. It is surely indicative of 
the modern attitude toward the Trojan Women that there has 
been no thorough commentative study or analysis of the 
play comparable to Barrett's superb work on the Hippolytos^ 

or Dodds on the Bacchai.2 Only recently has the play 

received the textual and metrical attention it deserves in 
Biehl's very learned studies.3

The intense drama and force of the Trojan Women have 
nevertheless been appreciated in the modern world. Indeed, 
the emotional impact of Euripides' drama has been powerfully 
captured in Cacoyannis' recent screenplay.4 Sartre's famous 

translation of the play is typically more a class unto 
itself, more Sartrian than Euripidean, but the French 
existentialist's allegiance to Euripides is undeniable.5 

Hamilton and others have even referred to the Trojan Women 
as "the greatest piece of anti-war literature there is."6 

Some perhaps might consider that statement hyperbolic, but 
Euripides' play must surely be listed among noteworthy 
Greek contributions to pacifistic literature in the Western
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world.

Although the Trojan Women has been praised as a fierce 
condemnation of war, it is often reduced in the next 
critical breath to a disconnected series of scenes, a 
group of pathetic scenarios. Such Janus-faced criticism 
has been popular in several languages : Schlesinger 
describes the play as "a series of chronologically related 
tableaux with little action."? Manning calls the play 

"merely a series of scenes,and Lewin says "the whole 
tragedy consists of a series of disasters for Hecuba, as 
one by one all her remaining hopes are destroyed. 
Meredier states that "le drame se réduit à une succession 
de tableaux pathétiques."10 He was possibly influenced 

by his countryman Decharme who said of the play: "Les 
diverses parties...se succèdent au lieu de s’enchaîner."11 

Italians have been most critical: Albini describes the 
Trojan Women as "una serie di scene staccate senza una 
concatenazione effettiva che le unisca,1^ and Perrotta 
calls the play "tragedie senza unita."I3 Even Wilamowitz 

must be added to this list of critics because of his 
reference to the play as "eine Reihe von Szenen."1^

Scholars have thus been quick to note the play’s 
episodic construction and to emphasize its unaristotelian 
lack of a single tragic hero and unity of action. Such
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criticism contains some truth; the play is certainly 
episodic, for each scene concentrates on the fate of a 
different individual. This type of composition obviously 
precludes an individual tragic character upon whom the 
action centers. Yet to write off the play for that reason 
as merely a paratragic ""long lament"15 does an injustice 

to Euripides' dramatic skills, the popularity of the play 
especially in antiquity, and the underlying force of the 
play which many readers and spectators have felt:

With all these riches, is the Troades still a 
play which fails to combine its effects within 
an organic dramatic structure? This seems impro
bable when we notice that those who like the 
play praise it for its final and total impact. 
The power of this play increases steadily until 
it is finished; the closing lines leave us with 
a sense of completedness which no mere series of 
episodes, however striking in themselves, could 
possibly evoke.16

The modern response has therefore been to turn to
the group with which the Trojan Women was produced in 415 
and to interpret the play's unity in terms of trilogic 
composition. Thus Albini warns that "ma non dimentichiamo 
che le Troiane sono l'ultimo acto di una trilogia sulla 
guerra" and interprets the trilogy in Greek terms : "La 
loro vittoria, la vittoria pid cara al popolo greco è vista 

come I'opera insulsa e crudeli di genti sciocca, inelta, 
malvagia."!? Delcourt-Curvers saw the trilogy in simpler 
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and less ethical terms as "l’erreur engendrant des maux;"18 

the Alexandros and the Palamedes depict errors which lead 
to the sorrows of the Trojan Women. Conacher interprets 
the play as a "rhythm of hope and desolation" and explains 
the play’s loose dramatic structure as a trilogic feature 
of the last play of a group, where "the total amount of 
unrevealed material gradually decreases as the trilogy 
proceeds, so that progressively less elaborate structures 
are required.Such structural criticism of the Trojan 
Women is tenuous even apart from its trilogic context, 
for a play constructed episodically can be more complicated 
than one based upon a unifying central character.

Lesky’s statement about the supposed trilogy is much 

more cautious:

Hier sehen wir fur die drei Tragodien eines 
Spieltages eine Art von trilogischer Bindung, 
aber was wir vom Inhalte der verlorenen Dramen 
erschliessen konnen, ziegt uns, dass die 
einzelnen Stucke ein viel starkeres Eigenleben 
führten, als in der aischleischen Trilogie.20

Thus for Lesky the Trojan group lies in the ethereal realms 
of a non-trilogic trilogy. Koniaris has provided an even 
more thorough list of trilogic advocates.21

Murray, of course, has been the most eloquent advocate 
of a Trojan trilogy and has offered the most explicit 
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analysis of trilogie composition. For him the key to the 
group is Diogenes' numismatic metaphor paracharaxis, i.e., 
"showing how the things that are called good are those 
that should be fled from, and all the superscriptions 
false."22 Murray's anthropological approach to the trilogy 

is evident in his discussion of the Alexandros in terms 
of the Curse-child, an approach which ultimately leads to 
an interpretation of the Trojan Women as the culmination 
of errors committed by the Trojans in the Alexandros and 
by the Greeks in the Palamedes.

The inadequacies of Murray's reading have been 
sufficiently noted by Koniaris, who has analysed the 
inherent philosophical differences between the Alexandros 
and the Trojan Women and has effectively denied trilogic 
composition of the group.^3 Koniaris, however, fails to 

follow up his argument with a coherent independent inter
pretation of the Trojan Women, despite his own admission 
that "the correct interpretation of the Troades can be... 
achieved only by studying the Troades by itself, as a unity 
independent of the Alexander, the Palamedes, and the 
Sisyphus."24 The absence of such a reading of the Trojan 

Women definitely weakens Koniaris' anti-trilogic reasoning.
In the preceding chapters I have argued that a trilogic 

interpretation of the Trojan Women is historically 
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precarious and have noted several elements within the 
tetralogy which support this judgment. Yet Webster has 
emphasized the difficulty of understanding the play outside 
of a trilogic context,25 and it is true that, bereft of 

its trilogic supports, the episodic Trojan Women appears 
in need of some solid unifying elements. Therefore, my 
basic purpose in this chapter is to suggest two possible 
forces or elements in the Trojan Women which so pervade 
the play as to unite an otherwise episodic structure. 
The rest of the thesis will present a careful scenic 
analysis of the play in light of these elements. Such a 
reading of the Trojan Women will not only confirm the demise 
of the trilogy in post-Aeschylean drama, but will also 
underscore the unity inherent within an often structurally 

underrated Euripidean play.
Criticism of the Trojan Women, under the influence 

of Aristotle, has naturally emphasized the notion of the 
tragic hero. Although the play certainly cannot be said 
to have a central tragic individual like the Oedipous of 
Sophocles' Oedipous Tyrannos around whom all the action 
centers and upon whom the hand of fate falls unmercifully, 
some scholars have tried to unite the play around Hecuba 
and are quick to note that the queen is the only character 
in the play who remains on stage through all the scenes
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and takes part in the sorrow in all its depths?® As 

queen she is considered ideally suited to the role of 
consoler to the other distraught women and her unbroken 
presence on stage constitutes a source of continuity for 
a play which otherwise lacks cohesion.

Hecuba’s predominance in the play is a noteworthy and 
valid observation, but is she the tragic heroine of the 
Trojan Women? I think not. Hecuba is a tragic figure in 
the play, but she is not the only tragic figure. Indeed, 
the Trojan Women consists of, to use the typical critical 
terminology, a series of figures who somehow can be called 
tragic: Hecuba, the ex-queen; Cassandra, the demented 
prophetess ; Andromache, the pathetic mother and widow; 
Talthybios, the reluctant herald; even Helen, the vain 
seductress; and Menelaus, the blind and weak commander. 
Hecuba’s constant presence does little in itself to unify 
such a shambles of destruction and sorrow.

In the Trojan Women Euripides is presenting a 
culmination of individual griefs and tragedies. The first 
episode concentrates on the fates of Cassandra, and, 
indirectly, of Polyxena; the second episode, that of 
Andromache; the d, that of Helen; the kommos and exodos 
center around the battered body of Astyanax and the 
crumbling walls of Troy. Woe upon woe relentlessly
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crushes these helpless creatures. Hecuba and the chorus 
interact in all these scenes and refer constantly to their 
own present sorrows, as well as previous Trojan woes, such 
as the death of Hector (587-594), the sack of the city 
(551-559), the slaughter of Priam (134-136), etc. None 
of these tragedies is in itself central to the play; rather 
they all add up to portray, in the most vivid sense possi
ble, the collective tragedy of a nation, the Trojan nation. 
The structure of the Trojan Women is episodic in that it 
reflects a dramatic presentation of the sufferings of a 
conquered city in all its grim aspects.

A national approach to the play is not entirely novel. 
Kumaniecki merely hints at such an interpretation when 
he says that in the three episodes of the play "miserae 
Troiae depingerentur,1,27 but Perrotta is more explicit: 

"Euripide non vuole rappresentare la rovina d'una persona, 
non quella di una famiglia, ma la rovina di un'intera 
citta."28 of course the title of the play cannot be invoked 

as Rachet attempts, to support this interpretation since 
there is no proof that the surviving Greek play titles were 
attached by the playwright; they may perhaps even be 
Alexandrian.29 Yet the list of dramatis personae and the 

episodes of the play exhibit a constant Trojan emphasis 
which is a much more valid argument for such a reading of 
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the Trojan Women and which I hope will be adequately 
upheld by the analysis of the play which follows this 

chapter.
Most scholars, influenced perhaps by trilogic bias 

and/or stressing the prologue, have seen the main thrust 
of the play from a Greek rather than Trojan perspective. 
Indeed, Rivier has gone as far as saying that "Troie nous 
importe peu."30 Basing his interpretation upon the destru

tion of the homeward-bound Greek fleet predicted in the 
prologue and on Cassandra's subsequent anti-Greek prophecies 
Grube has said that "any deep understanding of the Trojan 
Women depends on seeing it in perspective against the later 
sufferings of the Greeks."31 Thus a Trojan interpretation 

of the play is rejected as superficial and the play is 
understood instead in nihilistic terms as "ein Meer der 
Vernichtung" which shows not only "Verzweiflung und Tod 
der Besiegten" but more profoundly "Gewalttat und Tod der 
Sieger.1,32 As such the Trojan Women is a brutal commentary 

on war and a warning that violence destroys not only the 
conquered but also the conqueror. This approach to the 
play, even when not explicitly incorporated into a trilogic 
form,33 still is remarkably similar in its Greek orientation 

to that of Murray's trilogic paracharaxis. Scholarship 
has repeatedly tended to understand the Trojan Women from
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a Greek rather than Trojan perspective.

But the Greeks are not really the central dramatic 
force of the play. It is true that the prologue and 
Cassandra's prophecies do focus on the future woes of the 
Greeks and that the victorious Greeks hover sinisterly in 
the background of every action of the play. However, 
besides the Greek herald Talthybios, whose sympathies are 
frequently more Trojan than Greek, and the weak commander 
Menelaus, who makes ,a brief but memorable appearance, all 
the dramatis personae are in some sense Trojan. Even Helen 
Greek-born and the erstwhile wife of a Greek, is counted 
among the enemy captives in this play:

...ouv aÛTaCç 6‘ A Aduauva Tuvôapb ç 
'EAévn, voulons Co* aCxudXcoTos évôCHœe.

34-35

The drama is unquestionably centered around Trojans and 
Troy, and the play culminates in the physical collapse of 
the city itself (1295-1296). In the face of such a Trojan 
emphasis, Greek references must be seen in Trojan contexts, 
not vice versa. Any interpretation of the Trojan Women 
which makes future Greek sufferings more important and 
more profound than the immediate and dramatically depicted 
woes of the Trojans misreads the emphasis of the tragedy 
as a whole. The play must be understood, instead, in Trojan 
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terms and the predicted woes of the Greeks must be seen 
primarily as a commentary on what happens to the Trojans 
and from a Trojan point of view. The over-all effect of 
this approach will be discussed presently.

The Trojan Women, then, is essentially, a tragedy of 
Troy, a dramatic depiction of the conquered city. As 
Perrotta has said, "la vera protagonista non e Ecuba [or 
any individual character of the play], ma Troia."34 As 

such, the tragedy of the play can be termed collective 
and every Trojan character in the play, i.e., Hecuba, 

Cassandra, and Andromache, makes contributions to the tragic 
development. As Trojans, the woes of these characters are 
the city’s, and, by extension, the tragedy of Troy is a 
composite of the sufferings of all its citizenry.

Such a collective tragedy was not new in 415 B.C. 
Euripides had recently produced a similar type of play 
in the Suppliants of c. 420, and the form unquestionably 
dates back at least to Aeschylus’ Suppliants. In both 
plays it is the chorus which is the collective center of 
the play. As Garvie notes, with the possible additions 
of the Eumenides and Euripides’ Suppliants, "in the whole 
extant corpus of Greek tragedy, the Supplices is almost 
unique in that the Chorus is the principal character of 
the play."35 I submit, however, that the chorus of Trojan 
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women, too, is the central character,of its play, and 
indeed serves as a crucial unifying force.36 The chorus 

is the only principal in the Trojan Women that can 
adequately incorporate the entire city as Perrotta's "la 
vera protagonista," although the term protagonist cannot 
technically be applied to the chorus of a Greek play. The 
individual characters are part of this collective tragedy, 
but they are each only partial aspects of it. Only the 
collectivity of the chorus can really reflect the tragedy 
of the city of Troy. These poor women, physically only 
twelve or fifteen in number, represent more than them
selves; they are all that is left of the city's population. 
Everyone else is dead, and, at the end of the play when 
Troy itself goes up in flames, these women are the only 
physical remains of the once high-walled city.

In his commendable discussion of the early Greek chorus, 
Garvie describes its normal dramatic function in these 

terms;

A chorus may indeed perform mimetically in that 
it accompanies its story of some hero with appro
priate gestures and dance-steps and used direct 
speech, but its story remains the story of 
someone else's fortunes and not its own.37

As such, Garvie notes, an important aspect of the Greek 

chorus is its anonymity, an aspect notably absent in
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Aeschylus’ Suppliants and Eumenides and Euripides1 
Suppliants, all plays in which Garvie recognizes the chorus 
as principal character.

But anonymity is not an argument against a central 
role for the chorus of the Trojan Women. These women, 
admittedly nameless individually, still represent a specific 
group, the few surviving Trojan citizens. Poseidon himself 

defines the composition of the chorus in the prologue :

ôocu. 6' &HÀT]poi Tptpdôœv, Cmd or^yaes 
TaCoô' eCot, rocs np&TOLOLV éEijpnuëvau 
OTpaTOÜ....

32-34

Choral anonymity is further offset in the play by personal 
revelations and experiences of the chorus which are 
mentioned especially in the parodos and the choral odes.
Nearly the first words of the chorus in the drama, in fact, 
are of a very personal orientation:

of ëy&, tC OëXouo' ; fl noC u* flôn 
vauoOXc&crouoi itaTpyae éx yas;

161-162

Euripides is not portraying here a vague group of citizenry 
who comment upon the sorrows of individual characters; this 
chorus does not perform the standard choral role described 
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by Garvie. Rather, these are real women with personal 

experiences, woes, and fears, which they express openly 

to the audience. Further, in the Trojan Women the actors 
are logical extentions of the choral group; i.e., Hecuba, 
Cassandra, and Andromache are almost individualizations 
of the choral pen)na. And the chorus is all too conscious 
of its fatal bonds with the scorned Helen:

rdAauva TpoÉa, uupfovg àndiXEoag 
Uiâg YwacHOg Mal Xéxoug otuyvoü x&PLv.

780-781

" In the Persai, Garvie's example of choral anonymity,38 

a close association between actors and chorus is not 
possible: Xerxes does not equal the King's Council which 
the chorus there represents. For the Trojan Women, however 
this equation is actually the case. In no other tragedy 
are the chief actors all so intricately associated by fate 
and by disposition with the choral group. Characters and 
chorus coalesce in this play into a single collective 
entity, the tragic city of Troy.

If it is necessary, then, to identify such a persona 
in this play, I think that the label "tragic heroine" most 
appropriately fits the chorus which incorporates the 
sufferings of the individual characters into itself and 
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by extension represents the sorrows of the entire Trojan 
nation. As such, the chorus serves not only as a physical 

unity in the play, but also as a thematic one, since, as 
I will show in the scenic analysis, the choral lyrics of 
the play, the primary emphasis of which is the fall of the 
city, serve to underline and reenforce the tragic stress 
on Troy.

Wilamowitz has noted at least one apparent inconsis
tency in the choral character in the Troian Women: "Der 
Chor besteht aus Troerinnen, die bald als Frauen um Gatten 
und Kinder klagen (1080-1091), bald erzahlen, dass die der 
Artemis die Tanze aufgefuhrt haben, zu denen sich nur 
Jungfrauen schicken (551)."39 The passages in question 

are both from choral odes. The first sings of Troy's last 
night of joy, the night the acquisition of the infamous 
Trojan horse was celebrated. The chorus describes its 
role in the jubilation in these terms :

éyû) ôè t&v ôpEorépav 
tôt * àyxpl uéÀaôpa TiapOévov 
Aloe MÔpav {"Apteulv^ éuEAnôiiav 
XOPOLOL....

551-555

Yet, in the later ode, the chorus has lost its maidenhood 
and addresses dead husbands whom there was not time to 
acquire between the choral dance of the virgins and the
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swift-following sack of the city:

5 epiXog, 6 nôoL not f 
où uèv (p^Cuevoft^ g àXaCvece 
AOanTOG âvuôpos, é]iè 6e rôvtlov oudcpos....

1081-1085

These conflicting aspects of the chorus are not really the 
poor characterization they appear to be; rather, these 
passages underline the collectivity and universality of 
the choral group. By depicting the chorus first as maidens 
and then as matrons, Euripides subtly expands the chorus’ 
dramatic character; the chorus of the Trojan /omen thus 
represents women from all stages of life, i.e., all Trojan 
women. Through this contradictory depiction the choral 
persona becomes representative of the entire Trojan nation.

The role of the Trojan Women's chorus has frequently 
been underestimated and considered of secondary importance 
to the meaning of the play. Grube, who sees Hecuba as 
the central character, says that "the chorus are other 
Trojan women captives who reflect in their own persons the 
sorrows of the Trojan queen."40 This choral "reflection" 

implies a distance between the chorus and the characters 
of the play which does not appear to exist. Kitto, too, 
assumes such a division between chorus and play when he 
describes the chorus of captive women as "remaining aloof 
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from the actors and pursuing its own monotone of mourning 
for Troy."41 Kranz places the chorus into the thematic 

background: "Hier ist der Chor das grosse Instrument, dessen 
Klang den Hintergrund schafft fur die Tragik der Handlung."42 

Webster even contrasts "the beautiful mythological world 
of the choral odes...with the present misery of women in 
war and in particular of these women, Hecuba, Kassandra, 
and Andromache, the victims of unscrupulous, dishonest, 
and inefficient conquerors."43 yet, the theme of all the 

choral odes is Troy, true the old Troy of a happier day, but 
nevertheless the same city which unites all these wretched 
women together under one pale of sorrow. These odes do not 
contrast with the rest of the play but rather complement 
and unify it.

Barlow, alone, in her excellent study of Euripidean 
imagery, has recognized the importance of the chorus in the 
Trojan Women and states that "descriptive imagery becomes 
dramatic imagery also in the Troades, where the captured 
city of Troy is the constant preoccupation of the chorus1 
thoughts."44 j suggest that this preoccupation of the 

chorus is even more central than Barlow implies and that 
the chorus of the Trojan Women stands neither aloof from 
nor in the background of the play. Nor are its odes 
detached in thought and mood from the dramatic dialogue.
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Rather, as I will show in depth later, the chorus and its 
odes are dramatically essential to the play and provide a 
unifying focus for the episodic structure, a constant 
emphasis upon the collective fall of Troy. The chorus of 
Trojan women serves as the primary, the dramatically visible 
unifying force of the play.

The second source of unity in the Trojan Women is a 
much more subtle but all-pervading one : irony. Muecke, in 
the best work on this literary mode that I have found, has 
noted "the chaos which the terminology of irony presents. 
This confusion is even more intense when considering the 
presence of irony in classical texts, for although the term 
is derived from the Greek word eCpwv it originally lacked 
its modern literary connotations and meant sly deceiver, 
sly mocker, hypocritical rascal, and as such it was 
especially used by Athenians in reference to their puzzling 
contemporary Socrates.46 Certainly none of the Greek 

tragedians, including Euripides, would ever have used eiron 
in our ironic sense; nor would they ever have called their 
works ironic. Yet use of and existence of what we call 
irony is not precluded in classical drama, even if a word 
for it was lacking. Indeed, the Sophoclean irony which is 
associated especially with Oedipous Tyrannos has come to 
epitomize the use of irony in drama. Muecke himself has
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noted the possible dichotomy between a writer's use of 
irony and his awareness of the mode:

The fact that Tennyson would have been indignant 
if he had been told that his poem was ironical 
does not necessarily mean that he would have 
denied that it had the qualities and character

- istics that led Cleanth Brooks to call itironical.47

Muecke's caution is surely true for Euripides too. It is 
therefore necessary to define here what I mean by irony 
in general and in reference to the Trojan Women in parti
cular, and to show how this literary mode is a source of 
dramatic unity.

Irony, as Muecke states,4® is both verbal and 

situational; it can be both a literary technique and a 
reality of fate. Verbal irony is an artistic means to 
underline an actual state. These ironies of situation and 
of words are both reduced by Muecke to three essential 
and formal elements:4^ First of all, irony is double-layered; 

it is based upon two situations: appearance as it is 
conceived by the victim of irony and the reality as it is 
known to the observer. Then these two layers must be somehow 
contradictory; some sort of opposition must exist between 
the two levels. Reality must negate appearance. Finally, 
the victim of irony must portray an element of innocence; 
as Muecke defines this innocent perspective, "either a 
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victim is confidently unaware of the very possibility of 
there being an upper level or point of view that invalidates 
his own, or an ironist pretends not to be aware of it.”50 

Ironic innocence implies acceptance of false appearance 
as reality.

Such irony exists throughout the Trojan Women in both 
verbal and situational forms. Hecuba’s bird simile at the 
end of her monody is a suitable example :

UtdTHP 6' wosL TLTavofs xAayyav 
ôpv lolv ônœc éEdpgœ *yà 
UoAndv, ou t&v aûrœv 

oüav noTE 6n 
ox^nTpyi ITpuduou 6Lepetôouéva 
noôos dpxexôpou nAayats ®puyiaus 

EÛHÔunois &Mpxov ÔEOÛÇ.
146-152

These lines establish a clear contrast between Hecuba’s 
song now and her song then, between Hecuba the captive and 
Hecuba the queen, between Troy in ruins and Troy exulting 
in its former religious worship. Hecuba’s words are part 
of a dirge for Troy, but they also contain ironic elements, 
for Priam’s wife is entirely conscious of the change in her 
own and her city’s lot. Consequently she speaks in double
layered terms of past and present and sets up verbal 
opposition between the two by the use of such words as 
uAayydv versus uoAndv and nAayafe . There is also an
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implied contrast in npiduou Ôcspelôouéva with
Hecuba's degraded position now; this verbal opposition 
is thus only the expression of a more basic situational 
contrast. Two of Muecke's criteria for irony are already 
met.

The third element of irony, innocence, is much more 
difficult to observe in these lines. Hecuba is anything 
but unaware of the "upper level or point of view that 
invalidates her own;" nor does she deliberately ignore it. 

Rather Hecuba is very cognisant of her plight and takes 
full verbal and dramatic advantage of it. She constantly 
contrasts her own past with her present state and there
fore cannot be said to speak her words in all innocence.

Muecke himself has noted the difficulty of an innocent 
perspective in this type of irony, called self-irony, and 
has attempted to explain the situation in this manner: 
In self-irony

the victim is also the ironical observer or the 
ironist and strictly speaking cannot either be 
or pretend to be 1 innocent.' But self-irony 
implies a 1 splitting of the ego1 and hence an 
ability to see and to present oneself as an 'innocent.'51

Muecke's solution is psychologically plausible, but I think 
that the answer to the question of innocence, at least in 
this passage of the Trojan Women, lies elsewhere, namely 
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in temporal perspective. The innocence, the lack of 
awareness, of Hecuba's self-irony does not exist on the 
present-past level of the dramatic present, but rather on 
a present-future one in the dramatic past, when Troy 
rejoiced yet was about to perish. Hecuba's ironic perspec
tive is a reflection on the past and on the innocence with 
which she and her subjects once danced to their gods 

nAayaEs SpvyiaiE sOxd^nocs, as yet unsuspecting of the 
woeful fate and song which awaited them in the future, 
i.e., the dramatic present. Such is the innocent irony of 
Hecuba's words.

Sedgewick, in his important study of irony in Greek 
drama, admits a similar type of irony, but separates it 
from strict dramatic irony: "By irony of reminiscence we 
are made to recall previous words and acts, which are mocked 
by words and acts of the present."52 Such a distinction 

between dramatic irony and irony of reminiscence is not as 
important as the inherent ironic perspective of both 
situations and this is what I think Muecke is groping for 
in his 'splitting of the ego:' an ability to see the irony 
of one's former action or actions performed without the 
knowledge of a future or even a present 'higher' level. As 
in the case of Hecuba, the self-ironist can reflect on the 
irony of past actions.
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Hecuba's image and her self-ironic contrast between 
Troy past and Troy present offer a striking comparison to 
the two cities on Achilles' shield in the Iliad. The 
joyful song of Homer's city at peace

...év tQ uév pa ydyot r‘ 6aav eCXanCvai tg , 
vx5]icpaç 6* éx ôaÀdpœv ôatôwv Ono Xa^no^evdwv 
fiyCvEov dva doru, noXÙe 6* ùuévatog ôp&pcL.

S 491-493

is similar to the boastful Phrygian strains of Troy in its 
prosperous past, described by Hecuba at 149-152 in the 
Trojan Women. The desperate fate of the other city depicted 
by Hephaistos on Achilles' shield

rhv 6* éxépnv nôÀLV ducpt 60w orparoc eüazo Aaôv 
teüxeol AaunduEVOL. ôtxa ôë otpioiv ^vôavs pouA^, 
Oè ôcaupaôëELv âvôlxa ndvza ôdoacôaL,

ôcnTV nroXCEûpov ën^parov évroe 6epyev.
B 509-512

then corresponds to that of Troy in the dramatic present 
of the Trojan Women, a Troy whose walls not only are 
destroyed but whose riches are being divided before the 
eyes of the spectators. In Homer, of course, these two 
cities have separate identities. The Homeric juxtaposition 
is therefore not ironic. In Euripides, however, the contrast 
is between different temporal stages of the same city and it 
is this conscious emphasis on two contrasting situations 
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in the history of one city that gives the Trojan Women its 
terrible ironic potential. What is visual contrast on 
Achilles1 shield and verbal contrast in the Iliad becomes 
ironic contrast, both verbal and situational, in the Trojan 

Women.
Frye's essay on the theory of literary modes also has 

some interesting applications for the Trojan Women. As 
tragedy, the play belongs to Frye's high mimetic mode, 
which depicts the hero as a leader "superior in degree to 
other men" and in isolation from his society.53 Yet, in 

the Trojan Women there is no individual hero to be isolated 
from his society; rather, the play depicts the fall, the 
isolation of an entire society. Further, there is no 
question of the hero's superiority in a play where the hero 
is a society and the whole society falls. The Trojan Women 
represents a conquered society, a society in bondage and 
inferior in power, indeed, a society as scapegoat or 
pharmakos. These words, strangely, apply to Frye's defini
tion of the ironic mode^* and make the Trojan Women a 

blending of two literary modes. Euripides' play is high- 
mimetic reduced to ironic. It is the irony of a queen, 
Hecuba, who should be high mimetic, reduced to the ironic 
mode of slave. It is senseless cosmic irony. The Trojan 
Women is the tragic deterioration of a society rather than
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the isolation of individuals from society.

Further, this tension between high mimetic and ironic 
modes in the play is itself a reflection of the double
layered nature of irony noted by Muecke. From this per
spective, Muecke's 'lower level' or the world of appearance 
corresponds in this play to Frye's high mimetic mode. The 
'higher level' , the world of reality, is then based upon 
the ironic contrast, emphasized especially by the chorus 
and its odes, between the desolated society depicted in the 
Trojan Women and the prosperous nation of the past. Even 
on this critical level, the collectivity of the chorus and 
irony work to create a unified play.

The word 'irony' has been used by critics in reference 
to the Trojan Women from time to time, but never with any 
consistency. Where irony is noted in the play, it is usually 
seen in the isolation of a specific scene. If the irony 
of a particular scene does appear to affect the rest of the 
play, it is not because of an all-encompassing irony in 
every scene of the play, but only because of an umbrella 
effect; i.e., the importance of a single scene extends its 
ironic meaning over the other, non-ironic, parts of the 
play.

Thus Dieckhoff sees an isolated self-irony in Cassandra's 
marriage song based upon delusion (308ff.);
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Dieser Wahn spielt sich grausige Festlichkeit, 
Heiterkeit, Helligkeit vor, der Zuschauer 
sieht den Krieg noch greller im Lichte des 
Gegensatzes. Das Erschreckende in dieser 
Schizophrénie liegt darin, dass die Wirklichkeit 
nicht ganz vergessen wird. Damit wird der Wahn 
zur furchtbaren Selbstironie, die in eine 
unfassliche Verbindung mit der Gottlichkeit 
dieses Wahns tritt. Euripides wagt eine überaus 
kühne Komposition: Zu der ersten Spaltung 
zwischen dem Bewusstsein der Wirklichkeit und dem 
Wahn tritt die zweite Spaltung zwischen 
Gottlichkeit und ironischer Verneinung des Wahns.55

Barlow has also noted scattered ironic statements and images 
in the play: 56 the past-present contrast established by 

oCw in the first line of the third choral ode (1060); 

repeated garland imagery (223, 401, 565, et al.); and even 
ship imagery (686-696). The dramatic irony of Hecuba's 
words of encouragement to Andromache, hopeful words which 
are spoken just before Talthybios' announcement of 
Astyanax1 impending death:

K&v 6p$G rdô*, éç xb MQivèrv EÛtppavEûç tpCXove 
xaî natôa tôvôe natôoe éHOpéipEtae Âv 
Tpotqi iiëytaTOV dxp^Xnii*.. ...

701-703

has been suggested by Perrotta who says:

Ecuba non ha finito di parlare, che quella sua 
speranza, cosi vaga, cosi fragile, à subito 
troncata nel nascere: Euripide conosceva 11 arte 
dei contrasti determinati dalla tragica ironia 
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della sorte, perche sapeva con quanta facilité 
il destine recide aile radici le vane illusion! 
degli uomini.5?

Situational irony in the Helen scene is discussed by Cook: 
"And the woman guilty for it all, Helen, under the irony 
of Menelaus1 hypocritical shifts, is to be restored to the 
wronged husband who cannot fully conceal his desire.
Cook also notes Euripides1 tendency to use female characters 
as "his chosen vehicles of pathos, raising to a pitch the ■ 
ironies of tuche."59 Yet he does not specifically include 

the Trojan Women in his list of plays of female irony, 
although the play is teeming with such pathetic and ironic 
females.

Luschnig discusses a constant Trojan questioning of 
the gods and divine worship which reaches its peak in 
Hecuba's desperate words:

oÛMdp* év Oeoîol où^ou ndvoi 
Tpoia te nôXEwv fiuHpirov maovuévri, 
pdriiv 6* éPouOuToüuEv. ...

1240-1242

and calls this attitude ironic, "for we know the plan of 
the gods from the prologue."60 The emphasis on the pro

logue and on the Greeks' fate which Luschnig exhibits is 
also developed by other scholars. Imhof says of the
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prologue: "Durch das Vorspiel aber, mit seiner Verkündingung 
der Ereignisse nach der Tragodie, werden sie allé, wird die 
ganze Tragodie in der Raum der Ironie gestellt."61 This 

umbrella ironic effect of the prologue is also noted by 
1Rheby1 :

The actors in this tragedy do not know—but we, 
the spectators, do know—that the Greeks are but 
plotting their own destruction. Therein lies 
the terrible irony of the play. It binds the 
play together as a unity and illumines every 
dark corner of it. All the action takes its 
meaning from this prologue.62

Yet, if the Trojan chorus is the unifying element, as 
suggested above, and if Troy is the major emphasis of the 
play, then such a Greek-centered irony cannot be the play's 
focal point. Irony exists in the prologue. Imhof and

1 IRheby are right. But even here the primary ironic emphasis 
must be seen through Trojan eyes. How this Trojan-centered 
irony works, both in the prologue and in the play as a 
whole, will be discussed in detail as part of the following 
analysis of the play.

Greek-centered irony is especially tenuous, I think, 
when it seeks to diminish the intense pessimism of a play 
that ends with the physical collapse of the city of Troy. 
In such terms, the noble but conquered Trojans are seen 
in a better position than the victorious Greeks. Thompson 
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elaborates on this approach to the Trojan Women while 
comparing the play to Aeschylus' Persai; his long statement 
deserves quotation in full:

This much of resemblance exists between the plays 
[i.e., the point of view of the vanquished]; to 
which you may add...a certain Aeschylean 
gorgeousness in certain portions of the Troades. 
But the difference in spirit is extraordinary. 
Aeschylus, whether he intended it or not, has 
made the Greek victory more glorious by showing 
of what fineness and energy the East was capable. 
But Euripides has made the victory over Troy 
appear a mean thing. He has done this by fixing 
upon the point in which the conquered does so 
often have the advantage over his conqueror— 
the point of moral dignity...[The Trojan women] 
are not contemptible like their tormentors. 
Gradually it breaks upon the reader that even in 
the matter of unhappiness the case of the slaves 
may be preferred to that of the masters. Chance 
cannot touch these women further; their fame will 
be clear in men's memories. But the Greeks have 
killed and ravaged only to discover, in a revulsion 
of disappointment and self-scorn, that they have 
got nothing for it but foul satisfaction and an 
uneasy conscience. That is Euripides' opinion 
of the ultimate value of the knock-out blow.
There is an Irony here the modern world cannot pretend to misunderstand.63

The difficulty with such an interpretation is a dramatic 
one: throughout the play the Greeks do not suffer, but 
relish the fruits of their victory, and they do so, despite 
Thompson, without "an uneasy conscience." They divide the 
spoils among themselves. Agamemnon chooses Cassandra in 
his lustful desire. The impotent Menelaus gets Helen back. 
The Greeks of the Trojan Women have the vengeful pleasure 
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of seeing the walls of Troy crumble before their eyes, 
walls that withstood their onslaught for so long. They 
rid themselves, brutally but permanently, of the problem 
of Astyanax, Hector's son and the only surviving male of 
the House of Priam; the possibility of future Trojan 
retribution is thus avoided. Finally, in the last scene 
of the play, the Greeks depart for an imminent and long- 
awaited homecoming. There is no sudden and righteous blow 
of disaster for the Greeks in the Trojan Women; there is 
no remorse, no regret, and certainly no destruction. I 
cannot read this play as a tragedy of the Greeks as victors 
who destroy themselves in their victory; rather, the whole 
dramatic force is directed toward the sufferings of Trojans 
and the entire play, including the prologue, must be 

interpreted in this light.
Nor can I see the play in anything but a completely 

depressing tone. I cannot accept the ironic shimmer of 
light and hope which Murray shines on the destroyed Trojans 
when he notes

the irony of a world in which those who triumph 
and conquer and win their will are, if anything, 
more profoundly discontented and miserable than 
those whom they have defeated. So far, one might 
say, all is vanity. But beyond that first stage 
there is a glimpse of another scale of values, in 
which there is something, call it glory, or 
splendour, or, for lack of a better word, beauty
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something at any rate which is the material for 
eternal song.64

This passage has been often quoted and accepted by scholars, 
including Webster,65 as the ultimate force of the play.

In view of the crumbling walls of Troy and Hecuba’s attempted 
suicide at the finale of the play, however, Conacher’s 
description of the Trojan Women as a ”rhythm of hope and 
and desolation" is accurate only when the final note is one 
of desolation, not hope. Yet Conacher, too, unfortunately 
opts in the end for "something more than the mere desola
tion, "66 for Murray’s glimmer of Trojan nobility. Rather, 

I think that Havelock’s concluding nihilistic words about 
the play are a much more sensitive reading of the end of the 
Trojan Women and of the play as a whole, where "Hecuba 
looks at last into the heart of things and announces to the 
chorus that she has indeed looked there and found—nothing."67 

A play that concludes with these threnodic and resigned 
words of the chorus :

xCgd rdAacva n6Xt£. ôucûç 
6e npôtpepe n66a adv énu nAdTaç 'Axauœv.

1331-1332

cannot be considered optimistic. The Trojan Women is a play 
of suffering, not hope, a play of the collective and ironic 
fate of the Trojan nation, which the final exclamation, an 
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apostrophe to the destroyed city, appropriately underscores. 
Ebener has noted a recurring motif of "Einst and 

Jetzt" in the Trojan Women,68 but no scholar has emphasized 

that this all pervasive past-present contrast between Troy 
before and after the fall creates an irony which unites 
every aspect of this play. The following scenic analysis 
of the Trojan Women will show how this irony works together‘ 
with choral features to create a coherent statement about 
Troy and war.
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Chapter 4
The Divine Prologue

(1-97)
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The prologue of the Trojan Women has received 

particular scholarly attention not only because of the 

general interest which Euripidean prologues have attracted 
in this century,1 but also because of the anti-Greek 

predictions made there by Poseidon and Athena.2 The wide 
implications which have been read into the play as a 

result of the prologue have been discussed in the preceding 
chapter. I believe that, in general, the importance of 
this portion of the Trojan Women has been exaggerated in 
interpretations of the play and that an overemphasis on 
the future Greek disasters predicted in the prologue has 
in fact led to a distorted Greek view of an otherwise 
Trojan oriented play.

Every other section of the Trojan "Women centers 
around some aspect of the collective tragedy of the Trojan 
nation, and Kitto has attempted to resolve the apparent 
disjunction between the prologue and the rest of the play 
by saying that in the Trojan Women "the Greeks are the 
collective tragic hero or tragic agent, the Trojans the 
collective victim."3 I suggest, however, that the prologue 

must be read instead in the dramatic context of the overall 
Trojan perspective of the play, and that a more valid and 
dramatically unifying approach to this section of the Trojan 

Women and its troublesome predictions lies in irony, an
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irony seen from a Trojan—not Greek—perspective which 
unifies the whole play. Such irony is reenforced even in 
the seemingly Greek-oriented prologue by explicit contrasts 
between Troy's past and present fates. What will happen 
to the Greeks once they sail from Troy must be seen primarily 
in context of its meaning for the defeated Trojans.

The formal structure of a Greek tragic prologue 
includes any portion of the play which precedes the entrance 
of the chorus. In the Trojan Women the chorus' parodos 
begins at line 153 and the preceding 152 lines form a 
tripartite prologue: Poseidon's monologue (1-47); a 
dialogue between Athena and her sea-ruling uncle (48-97); 
and a monody by Hecuba (98-152). No other extant tragic 
prologue exactly parallels the monologue-dialogue-monody 
composition found in the Trojan Women.* While Poseidon's 

monologue serves the expository purpose especially asso
ciated with Euripidean prologues (e.g., Ion> Hippolytos), 
his subsequent dialogue with Athena makes predictions about 
the Greeks which are not fulfilled in the play. Rather 
than being expository, this section, as Stuart notes,5 is 

actually a false foreshadowing, the dramatic effect of 
which warrants particular attention. The following monody 
of Hecuba is a threnos which appropriately reflects the 
lamentative tone of the entire play. This portion of the
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prologue is linked by its anapestic meter and its dramatic 
structure more closely to the parodos than to the divine 
prologue and therefore will be discussed together with the 
parodos in the next chapter.

The two divine prologue units, approximately of equal 
length, must now be examined individually in order to 
discuss their relationship to rest of the Trojan Women. 
Not only do the monologue and dialogue anticipate, even 
before the chorus’ entrance, the collective tragedy which 
binds the play together and which is especially personified 
by the chorus, but also the play’s other unifying force, 
irony, pervades the Trojan Women from its very outset. 
The prologue, despite Webster,$ is explainable outside of 

a trilogic context and forms part of a single coherent 
drama about Troy.

A. Poseidon's Monologue 
(1-47)

The play opens with a farewell speech by Poseidon. 
The monologue is typically Euripidean in its exposition; 
it presents the audience with relevant dramatic data. The 
god identifies himself (1-3) and establishes time and place 
by saying that Troy is now smouldering ruins (8-9). Dramatic 
time is later further defined by the information that the 

Greeks are awaiting fair winds to sail from Troy (19-22).
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Poseidon then describes the characters of the play; 
most of the survivors of the city are already allotted to 
their new Greek masters and have departed (28-31). At 
32-35 he refers to the few Trojan women who yet await their 
fates in tents pointed out by Poseidon (tclloS',33). These 
women not only include the chorus : Laconian Helen is 
specifically added to the group (34-35) and Hecuba later 
reveals that Cassandra, too, is in the tents with the other 
women (169-172). The close relationship between chorus and 
characters in the Trojan Women, which has been discussed in 
the third chapter as an indication of the chorus1 role as 
representative of the collective tragic theme, is thus 
clearly established by Poseidon in his monologue.

Hecuba alone of the captives receives special dramatic 
attention in the monologue. In lines which serve as a 
preparation for the monody the queen is soon to sing and 
for the important role she plays in the Trojan Women, the 
god directs the audience’s attention to the prostrate 
figure of Hecuba lying before the doors of the tents and 
weeping silently for her many woes :

rnv ô* dOACav t^vô’ eC tlg ECoopœv OéA-Et, 
ndpEOTtv, *EhAPh HELuévri nulwv nàpoç, 
ôdupua xéouaa noAAo moi noÀAûv ünsp.

36-38
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Euripides maintains this silent dramatic focus on the queen 
throughout the divine prologue. Aeschylus1 popular Niobe 
had, as O'Neill notes,? previously shown its central char

acter thus weeping in silence from the inception of the 
drama; the powerful effect of Niobe's words when she finally 
did speak is a staging technique repeated successfully in 
this play when Hecuba sings her monody. The silent 
Clytemnestra, probably present throughout much of the 
parodos of the Agamemnon, presents another analogy to the 
Hecuba of the Trojan Women.

Lines 39-44 specify the many sorrows for which Hecuba 
weeps :

fi naig jiev ducpt uvnu* *AxlAAe Cou rdxpou 
Âdôpa réûvnxE TAnuôvœg noAvgévn.
gpouôoG ôè IlpCaiioç uat * . flv 6e napOévov 
UE$nx' *AnôAAœv ôpoudôa KaaàvÔpav dvag, 

toü ôeoü te napaAuntov tô t * euoe^eg 
yauEL PiatwG axÔTüov *Avauéiivœv Aéxoç•

Polyxena and Priam are constant referents in the drama 
(134-137, 260-268, et al.), and Cassandra is a character 
whose fate is actually dramatized in the first episode 
(235-510). However, the prologos does not prepare the 
audience for yet another woe soon to be inflicted upon 
Hecuba and the other Trojan women : the death of the queen's 
grandson, Astyanax. Poseidon's exposition is incomplete, 
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for an important part of the plot of the play has been 
ignored. This suspense-filled technique, similar to 
Aphrodite's lapses of detail in the Hippolytos1 prologue, 
is one for which Euripides has often been praised.8

The final lines of the monologue are the god's actual 
farewell to Troy (45-47), after which he turns to leave.

Such is Poseidon's exposition. Time, setting, and 
characters are given, even if mention of Astyanax's 
impending death is omitted from the prologue as a powerful 
coup de theatre. But Poseidon's words serve as more than 
mere plot exposition; these lines establish the collective 
and ironic Trojan perspective that encompasses the entire 
play.

Poseidon's first words describe the beautiful and 
peaceful ocean-world of the Nereids which the god has left 
to come to Troy:

"Hxw Altecov ACyaiov àAuupbv 0dôoç 
nôvrou nooeiôœv, êvôa Ngp^ôwv xopol 
hAAAlotov Cxvoç éEeAtaaouoiv noôdg.

1-3

He then refers to Troy in time past, to the city's firm 
walls which he and Apollo once built, and to the esteem
in which he has always held the city: 
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ég o5 yap âiupu tt^ôe Tpuüxnv xOôva 
OolPôg te x&yè Aaivove nùpyous népig 
ôpôoCauv 60euev uavôauv, oôhot‘ éx wpsv&v 
eûvol ' ànéaTT] Twv éy£5v Opuywv tiôAe l .

4-7

But now, in the dramatic present, Troy is a sacked and 
smoking ruin:

fî vOv xanvoÛTat xal npoç 'Apyeiou ôopoç 
ôXuXs nopOnOeCo'*...

8-9

Poseidon’s thoughts shift from the eternal world of the 
gods (1-3), to Troy past (4-7), to Troy present (8-9). 
The movement is from divine eternity to dramatic reality 
and these three different temporal contexts establish 
some important contrasts: the carefree Nereid world is in 
stark opposition to the sorrow that Poseidon encounters at 
Troy. So, too, does Troy past offset Troy present. 
XaLvovs (5), ôpOolqlv (6), and odnot' (6) all emphasize 
the solidity and firmness of Troy’s construction, as well 
as its divine favor. Yet now Troy is gone (xanvoüTau, 8, 
and 9), despite its solid beams (ôpOololv xavôotv,
6)• The Troy of ég od (4) is no longer; only the smoke of 
Troy vOv (8) remains. A similar contrast between Troy past 
and Troy present in Hecuba’s monody was discussed in ironic 
terms in the preceding chapter. The innocent perspective 
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noted in Hecuba’s song, however, is lacking in divine 
Poseidon’s words, which therefore cannot be termed ironic ; 
yet this temporal contrast is exactly that which becomes 
ironic when spoken later in the Trojan Women by the 
innocent victims of irony, i.e., by Hecuba, Cassandra, 
and, especially, the chorus. In the first nine lines of 
the play, Euripides has set the foundation for his ironic 
theme : the fall of once-glorious Troy. He has juxtaposed 
the true and eternal joy of the divine Nereids with the 
ironically ephemeral joy of mortal Troy.

In his attempt to make the Euripidean Poseidon conform 
to the Homeric divinity who fights for the Greeks in the 
Iliad,9 Fontenrose has argued that the affection which the 

god expresses for Troy in

.. . oûnoT ' éx cppsvwv 
eOvo l ' ànéaTTi tôv éuô5v @puywv n6Xe l .

6-7

is directed only towards the physical city, towards the 
walls he helped build, and not towards the people who 
inhabit them.10 He therefore takes tûv éuœv (7) with 

(ppevwv (6) and not with the closer and more gramatically 
natural $puywv (7) . Wilson in his contributions to this 
unfortunate and contentious exchange,H has effectively 

refuted Fontenrose’s arguments. Any effort to delineate
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Poseidon's affections, however, must consider not only 
the philological arguments of Fontenrose and Wilson, but 
also the dramatic force of the entire monologue.

Fontenrose is right that the monologue abounds with 
terms for the physical city: TpwLxnv xOdva (4); hôAel (7); 
"lAcov (25); ndXtv (26); uôAlg (45). Only twice are nouns 
used which designate Troy's citizenry: Opuywv (7) and

(24). Yet such constant verbal emphasis on Troy, 
added to Poseidon's particular care to mention at length 
and in detail the city's wretched population (16-17; 28-44) , 
suggests that the concepts of city and people cannot be 
separated dramatically in this play. Fontenrose's subtle 
distinction between city and citzenry is one which even a 
Greek-speaking audience would not quickly grasp in Poseidon's 
monotone of Trojan woe. No matter what Poseidon's position 
in the Iliad, the god is depicted as pro-Trojan in the 
Trojan Women; he feels for the Trojans as well as for their 
city. Whether Twv éuSv modifies ppev&v or 0puY&v(I think 
the latter), Poseidon's affection for Troy encompasses 
both the city walls and the people within them.

The contrast between Troy past and Troy present of 
lines 4-9 leads Poseidon to an explanation of the immediate 
cause of the city's fall, the Trojan horse :
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...ô yap IlapvdoLoe 
OwxEug 'Enecôe, unxctvauaL naXAdôoc 
éyMÛuov* Ennov TEü^éœv Euvapuôaag, 
ndpyœv gnEp^EV 6vto£ ôXëôpuov opéras.

9-12

This reference to the Greeks' successful stratagem is more 
than mere dramatic preparation for the theme of the first 
choral ode (511-567). The Trojan horse is important 
because it is what made Troy past Troy present, because 
it is not just what it appeared to be, because its role is 
ironic. From appearance the horse is a Greek votive 
offering to Trojan gods and an admission of defeat. In 
reality its affinities are with a Greek goddess (unxavauou 
naAXdôog, 10) and it is teeming with war, not peace 
(éyHÛuov*. •.TEUxécov, 11). Situational irony is inherent 
in the very nature of the Trojan horse. The double-layered 
meaning of the horse and its bitter irony for the Trojans, 
who did not realize harsh reality until too late, is under
lined by verbal irony in the following much-maligned 
etymology, which I would retain in the text:12

[ôOev npog dvôpwv uorCpwv xExX^oETac, 
AodpELog "Innog, xpunrov dunCoxwv ôôpu.]

13-14

Euripides' pun specifically verbalizes the double-layers 
of the horse : AoôpEtog (appearance) is actually ôôpu
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(reality); the apparently wooden horse is actually made 
of spears. The etymology may contain elements which 
distinguish it from other etymologies in Greek prologues,13 

but it fits well the dramatic and ironic importance of the 
horse in the Trojan Women. If it is an interpolation, it 
is a very appropriate one.

Parmentier has been one of the few scholars to argue 
for retention of lines 14-15.14 His opinion is based upon 

a belief that the passage is a contemporary reference to 
a bronze replica of the Trojan horse recently erected on 
the Acropolis by Strongylion. For Parmentier "l'étymologie 
d'Euripide paraît bien répondre à quelque critique ou 
plaisanterie faite à propos de la représentation en bronze 
(xaÀHoûs) d'un cheval de bois (ôoêpeioe)•”15 It is 

impossible to judge whether Euripides' etymology is actually 
an oblique reference to Strongylion's horse, but it remains 
an enticing possibility, for Euripides' comment on the 
appropriateness of a bronze representation of a wooden 
horse is then a further development of the ironic conflict 
between appearance and reality upon which the horse is 
built; i.e., Strongylion* s replica represents the wooden 
horse just as Aoôpeuoç (appearance) conforms to 66pu 
(reality).

Orban develops "une remarquable symetrie" in Poseidon's 
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monologue which is another apparent argument in favor of 
retention of Euripides’ etymology.16 Orban contends that 

this section of the prologue is divisible into two 
nineteen-line sections on Troy (4-22 and 26-44), which are 
encompassed by three three-lined medallions : an initial 
medallion (1-3) on the world of the Nereids ; a central 
image (23-25) of Poseidon "qui esquisse un premier 
mouvement de sortie et fait 1 * aveu de sa défaite;" and a 

final three lines (45-47) showing Poseidon "abandonnant... 
la cité vaincue et retournant vers ses ravissantes 

compagnes." Such symmetry, if valid, could serve as 
additional proof of the authenticity of the etymology, for 
Euripides was certainly conscious of symmetrical structure 
elsewhere in the Trojan Women.1?

Orban includes lines 26-27 in the second section on 
Troy :

épnuta yoip ndÀLv ôtœv 
VOCE L Ta TCÙV ÔECÙV oûôÈ TLuâoôaL OéXs L .

However, yAp(26) grammatically links this sentence with the 
preceding central medallion and explains why Poseidon must 
abandon Troy.
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éyà 6é—viMœuab y&P ‘ApyeCaç Oeoü, 
"Hpae, 'Aôàvaç ô', at avvegeCXov ^pôyag— 
Xetnw tô HÀEfvdv "IXlov Pœuoûg t' éuoûg.

23-25

He must leave Troy not only because Hera and Athena 
destroyed the Trojans despite Poseidon's opposition (23-25), 
but also because the divine (va tcdv ôeœv, 27) can no longer 
flourish in a deserted city (26-27).

If lines 26-27 properly belong with the central 
medallion, then the 3:19:3:19:3 symmetry noted by Orban is 
actually an asymmetrical 3:19:5:17:3,18 and structurally 

no longer an argument for retention of the Trojan horse 
etymology. An opponent of lines 13-14 could counter that 
deletion would restore the symmetrical arrangement of the 
monologue: 3:17:5:17:3. However, I am hesitant to delete 
the etymology even on such structural grounds. The manu
script tradition is firm and the interpolation label is a 
question of personal taste. Further, the etymology seems 
too rich in ironic meaning for deletion. Retention of the 
lines does result in an asymmetrical monologue, but it does 
not destroy Orban's overall schema centered around Troy. 
The length of the Trojan passages (4-22; 28-44) still 
emphasizes the focus on Troy which the entire play exhibits 
and the three medallions (1-3; 23-27; 45-47) all place the 

i
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fall of Troy in its ironic eternal perspective.
After his description of the Trojan horse, Poseidon 

turns to a more elaborate description of the desolation at 
Troy. The groves and temples of the gods are deserted and 
flowing with human blood (15-16). The god describes how 
Priam died at the altar of Zeus Herkeios, of Zeus protector 
of the hearth and household, of Zeus protector of Troy. 
The place of worship and prayer, the pledge of Troy's ' 
divine protection, becomes an abattoir for Troy's ruler 
and symbol of unity.

At 18 Poseidon begins a movement away from Troy which 
does not cease until the last line of the play when the 
chorus finally leaves to meet its fate. The god first 
tells the audience that all the Trojan gold and booty have 
been carted off to the Greek ships:

tioAug 6e xpuaoe Opôyua te auuAEÔuaTa 
npo£ vaug ’Axatov néunETaL....

18-19

The victors, too, prepare to leave:

...uévouoL ÔE
npûuvnôEv oupov, &£ Ôeuaonôptp xpôvcp 
àAôxoue te Hat Ténu* ECauôœoiv Aouevol, 
ou T^vô" énEOTp&TEuaav "EAAnvsg nôAiv.

19-22
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They await only a fair wind (otipov, 20) which will take 
them away from their ten-year exile, a fair wind which 
will hold only slavery or death for the remaining Trojan 
captives and unexpected divine retribution for the Greeks 
themselves. The fair wind (appearance) is not so fair 
(reality) for either the Trojans or the Greeks. The next 
lines (23-27) describe how the gods, too, have abandoned 
famed Troy; tô xAELVOV "IAlov (25) is an echo of the newly 

recovered first line of the Alexandrosand an example of 
an epithet fraught with ironic implications. At 28 
Poseidon says that the surviving Trojans themselves have 
started to leave their city: some have already left (28-31); 
some still await the signal to depart (32-35). The direc
tion of all the characters in the play is thus away from 
Troy and toward the Greek ships (npôç vaûe 'Axauwv, 19). 
Barlow has noted the dominance of ship imagery in the play;20 

movement toward the ships and the sea is also a further 
reflection of Euripides' theme, the dissolution of the 
Trojan nation.

Orban's final medallion is Poseidon's farewell to the 
city he loved:

dAX*, $ nor* EÛTuxoüoa, xaupé not, hôàlg 
gEOTÔV TE XÔPYWh'. eC oe ôlôXeoev 
naAAas Alog nauGy %o&' Æv év PdOpotG 5tl.

45-47
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His words reflect the movement of the entire monologue. 
ti6Xlg (45) emphasizes the collective orientation of the 
play; hot* (45) is a reflection on the past which contrasts 
with the reality of vuv (8); georôv (46), too, is an implied 
contrast, this time descriptive, between prosperous arid 
defeated Troy. Poseidon's monologue thus establishes 
the collective and ironic perspectives upon which the 
entire tragedy is based.

B. Poseidon-Athena 
Dialogue (48-97) 

Athena enters suddenly, with no introduction beyond 
an indirect reference just as Poseidon is leaving (47). 
The goddess’ unexpected arrival delays Poseidon’s departure 
and leads to a dialogue between the two divinities which 
Imhof has described as "die formale Puge"^ and whose 
intricate symmetry Biehl has carefully analysed.^2 within 

this rigid structure Athena and Poseidon plot the destruction 
of the homeward-bound Greek fleet and make strong indict
ments against the Greeks (esp. 70-71 and 95-97) which have 
led scholars to consider the impending doom of the victorious 
Greeks the central meaning of the play.23 Yet the drama 

ends before the stormy predictions made in the dialogue 
can be fulfilled. Such an exotragic forecast is unique to 
the Trojan Women24 and has led Wilson to delete the entire 
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dialogue as an interpolation,25 a desperate solution to 

the problem of assimilating the Greek-centered dialogue 
into a Trojan-oriented play. I reject Wilson's arguments 
for interpolation in favor of an interpretation of the 
dialogue based upon its relationship to the rest of the 
play. For me the key to this scene lies in irony, an irony 
of the fickleness of the gods and the futility of justice, 
the same irony which permeates the Trojan Women. How this 
irony works in the Poseidon-Athena dialogue needs consider

able explanation from the text.
Athena begins the dialogue by respectfully addressing 

her uncle and cautiously asking leave to speak with him.

ë^EOTL TOV Y^VEL U&V <SyX LOTOV TiaTpÔg, 
U^YO-v te ôatuov* év dEOLg te téulov, 
Xüoaoav ëx&pav Tgv ndpoç, TtpooEvvënELv;

48-50

Her language is polite and circumspect. The goddess is 
aware that she has already crossed her powerful uncle 
once (23-24) and clearly does not want to alienate him 
further. Poseidon replies in a similar magnanimous tone.

ëEeoTiv. at y&P ouYYevELg ouiXtaL, 
dvaoo* ‘AOàva, gtArpov oû oyiupov gpevœv.

51-52
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Athena then alludes to her purpose in speaking to Poseidon 
in the vaguest possible terms.

én^vEo' opYoig fintoug. 6È ool
houvovs éuauTfl t* ég uéoov Adyoug, dvag.

53-54

It is a matter of interest to both of them.
When Poseidon asks whether Athena has been sent by 

any of the other gods,

ufiv éx ôEcSv tou xauvov âYYsXEïg 5nog 
fT Zpvèg nx xal ôauuôvœv TLvdg nàpa;

55-56

Athena replies that she has come on behalf of the Trojans, 
the same people whom she had labored so determinedly to 
destroy.

oCx, <5tAAa Tpodag ouvex', 6v9a PaCvouEv, 
npog aqv deptyuoll ôûvauLV, œg xouvhv Ad^œ.

57-58

Poseidon's response is one of sheer incredulity

# nod vlv, êxôpav rnv nptv éx&aXoüoa, vvv 
ég oüxtov TjAûsg nupc xargGaAwuëvng;

59-60

and Athena evades this question with another question: 
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éxetoc npÛT' &VEÀÔE. KOLvdSo^ Xôyouç 
xat ouvOeà^oels Sv ÉYw npagac ôéXw;

61-62

Impatiently Poseidon agrees to Athena's request for help, 
but asks again for a more explicit assertion of her 

sympathies.

udXLor* . drap ôt) Mat xà aov SéXœ uaôELV. 
nÔTEpov *Axatœv ^XOeg oüvem‘ ïî OpuY&v;

63-64

Athena then claims a desire to cheer the hearts of the 
Trojans by giving the Greeks a bitter homecoming.

xoôç iièv nptv éxôpobc Tpwas EÛvP&vau ôéXœ, 
orparv 6* *Axauœv vôotov éu^aXElv ulmpôv.

65-66

But is concern for the Trojans really paramount in the 
goddess' intentions? Why has Athena apparently forgotten 
her long-standing feud with Troy? To Poseidon's rebuke of 

fickleness

tC 6* &ÔE nnôqg dXXoT‘ eCq dXXoug rpdnoue. 
ULOELG TE Xtav Mat (piXELG dv (£v TÜXDG;

67-68

Athena makes a reply that reveals her true colors

o6m otoS* uppLodELodv ue Mal vaoùç éuoôe;

69
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The goddess' egotistic motives finally surface and the 
stichomythia becomes notably more heated as Athena starts 
talking about Greek wrongs against her. Only Poseidon sees 
the Greeks’hybris from a Trojan point of view

otô* , ACag eîAxe Kaadvôpav |3Cg..

70

Both divinities, finally agreed on action against the Greeks 
(71-76), arrange the details of their plan (77-84). 1

The insincerity behind Athena’s Trojan sympathies, 
suggested first by her reluctance to answer Poseidon directly 
(61-62) and then by her egotistic perspective (79), is 
confirmed in the goddess' final statement in the scene :

dv to Aolhov t&u* àvdxTop' eûoe0eïv 
eCÔcoo' 'Axauoi, ôeoôç te toÔg dAAoug oé^ELv.

85-86

Henceforth the Greeks will know better than to insult
Athena or her fellow divinities. There is no mention of 
Troy or the Trojans; the Greeks will be punished not for 
crimes against the mortal Trojans, but for their irreverent 
actions towards the gods.26

The dialogue closes with a gruesome description by 
Poseidon of Greek corpses floating in the Aegean (87-91) , 
his exhortation to Athena to put the plan in motion (92-94), 
and an ominous admonition to mortals against future
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sacrilege (95-97).
By the end of the dialogue it is clear that Athena 

has only used Troy as an apparent motive in her effort 
to obtain the co-operation of the pro-Phrygian Poseidon. 
She is really looking out only for her own interests. The 
revenge built up as Trojan is only appearance; in reality 
it is divine. Once again the gods are playing with the 
Trojan innocence that once made Troy's breached walls seem 
so solid (4-6).

The scene thus places the human events of the play 
in the divine context established by Poseidon at the 
beginning of his monologue when he contrasted the happy 
Nereid world with the sorrow at Troy (1-9). In his 
discussion of the "mythological apparatus" of the prologue, 
Conacher reveals a crucial disjunction within the play; 
in the prologue, he suggests, "Greek successes and Trojan 
reverses in the war are simply the result of Hera's and 
Athena's prejudice," while the rest of the Trojan Women 
shows "human sufferings...as the result of human cruelty."27 

On yet another level reality contradicts appearances and 
Conacher's conflicting levels of divine and human causation 
in the Trojan Women are a further example of the play's 
irony: the Trojans appear to suffer at the hands of the 
Greeks, but it is really the gods who are to blame; on the 
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other hand, Athena claims in the dialogue that the Greek 
fleet will be destroyed in the name of Troy, yet her true 
personal motives cannot be mistaken. Both for Greeks and 
Trojans apparent human causation is controlled by the 
reality of the divine, but it is upon the Trojans that 
irony falls most harshly within the dramatic context of 
the play; the Greeks will realize their ironic situation 
only exotragically.

This denouement, however, is not known to be exotragic 
at the end of the prologue, and, in fact, the Poseidon- 
Athena dialogue projects the Trojan Women as a play 
demonstating the fall of the hubristic victor:

Utopoe ôè OvgTWV ÔOTL£ éMTtOpÔEL TTÔXELg. 
vao6s te TÔuPoug ô*, Ùepà tuv xsxun%6Twv, 
épnuCg ôoug aÛTOç ûAeô* uoTEpov.

95-97

Euripides predicts the destruction of the Greek fleet and 
places the victors uppermost in the minds of his audience, 
as well as in the minds of modern critics. Both audience 
and reader naturally expect the Greek perspective to 
continue in the episodes of the play and interpretations 
of the Trojan Women have reflected this emphasis.

It is true that the Greeks are mentioned and do 
appear in the rest of the play, but nowhere else in the
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Trojan Women does their fate override the play’s dramatic 
and thematic emphasis on the fall of Troy. There is no 
resolution of the predicted revenge in the Trojan Women; 
there is only the hopelessness of the Trojan women who 
are ironically unaware of their approaching vindication. 
Knowledge of the gods’ plans would certainly have assuaged 
the women’s sufferings; revenge would be sweet to the 
Trojans, even if Athena’s intentions are not as sympathetic 
as they seem. But these women, unlike those in the 
Hecuba, never savor revenge and the Trojan Women would be 
a different play if they had. Instead, the dramatic 
progression of the play shows only one Trojan hope shattered 
after another, until there is nothing left but despair.

These divine forecasts, if placed in an epilogue, 
could confirm the impending destruction of the Greeks and 
its implications for a play that otherwise ends with the 
physical destruction of the city and with the fate of the 
Trojans uppermost in dramatic perspective. Euripides 
himself resolved the Hippolytes with Artemis’ appearance 
and Sartre felt it necessary to add just such a prophetic 
epilogue to his adaptation of the Trojan Women.28 As part 

of the prologue of the Trojan Women, however, Poseidon's 
and Athena’s predictions are drowned in the sea of Trojan 
woe depicted in the rest of the play. There is no hope, 
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not even of divine vindication, for the Trojans within 
the drama itself.

Rather than broadening the audience's outlook by 
showing "the suffering of the women in a larger perspective, 
in which suffering of the victors is added to that of the 
defeated,"29 the dialogue,when placed in conjunction with 

what actually happens in the Trojan"Women, limits expecta
tions . Its predictions serve the same deceptive dramatic 
function that Barrett attributes to Aphrodite's prologue 
in the Hippolytos:

Aph. has told us what has happened already; now 
she tells us what is going to happen. But what 
she tells us does nothing to give away the plot 
or destroy our interest : it serves if anything 
to mislead and mystify, so that the way in which 
the plot develops will come as a surprise....
None of this gives anything away....But more 
than that: the lines serve actually to mislead.20

As a result of the prophetic dialogue of the prologue, the 
audience of the Trojan Women expects the Greeks to be 
destroyed by the end of the play. But the drama itself 
fulfills neither such suspense ("When will the Greeks get 
it?"), nor moral assuagement ("The Greeks will get it in 
the end"). Instead the audience sees only poor women 
dragged off to slavery by a victorious army.

Both the audience and the Trojan women are thus
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pharmakoi or the victims of irony. The prosperity of Troy 
led its citizens to expect happiness, yet the city was 
destroyed; destruction of the Greeks is promised to the 
audience in the dialogue, yet the Greeks are not destroyed 
in the play but depart for home in victory. The audience, 
thus united to the collective victim of Troy by similar 
disappointments, can be compared to the choral persona 
that represents Troy. The chorus acts as a bridge not 
only between actors and theme but also between drama and 
audience and joins all dramatic participants in the 

collective and ironic fall of Troy. The implications of 
this association of audience and chorus will be considered 
again when the parodos is discussed.

The Poseidon-Athena dialogue, despite its apparent 
Greek orientation, does fit in a tragedy centered around 
Troy and offers an interpretative approach to the Troj an 
Women filled with further ironic meaning for the collective 
tragedy. Webster's most compelling argument in favor of a 
trilogic interpretation of Euripides' Trojan tetralogy, and 
of reading the Alexandros and especially the Palamedes into 
the Trojan Women, is thus disproven. The prologue of the 
Trojan Women, with its exotragic predictions about the 
Greeks, can be understood within the dramatic limits of a 
play about the fall of Troy.
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28. Sartre's "Scène dernière," spoken by Poseidon, is 

totally improvised:

Malheureuse Hecube, 
non!

Tu n * iras pas mourir chez tes ennemis. 
Tout à 1'heure, quand on t1 embarquera, 

tu tomberas dans mon royaume,
la mer

où je suis seul maître, 
et je te ferai rocher tout près de ton sol. 
Mes vagues se briseront contre toi 
et rediront nuit et jour ton innombrable 

plainte.
(Il appelle :)

Pallas! Pallas Athéna! A 1'oeuvre !
(Un éclair dans le ciel.) 

(Un temps.)
A présent vous allez payer.

Faites la guerre, mortels imbéciles, 
ravagez les champs et les villes, 
violez les temples, les tombes, 
et torturez les vaincus.
Vous en crèverez.

Tous.
29. Lewin, 216.
30. Barrett, 164, notes to lines 41-50.
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A. Hecuba’s Monody 
(98-152)

Both divinities have left. The attention of the 
audience is focused on the prostrate body of Hecuba, who 
now, after her long speechless presence during the divine 
prologue, sings a monody. The dramatic power of this 
silence-shattering song has already been placed in its 
Aeschylean tradition in the previous chapter.

In his metrical analysis, Biehl divides Hecuba’s 
monody into two sections : A (98-121), a system of 22 
anapestic dimeters, and B (122-152), 27 anapestic dimeters 
with five interspersed monometers.1 Biehl subdivides 

section A into the following metrical groupings: 98-104 
(12/2 metra); 105-109 (8 metra); 110-114 (8 metra); and 
115-121 (12/2 metra). Section B is subdivided in this way: 
122-124 (6 metra); 125-129 (8/1 metra); 130-134 (8/1 metra); 
135-137 (6 metra); 138-142 (8/1 metra); 143-144 (4/1 metra); 
145-149 (8/1 metra); and 150-152 (6 metra). Anapestic 
meter is not only suitable to the threnodic nature of 
Hecuba’s song, but it also forms a metrical bridge between 
this section of the prologue and the subsequent parodos. 
Monody and parodos, as will be seen, ere linked by metrical 
and thought patterns and form one ever-increasing lamentation 

for Troy.
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The first words of Hecuba’s monody demonstrate the 
queen’s remarkable endurance in the face of adversity:

dva, ôdaôamov, tieôôOev HEtpaÀ^v, 
éndeips ôépnv. oûuéTL TpoCa 
rdôE xat PaocXfis éa^ev TpoCaç.

98-100

Queen no longer, she still struggles to raise her head from 
the dust. Individual forbearance, represented by Hecuba’s 
self-imperatives &va (98) and éndeupE (99) , leads to a 
collective reference to the fall of Troy: oÛMéTL Tpota/rdÔE 

(99-100). Whether this stubborn endurance, which is an 
important aspect of the character of Hecuba in the Trojan 
Women, will withstand the onslaughts of the tragedy is a 
critical issue, an answer to which lies even in the monody, 
in a pattern to be repeated again throughout the play.

The fickle nature of human fate, which is an under
lying theme of Poseidon’s juxtaposition of the eternally 
happy Nereid world with the fall of once-proud Troy (1-7), 
recurs in Hecuba’s next self-exhortation :

UExaPaAXouévou ôaCpovoç àvéxou.

101

Contrast between Troy past and Troy present is not yet 
explicitly voiced by the queen, but her use of such words as 
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HETaPaXAouévou here and ol>m£tl (99) expresses the 
potentially ironic "Einst und Jetzt" theme noted by 
Ebener.2 Hecuba's self-exhortation is elaborated further 

in the following lines :

tiAel Mara nopOudv, tiAel xarà daCyova, 
ynôè npooLcrw nptfipav 0lôtou 
npoG Müya nXéouaa TÔxaLOLV.

102-104

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
.ji

 L
L

Ships, already established in the divine section of the 
prologue (esp. 18-35; 76-86) as an important theme of the 
Trojan Women, here become metaphors to express Hecuba's 
forbearance. Barlow has noted some implications of this 

imagery for the entire monody:

In this combination of figurative and literal 
language restricted to the theme of ships... 
Euripides shows Hecuba's highly-wrought emotional 
state. The confines of her world have temporarily 
shrunk to the size of her own fears and the 
consistent ship imagery throughout her monody, 
as well as providing aesthetic unity to the song, 
defines the area of her fears in a way which is 
developed later in the play and borne out by the closing action itself.3

However, it is a crucial aspect of this nautical imagery, 
that Hecuba's initial references to ships are not fear
laden , as Barlow suggests, but confident expressions of her 

exhortative mood. How this imagery later comes to express 
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"the highly-wrought emotional state" and the fears noted 
by Barlow is central to the meaning of the monody.

In the second group of anapests of section A, Hecuba 
turns from exhortation to rhetorical question and 
exclamation:

atau aCau 
tl yap ou ncipa uol ue%2q drevAxeuv, 
narpLS êppeu xai réxva xal tiôolg; 

À hoXug ôyxoe ouoteXA-Ôiievog 
' npoyôvtov, mg oûôèv dp* ?joOa.. .

105-109

The question (106-107) returns to the threnic theme of 
oùxéTL TpoCa (99)• Line 107 contains a clear association 
of the fate of the city (hctpCg, 107) with that of its 
inhabitants (rénva xai nôoiG# 107), a bond which was 

presented in the third chapter as central to the meaning 
of the play. Especially in this tragedy, walls and people 
cannot be distinguished, as Fontenrose does, in the use of 
such collective words as nôAei (7) and hqtpCg (107); Troy's 
fate is linked with that of its inhabitants and Hecuba's 
rhetorical guestion underlines that fact.

In the exclamation (108-109) the gueen returns to 
Troy past and to the wealth of her ancestors. SyxoG (108) 
means more than wealth; it is a metaphor for pride. Double
layered and conflicting temporal stages are implied in Troy 
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with and without its Tiokug ôyuog. Hecuba’s admission of 
the futility of her ancestral wealth, expressed in tog 
oûôÈv dp* ^o0a (109), provides the self-ironist’s awareness 

of past irony discussed in the third chapter and satisfies 
Muecke1s requirements for irony. The second anapestic 
group of the monody thus develops both the collective and 
ironic aspects of the play.

In Tiarpig (107) Hecuba uses an all-encompassing term 
for her city. T^Mva (107) is a referent less universal 

and more personal to the queen herself. noneg (107) 
represents a further narrowing of Hecuba's perspective to 
a single individual, Priam. In 105-109 Hecuba is defining 
her own and her city’s woes more and more specifically, 
yet she remains altruistic. When she speaks of naxp£gz 
xé>cvar ndoLg, and dyxog, she is mentioning things of concern 

to her, but she is not speaking of herself.
In the next anapestic group, however, Hecuba's 

perspective narrows further and centers around the queen’s 
own physical woes :

tC ue xpn oiyctv; tC 6e un oiÿav; [rt ôe Opnvnaai] 
ôôarnvog éyœ rng PapuôaCuovog 
dpOptov HÀtoEoog tog ôlAheluoil , 
VtoT* év OTEPpOLg AêHTpOLOL TaÔEÎa*.

110-114
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The altruistic has yielded to the egotistic and the 
transition from naxptg(107) to &Y& (111) encompasses every 

aspect of Hecuba’s present woe.

The final anapestic group of section A returns to the 
anatomical references Hecuba made at the beginning of her 
monody, but with an important change. The expression of 
stubborn forbearance made in fiva...MEcpaXnv (gg) and echoed 
by nautical aphorisms for endurance (102-104) now yields 
to physical lament :

oCuol HEtpaAfjg, oCuol Hpordcptov 
nXsup&v ô’j œç vol nôOos EuAtgau 
ual ôcaôoüvaL vûtov dHavôdv r* 
e£s d^goT&pouG ToCxoue uEÀéœv 
ént roue atel ôanpOœv éAÉyoug. 
uoüoa 6è xaürn tolç ôuot^volg 

fixas HEAaôELV àxopEÔxous.

115-121

fiva...HE^aAdv (98) changes to otyoi HEtpaAng (115). The 
weight of the sorrows upon which Hecuba reflected in the 
intervening lines has indeed dented her endurance. Gone 

are her exhortations of forbearance. Instead Hecuba turns 
to song, to uoOoa...xo-Ott) (120), the same Muse as of old 
when she and her citizens were happy (i.e., not duax^voug 
120), but now those joyful dances are replaced by the Muse's 
song firag...fixopEÔTOuç (121).4
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Section B of the monody is Hecuba's danceless lament.

Its first two anapestic groups (122-124; 125-129) return
to Barlow's nautical references and describe the Greek
ships sailing to Troy:

npcppai vaœv come Cai
"IAlov LEpàv aC xcorcaig

[6i * ] aÀa nopgupoELÔéa xat Àmévae
* EÂAàôoe EÛôppous aÔAûv 

naiâvL oTuyvg oupCyycûv t* 
EÛcpôÔYYûiv cpcovçi ^atvouoai 
nÀEKràv ACy^titou naiôECav

êEnPTT^aaoô' ....

Besides the adjective otuyw (126) these lines do not yet 
reveal the general fear of sea travel noted by Barlow. 
Instead, the passage is dominated by ornamental epithets 
such as MHEiat (122), nop(pupoEiôéa(124) , and EÛcpÔÔYYOv (127).

Mention of the Greek ships, however, leads Hecuba, 
in the next two anapestic groups in section B (130-134;
135-137), to a different theme, that of Helen:

aCaî, TpoCas év môXtlolç 
rav MeveAAou uETavioduEvai 
OTUYvàv dAoxov, KàaTopi AcLpav 

tq t* Eûp&Tq. GuaxAsCav, 
& OCpdCEL 11EV 

TOV kevtAmovt* ApOTfjpa T&XVWV 
IlpCauov, éué te <Tav) UEAéav * Exà^av 

ég tAvô* égtûHEiA* &Tav.
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Here descriptive terms yield to personal vindictiveness : 
OTUYvàv dAoyov (132), Awgav (132), and ôvcxAeCav (133). 

Hecuba's attitude toward her sometime daughter-in-law is 
not disguised. Helen's responsibility for the fall of 
Troy, explicitly stated in lines 134-137, parallels 
Poseidon's judgement in the monologue (34-35) and is a 
preparation for the bitter agon between Hecuba and Helen 
in the third episode.

Hecuba's image égÔMeiX* (137) is a vivid nautical one 
and contrasts with her previous use of ship imagery. No 
longer do her nautical references serve as exhortative 
aphorisms (102-104) or as sheer description (125-129). 
Rather, Hecuba's thought process in section B of her monody 
has led from the Greek ships to Helen and the damage she 
has done. Ships and Helen, who came to Troy by ship, 
become confused in Hecuba's mind and this association 
results in a verbal combination of the two: Helen has run 
Hecuba aground (^EcSuelA*, 137) upon her present woe. It 
is here that the emotional force of the ship imagery noted 
by Barlow is first expressed and is established as a 
constant motif of the entire play.5 This change in the use 

of nautical imagery, as well as the change in anatomical 
references noted above, underline the transition from 
endurance to desolation already noted in section A of the 
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monody and begins "the rhythm of hope and desolation" 
which Conacher has noted in the entire play.6

At 142-144 Hecuba calls upon the other Trojan women, 
i.e.r the chorus, to join her lament; however, her song . 
continues uninterrupted until the chorus actually enters 
at line 153. These final anapestic groups of section B 
(145-149; 150-152) have already been discussed in the third 
chapter in terms of their ironic and collective implications. 
Only one point need be added here.

Lee has argued against a literal reading of OH^nTptp 
Hpuduou ÔLEpsiôouéva (150) as a reference to Priam's staff 

and interprets the phrase figuratively as "relying on 
Priam's royal office" or "exercising my prerogative as 
consort."7 But why not read the phrase literally? The 

specific reference to the physical (as well as symbolic) 
support that Priam's staff once offered Hecuba is then a 
fitting contrast with dva.. .HEcpaAajv (98), where Hecuba 

struggles to her feet unassisted. The monody begins in 
Troy present and ends in Troy past; it begins with forbear
ance and ends in ironic lament.

B. The Parodos 
(153-229)

Hecuba’s request that the women inside the tents join 
her lamentation for smoking Troy (TÔcpETat "Iàlov , aCd^œuev,
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145) introduces the parodos which begins at line 153,
when some women appear in response to the queen's cries : 8

*Exd0n, tC OpoeCc; tC 6è ôœüaosle; 
not Aôyos ^XEL; ôuà yelp ueÀdOpœv 
dtov oCmtoue oug oCxT^^g.

153-155

The manuscripts simply attribute this entrance to the chorus. 
However, at 165-166 these women call to others to leave the 
tents (ëgw HOuCoaoS* oCuarv, 166) and a scholion to line 166 
reads : ÀéycL npos tcle Xolh&e t&£ Sow, Eva xè fimxdpboy. A 

second hemichorus enters at line 176. The first part of 
the parodos is thus an amoibaion between Hecuba and 
hemichoria (153-196). This strophic dialogue is followed 
by an anapestic passage recited by the chorus alone(197-229).

Kaimio denies any contact within the chorus while it 
is divided into hemichoria and says that "the chorus 
approach Hecuba in two groups, and the first pair of 
strophes consists of an amoibaion between Hecuba and each 
of the half-choruses.For this reason Kaimio excludes 
the parodos from extant examples of choral dialogoi.10 
Lines 153-196 are primarily a dialogue between Hecuba and 
the chorus, but it is not true to say that there is no 
communication between the hemi-choruses. The first hemi
chorus 1 summons to the other women to share in the threnos,
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uëXeai udxOcov énanouaduevau -
Tpcpdôeç, 5geo Hoy.Caaaô* oCucov.

OTéXÀOUC* * Apy ÉLOI VÔOTOV. 
165-166 

establishes limited verbal contact within the chorus by 
means of a vocative and an imperative. When the second 
hemi-chorus does appear, it addresses Hecuba in the first 
person singular and apparently ignores the first hemi
chorus :

oCuol. Tpoyepà axnv&g êÀunov 
tSoô' * Ayaiiéuvovoe énaMOucoiiéva 
PaaiÀeta, aéOev....

176-178

Even here, however, repetition of the same future purpose 
participle by both hemi-choruses (ÉnaROuadwEvaL, 165 and 
fcnaHouaouéva, 177) links the entrance of hemi-chorus B 

with the summons of hemi-chorus A. Hecuba is addressed 
in the singular (and not in a plural including the hemi
chorus) by nature of her role as leader of the lament, 
and ^aoiXEta (178) indicates the inextricable bond between 

the Trojan women and their queen, who here becomes almost 
a choral member. Hoytoaod* (166) together with Hecuba's 
aCdCwuEv (145), which includes the entire chorus, reveal 

the close ties of sorrow that unite all these women. The 
amoibaion is not just a dialogue between Hecuba and each
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of the hemichoria; it is a communal lament by the survivors 
of Troy.

Two complimentary themes unite this amoibaion with 
the monody which precedes it. Not only does Hecuba use the 
same verb in the amoibaion to lament the fall of Troy

Tpoua Tpoua ôôarav' , Êppelg....

173

that she had used in her monody

tC Y&P où iidpa uol uEÀéqc OTEvdxELV, 
fl narpug êppeu xat xéuva ual nôalg î

106-107

But both sections also reveal the dramatic movement towards 
the Greek ships which reflects Troy's civic dissolution.
In the amoibaion the queen cries

Stéxv’, "Axauœv np^G vaÛG fiôn 
uivELTai xon^pns xetp.

159-160

while in her monody she says

ôoôXa 6" dyouaL YPaOs eE oChodv. ...

140
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Hecuba's anapestic monody in the prologue thus 
actually blends together both structurally and thematically 
with the choral parodos. Solo lament merges with choral 
lament and the divided parodos, unique in extant Greek 
tragedy,H reveals Euripides' willingness to innovate for 

dramatic purpose. The gradual entrance of the chorus into 
the orchestra and into the lament provides the threnos 
with a forceful crescendo: first Hecuba sings alone 
(98-152); then one hemichorus joins in (153-175); then the 
other accompanies the queen (176-196); finally the chorus 
unites for a powerful climax to the lament (197-229). 
There is an emotional build-up of the threnos, an increase 
both in intensity and in the mere number of voices singing.

The threnos begun in Hecuba's monody thus becomes a 
song of mutual lamentation by queen and chorus and serves 
to emphasize very dramatically and vividly for the audience 
the common misfortune of the Trojan women. All the women 
share the same plight. Both Hecuba and the chorus lament 
their slavery: Hecuba says in her monody that

6o6Xa 6' Avouai ypaüg ég oCxœv__ _

140

and hemichorus A later describes how
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6th ôè OTëpvœv gêBos àuaoEL 
Tptpdatv, aÜ tôvô* oCxœv eCoco 

ôouÀeîav aCd^ouauv.

156-158

Similar fears haunt the women too: Hecuba's series of 
interrogatives

rÿ 6' à TÀduaov 
noû ng, yaCas 6ovXeûocû ypauç. . . ;

190-191

repeats the chorus' pathetic query

tCe u* ‘ApyeCtoV OûLWTâv 
ft vnaaiav u* d£ei x&pav 

ôdoravov nôpoœ Tpoiae;

187-189

Thus the parados' amoibaion not only establishes, as Grube 
notes, a bond of sympathy "in its original sense of suffer
ings together,"12 between Hecuba and the chorus, but also 

among the surviving Trojan women as a group. The creation 
of such an emotional attachment between actor and chorus 
emphasizes the adverse future faced by all the Trojan women 
and makes the possibility of detached choral parts in the 
play, so often advocated in the past,13 most difficult 
dramatically. Euripides uses the structure of the parodos 

to emphasize the collective bond among Hecuba, the chorus, 
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and Troy.
When the chorus finally unites, its song presents an 

ironic image of former domestic bliss

‘ OÛM 'I0aC0L£ LOTOL£ HEpxiôa
ôlveôouo* éEaXXdga).

199-200

This theme, however, soon yields to the women's anxiety 
concerning where the Greek ships will take them, an anxiety 
which dominates the rest of the parodos. The location of 
their approaching slavery is foremost in the women's minds 
and they express their attitude towards slavery in various 
parts of the Greek world.

The chorus first voices its hostile feelings towards 
servitude in Corinth, where the women would draw water from 
the holy font of Peirene

if nELp^vag ùôpEuouéva .
npdanoÀos oCxrpa ceuvcôv ùôdrcûv /Saouatp

205-207

Rather, the chorus would prefer to go to Athens, the 
glorious land of Theseus

Tav hXelvolv eCô’ 6AOoluev 
enaécûG EÛôatuova x<5pav.

208-209
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Euripides thus idealizes his native city which only the 
year before had perpetrated the Melian massacre and of 
whose bellicosity the Trojan Women itself is in a sense 
a criticism.14 Sparta, the land of Menelaus, sacker of 

Troy, and the home of hated Helen, is naturally a most 
detested place of servitude

un Yap 6n ô£vav Y ' Eupc&ra, 
rdv éx^Corav ôepdrcvav *EXévag, 
ëvô* àvTdcto MevéÀqt ôoûAa, 

Tcp râg TpoCag nopOriTql.

210-213

Thessaly, the holy land of Peneus, is favored second only 
to Athens

Tav nnvetoO aeuvàv xœpav, 
MpnnCô' OûXôunou HaXACoTav, 
ôXBw PpCüelv cpàuav fixova' 

eûOaXeL t* EÛuapn^E^Çqt.
TdÔE ÔEÔTEpd UOL UET& T&V LEpàv 
enoéœg [aOëav éASelv X(5pav.

214-219

The chorus' thoughts then wander to Sicily, the land of
Hephaistos' Aetna, and to the noble men of Italy

xau Tav AtrvaCav ‘HcpatoTOU
OoLvCxag dvT^pn x<6pav, 
ZcxEXœv ôpétDV uarép*, dxoôœ 
xapôooEaOai OTEcpdvoig dpETâg, 

Tav T' &YXiOTE6ouaav Yâv 
‘lovtcp vaÔTqc hôvtcp, 

dv ÙYPaïve l xaAÀLOTEdwv
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ô gavôàv xcxCtœv nupoaivcov
KpaOcs Caôëais nnyaLPL Tpé<pœv 

eüavôpôv t ' ÔA01 £o)v yâv.

220-229

Orban contends that the women do not express a 
preference for these western lands, and that

a partir de v 220, il n'est plus question de 
crainte ou de souhait: elles se contentent de 
rapporter ce qu'elles entendent dire de la Sicile 
et de la Grande Grèce. Il s'est produit une 
sorte de glissement dû à une association d'images. 
Le manque de vigueur intellectuelle s'accompagne 
ici d'un gout bien féminin du romanesque, qui 
invite a transfigurer la réalité en une agréable 
fiction.15

Yet, a preference is made in these lines. Both Sicily and 
Italy are described in most favorable and beautiful terms 
that compare to the complimentary adjectives applied to 
Athens and Thessaly. Sicily is wreathed in valor 
(HapôooEoOau OTEcpdvoLG dpETâg, 223), and Italy is 
xaAÀLOTEÜwv (226) just as Athens is Eôôaiyova x&pav (209) 
and Thessaly oeuv&v x<6pav (214). It is the very association 

of images which Orban's bias restricts to feminine rather 
than poetic taste that establishes the chorus' preferences 
just as clearly as the explicit statements made about Athens 
(206-207) and Thessaly (218-219).

Westlake finds the second half of the parodos 
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dramatically unrealistic because "the members of the chorus 
could not hope that their views would have any influence 
in determining their place of exile."16 But the women 

nowhere suppose that their preferences will be honored by 
their Greek captors and their speculation is psychologically 
understandable in individuals whose slavery is inevitable 
but who are still ignorant of their masters and the place 
of servitude. The chorus’ reflection on impending slavery 
is far from unrealistic and is very effective dramatically 
in a play whose action is primarily concerned with the 
departure of the Trojan women, one by one, off to slavery.

The women1s adversion to Sparta as the home of Helen 
and Menelaus is natural, but why does Athens receive such 
high praise while Corinth is hated? To a survivor of Troy, 
every Greek master ought to be considered a Menelaus and 
servitude anywhere in Greece equally detestable. Westlake 
is surely correct in interpreting the chorus1 geographical 
preferences as alluding anachronistically to contempory 
events.In 415 B.C., when the Trojan Women was performed, 
Athens had already endured ten years of the bitter 
Peloponesian War and now was in a period of technical 
peace marred by sporadic hostilities. The second half of 
the parodos offers natural parallels to Athenian sentiment 

in 415: Corinth and Sparta are dreaded by the Trojan women;
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both states were bitter enemies of Athens. The chorus 
desires to go to Athens most preferably; Athenian 
patriotism was to help keep the conflict aflame for another 
decade. As a second preference, the chorus lists Thessaly, 
whose political relations with Athens in 415 were unclear ; 
as Westlake notes, however, Thessaly was nominally an 
Athenian ally.18

Mention of Sicily and Italy is apt, too, as at the 
time of the performance of the Trojan Women, the Athenians' 
ill-fated Sicilian expedition was only three months from 
departure, and the audience in the Theatre of Dionysos 
could easily have climbed the Acropolis and looked down on 
the harbor and the fleet in preparation. The chorus’ 
anachronistic knowledge of these western lands perhaps 
reflects the preoccupation of Euripides' contemporaries 

with this geographical area.
Westlake recognizes the parallel between the chorus' 

preferences and Athenian affairs in 415, but he neglects 
to consider the dramatic potential of such a comparison. 
By instilling the chorus of Trojan women with attitudes 
and feelings appropriate to his Athenian audience, 
Euripides creates a sense of empathy between audience and 
chorus. Such empathy is perhaps lost to the modern viewer 
and reader of the Trojan Women lacking the necessary
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Athenian prejudices, but it was probably a subconscious 
reaction for Euripides' Athenian contemporaries.

The parodos, then, not only creates a bond of sympathy 
between Hecuba and the chorus, i.e., among the Trojan women, 
but also emphasizes and personalizes the woes of Troy for 
the Athenian audience. The chorus of Trojan women is the 
central link in the creation of this emotional bond between 
actors and audience and in the creation of the collective 
tragedy of Troy. It is the central persona of the play.

This empathic bond between chorus and audience serves 
another dramatic function as well, for it also places the 
Athenians in the role of the oppressed rather than that of 
the oppressor, in the position of the unfortunate Melians 
rather than that of their arrogant executors. Athenian 
sympathy for the Trojans becomes on another level criticism 
of themselves. The subtle implications of the audience's 
bond with the characters of this play create another 
powerful irony in the Trojan Women.

Association of audience and Trojan women was also 
developed as an ironic link in the divine dialogue of the 
prologue. Thus both irony and the chorus are Euripides' 
tools in the development of his theme of the fall of Troy.
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Notes

1. See Biehl's text, pp. 72-73.
2. Ebener, esp. 695.
3. Barlow, 52.
4. This danceless song is contrasted more explicitly with 

past songs accompanied by dance in the last part of 
of the monody (145-152). .

5. Barlow, 51-52, suggests that this association begins 
with toCxoug (118) as a side of a ship rather than 
from side to side, and says "gradually as if by natural 
association, she proceeds from this traditional 
figurative language to the literal belief that she 
is actually on a ship, rocking from side to side in 
imaginary movement with its rolling motion...." 
However, roCxous, followed immediately by ptXéwv (118), 
primarily has an anatomical meaning and the 
figurative-literal association of ship imagery begins 
for Hecuba only with égcoHEiV (137) . roCxoue has 
Barlow's nautical implications only in retrospect.

6. Conacher, 139.
7. Kevin H. Lee, "Euripides, Troades 150," Eranos 65 

(1967), 77.
8. Lines 32-33 suggest to me that the skene door represented 

the captive huts in the Trojan Women. Since the 
chorus enters from these tents (165), I cautiously 
suggest that the women enter not from a parodos but 
from the skene door. However, the feasibility of 
such an unorthodox entrance warrants more attention 
than is possible here. For a detailed study of the 
staging of an Athenian drama, see William J. Ziobro, 
in his The Staging of Sophoclean Tragedy, diss. 
(Baltimore, 1969), esp. 8-19.

9. Maarit Kaimio, The Chorus of Greek Drama within the 
light of the Person and Number used (Helsinki, 1970), 
235-236. Italics added.
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11.

12.
13.
14.

15.
16.

17.
18.
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Ibid., 121. Such choral dialogoi include: Aeschylus’ . 
Supplices, 1022ff. ; Sophocles’ Ajax, 866ff.; and 
Euripides* Suppliants, 71ff., 598ff., and 1123ff.

A divided choral entrance occurs in Sophocles' Ajax, 
866ff. but this is not a parodos but the chorus’ 
re-entrance.

Grube, 109.
See Chapter 3, notes 40-43.
Commentators of the Trojan Women have often been aware 

of the play’s potential criticism of the Melian 
affair, which Thucydides (V, 86-114) describes so 
graphically. E. g., Lattimore, in an introduction 
to his translation of the play, in David Grene and 
Richmond Lattimire, ed., Greek Tragedies, Vol.2 
(Chicago, 1960), 245, says : "There can be no doubt 
that in this play Euripides used heroic legend for 
the expression of his feelings about the horrors of 
aggressive war in his own time. In 416, Athens had 
tried to force the neutral island state of Melos to 
join the Athenian confederacy...."

Orban, 24.
H. D. Westlake, "Euripides, Troades, 205-229," Mnemosyne 

6 (1953), 184.
Ibid., 181-191.
Ibid., 185-189.



Chapter 6
The First Episode 

and Choral Ode 
(230-567)

The Cassandra Scene
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A. The First Episode 
(230-510)

Following the parodos, choral anapests (230-234) 
announce the arrival of a Greek messenger and introduce 
a dialogue between the herald Talthybios and Hecuba 
(235-291). The conversation is a metrical melange of song 
and recitation. While Talthybios speaks his lines in the 
iambic trimeter normal for the episodic portions of Greek 
tragedy, the queen sings in dochmiacs. The herald's 
colloquial tone thus contrasts with Hecuba's passionate 
replies which not only continue the threnic mood of Hecuba's 
monody but also reflect the intense lyric nature of the 
entire play.l

Talthybios * appearance implies to the women that the 
fear which has haunted them for so long,

TÔÔE
tôôe, (pCXciL TpqiüdôEG, 8 cpôPoe ndAau.

239

their impending allotment to 
been realized. Confirmation 
has indeed been made

Greek masters, has finally
by the herald that the decision

XEMÀ^pCOOd' , eC TÔÔ' fjv ÙULV gd&OG.
240
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causes Hecuba to repeat the agonizing geographical reflec
tions already voiced by herself (190-196) and by the chorus 

(197-225):

aCac, rCv'
GeaaaXCae nôXiv «ÔidÔoc etnas n 
Kaônetag xOovds;

241-243

The women’s obsession with the location of their future 
servitude leads the herald to elaborate the Greeks1 plans 
and to detail, at Hecuba’s prodding, the fates of Cassandra 
(247-259), Polyxena (260-270), Andromache (271-273), and 
the aged queen herself (274-291).

The movement of the dialogue reflects the same 
narrowing of Hecuba's perspective found in her monody 
(105-114) and the same emphasis on communal tragedy. At 
first Hecuba's questions are plural and collective 
(239-243), but Talthybios insists repeatedly that Hecuba 
ask him only about individuals :

xar* dvôp' èxdorn hoûx ôuoü XeXôyxaTE.

244

and

oTô* . àAA* è’waoTa nuvôàvou, un ndvû' ôuoü.

246
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Hecuba then focuses her attention on her daughters 
Cassandra and Polyxena and on her daughter-in-law 
Andromache. The queen's initial concern, as it was in the 
monody (105-109), is about others. Finally, though, Hecuba 
turns to her own fate and to a bitter outburst on her 

future master Odysseus :

É g.
dpaooe xpara xodpuuov,

ëÀH* ôvdxeaou ôCktuxov napeudv.
là uol uol.

uuaaptp ôoXég AéXoxxa
(IxotI ôouAeôe uv,
noÀEuCcp ôûxas, napavôiKp ôAhel ,
8c nd-VTQ T&HE lSev év-
Oàô', àvTCnaX' addus éuE loe
Ôtnxôxv y^^ooq
dcpiAa xà npÔTEpa cpCAa tlS^uevog n&VTwu.
yoâaôé u* , 6 TpqxiôEG.

PéPax' oüxouat
ôdonoTuoe à TdA.auva 6uoTuxeoT&T(p

TtpoaénEoov xÀ^pgu
279-291

Once again the dramatic movement is from the collective 
tragedy of Troy (239-246) to Hecuba's altruistic concern for 
other Trojans (247-273) , to her own fate (274-278), and 
finally to this lament (279-291), similar in its anatomical 
references (e.g. , 279-280) to the oCuol xEcpaA.fic section of 

the monody (115-121).
Biehl has revealed the inner responsion that exists 

within Hecuba's despondent outburst:
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Auffallend 1st, dass die Form der Anakyklesis 
gerade an der Stelle deutlich wird (fur den - 
Betrachter, schwerlich fur den Zuhdrer) an der 
von der'Verdrehungskunst' des Odysseus die Rede 
ist, d. h. es besteht anscheinend zwischen dem 
gedenklichen Gehalt und der metrischen Form 
der Stelle eine Analogie.2

The passage, however, contains more than the parallel noted 
by Biehl between circular metrical construction and 
Odysseus’ crafty talent to turn things around

&pLÀa to. npôrepa cpCXa xuôéuevos ndvxwv ,
288

There is in fact a relationship between the anakyklesis and 
Hecuba’s thought process. The metrical form uncovered by 
Biehl’s textual analysis is itself reflected in a circular 
thought pattern more accessible to the audial limitations 
of the audience.

Within the metrical anakyklesis, Hecuba’s words move 
from lamentation of her own fate (278-281), to her uncom
plimentary description of her new master (282-287), and 
back to herself again (^88-291). The two sections on Hecuba 
are grammatically complementary: both contain verbs which 
are in the imperative mood and which connote mourning 
(dpaooe, 279, and ëXx*, 280, versus yodaOe, 288) , and both 
end with expressions referring to Hecuba’s allotment 

(XéÀOYXa, 282, and npooëneoov xX^py, 291). Further 
TdxeuOev év/Oaô* (285-286) not only divides the Odysseus 
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passage and describes the Greek's sophistic tendencies, 
but these words also bisect the anakyklesis and graphically 
exhibit the passage's circular pattern. Thus not only 
Hecuba's meaning but also her thought process are reflected 
in the metrical sequence.

Such ring composition (Hecuba-Odysseus-Hecuba) is a 
favorite Greek poetic structure and its literary uses are 
varied.3 What are the implications of this thought pattern 

in the Trojan Women? I suggest that these lines are a 
structural comment on the queen's situation, as well as 
the reflection on Odysseus' character suggested by Biehl. 
Just as Odysseus makes to rcpdrspa gCAa become dtpuXa (287) , 
just as his tongue is (287), literally "two-folded,"
indeed, just as the structure of the passage is two-folded 
metrically as analysed by Biehl:*

2i 3i do hex 2i 2do 2i hex 2i 2do 2i do 3i 2i

so, too, is Hecuba's song double-layered and her perception 
ironic. Hecuba thinks that she will be Odysseus' slave, 
yet the myth never brings her to Greece.5 The dramatic 

movement of the Trojan Women sends the queen off to Ithaca 
just as it sends the Greeks off to a glorious homecoming.
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Once again this play exhibits thematically and structurally 
a bitter disjunction between appearance and reality.

At the end of Hecuba's Odyssean tirade, the chorus 
leader breaks into the dialogue and asks about the chorus' 
own fate:

r& uèv adv oCaOa, tuStvlo., ràç 6* éuaG xtixas 
tCe àp* 'AxaLwv n tCg 6xgl;

292-293

This question is ignored by the herald. The fates of the 
choral members cannot be detailed in the drama, because 
such individualization would destroy the choral group. 
The chorus of a Greek play must maintain its collective 
anonymity;6 this is especially true of the chorus of Trojan 

women which represents, in its diversity discussed in 
chapter three, the collective tragic character of Troy.

Instead of answering the chorus, Talthybios orders his 
men to get Cassandra from the tents (294-297), where he 
suddenly notices the glow of fire (298-305). In the midst 
of the excitement raised by the false belief that the 
desperate women are suicidally setting fire to their huts, 
Cassandra appears, bearing a torch.

The following lines (308-340) are sung in mixed 
meters by the demented princess as an epithalamium in
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honor of her impending union with Agamemnon. The change in 
mood is sudden. From the emotional dejection of Hecuba's 
threnos, which lasts as late as line 291, Cassandra in her 
frenzy sings a lyric of joy and happiness which ends with 
an invitation to her mother and the chorus to join in her 
hymeneal:

xôpeue, udTEp, dvoyéAaoov.
SAloge rgô* Smeloe uet' SuSOev noôœv 
(pépouaa (puArdrav Pdotv.
podaaô' *Yuévacov, <5, 
uaxapCaLS douôaûç 
Ca<u^xaï£ te vühcpav.

Ct*, 6 HaAACnEnAoL Opuywv
HÔpai, uSAnET* Su&v yàiKûV 
T&v uEnpœuSvov EÛvg.

nôaiv éuéôev.
332-340

Not only do Cassandra's imperatives xdpeuE (332) , 
dvayëAaoov (332), SA loge (333) , and podaad * * YuSvaiov (335) 

contrast with the mournful ones of Hecuba in her anakyklesis, 
i.e. , dpaooE (279) , SAx* (280) and yoaode (288) ; but also 
the epithet xaAACnenAoi (338) is most incongruously 
addressed to the chorus of women captives. Cassandra 
imagines the women as the brightly dressed members of her 
marriage procession they might have been and not as the 
slaves they now are. Mood, theme and imagery unite to 
contrast the joy of Cassandra's song with the sorrow of the 
rest of the play. The disjunction between Cassandra's 
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demented vision and reality is powerful.
Cassandra's Bacchic nature, a Euripidean innovation 

thoroughly outlined by Mason,? has already been discussed 

in the second chapter. The marriage song particularly 
dramatizes the dual character of the Euripidean Cassandra. 
She is a prophetess of Apollo

dys oô{ OolPe, vOv. 
Hardt cov év ôàcpvaie
àvdKTopov OunnoAw.

329-330

and sounds like a maenad

podoaO' *Yuévaeov, ô 
uaHopCais doL6aLG 
Ca<H>xaCe te vdutpav.

335-337

Cassandra's prohecies were destined never to be believed 
and Euripides' addition of Dionysian qualities to her 
character is an appropriate dramatization of this unbelief. 
The divinely inspired predictions (reality) are made 
suspicious by the Bacchic ecstasy (appearance) in which 
they are presented. Indeed the chorus sees only a raving 
bacchanal in the possessed girl:

PaoCXeia, SaHxedouaav ou HÔpnv, 
un HoOtpov aCpn Mu' 6s 'ApYE^wv arpardv;

341-342
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That the princess' joy in the face of adversity is 
seen as insanity is confirmed by Hecuba's reaction to the 
marriage song and her pathetic address to the fire-god 
Hephaistos as personified in Cassandra's torch:

"HcpaiOTe, ôqiôouxe l g uev év y duo l g Bpotcdv, 
drap Xuypdv ye r^vô' àvauôdooebG tpAôya 

re usydAwv éXnCôtov. oCuol , réuvov,
&G oûx ùn* atxune oûô* ùn* ‘ApyeCou ôop&G 
yduouG yaueucOau toôô* é6ô£a£ôv hôte.

343-347

Again Troy's present and past are contrasted and the 
conflict between the two temporal stages inherent in . 
UEydXœv ÉÀnCôuv (345) underlines the irony of the city1 

situation.

Cassandra then retreats from her frenzied lyric mood 
and uses iambic trimeter to predict less ambiguously 
Agamemnon's death (356-364) and to explain to her mother 
and the chorus why she rejoices in her fate, why Troy is 
more blessed than the Greeks :

nôAiv 6È ôeEEm r^vôs uanapt.cotépav 
i? TOÙG ‘AxauodG....

365-366

In a remarkable bit of sophistry (353-405), Cassandra, as
Havelock notes,8 turns heroic and epic martial values 
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topsy-turvy and lists the advantages that the defeated 
Trojans have had over the victorious Greeks : not only have 
the Trojans, unlike the Greeks, continued to enjoy the very 
pleasures of home and family life which they were fighting 
and dying to save (374-385); but, in the process, the 
Trojans have earned a fame and nobility which was unattain
able without the war:

eL 6* éç tôô' CASol, orëgavoG oûh aCoxP^G hôàel 
MaXûs ôAéadau, un xaXû£ ôè ôuaHXeée.

401-402

Victory is defeat and defeat victory; appearance is not 

reality.
Cassandra's sophistry, criticized by Mason as "a flaw 

in Euripides' artistic understanding,"9 serves an important 

dramatic purpose : Like the Dionysian traits of the 
epithalamium, such reasoning foils the princess' attempt 
to speak clearly to the Trojan women and to console them. 
Cassandra, even in iambics, lacks credibility, as the chorus' 
response to her speech reveals :

œs nôéœs HauoLOtv oCheCouç ysÀgG, 
uéAneie 0‘ & uéÀnoua* oû oacpn ÔeCEelg Caœe.

406-407
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The prophetess still is not oavn (407) and her sophistry 
ironically reflects her incoherence. Cassandra fails in 
her effort to console her mother and fellow citizens, and 
her promise to avenge Troy (404-405), though actually a 
true prophecy, is not believed by the other women. The 
Trojans continue to accept appearance (Bacchic frenzy and 
sophistry-insanity) instead of the truth underlying their 
princess' words.

Talthybios reacts to Cassandra with undisguised criti
cism of Agamemnon's foolish love for such a demented 
creature (411-416), an order for Cassandra to depart (419
420), and an allusion to Hecuba's allotment to Odysseus 
(421-423). Cassandra responds to the herald with a long 
description of the impending wanderings of her mother's 
new master. The passage begins in iambic trimeter (424
443), but lapses into trochaic tetrameter (444-460)10 as 

the princess departs. The ironic irresolution of Hecuba's 
fate in the Trojan Women has already been discussed both in 
this chapter and in chapter three. Cassandra's predictions 
about Odysseus reflect the same disjunction between 
appearance and reality that is maintained throughout the 
play.

Cassandra has attempted to console. Yet the chorus' 
words at her departure show that only an opposite effect is
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achieved:

‘EndPrie Yepauâs (püÀaxes, oû ôeôdpxaTC 
ôéanouvav wg dvauôoç êe néôov tcCtvel; 
oûh dvTLX^&saO'; ueôi^oeT*, & «axaC, 
YPauav HEaoûaav; aCpET* eCg ôpOov ôéuaç.

462-465

Instead cf consolaticn, Hecuba gains only further dejection 
from her "insane” daughter's speech and the woman whose 
first lines in the drama were &va... tieôôôev xEvaA^v (98) ,
now, after her daughter's departure, says only étiré u'.../ 
HEÎoOai neaoOoav (466-467). The weight of present sorrows 
has broken the old queen's endurance and at the end of the 
Cassandra scene Hecuba has resumed for the moment the same 
prostrate position she maintained during the divine prologue.

In the final lines of the scene (466-510) Hecuba 
contrasts her past royal position in Troy (472-478) with 
her present sorrows. The ironic and collective basis of 
the queen's words is by now self-evident. -

B. The First Choral Ode 
(511-567)

The choral ode that follows the Cassandra scene sings 
of the Trojan horse and the night of Troy's fall. Strophe 
and antistrophe begin in dactylo-epitrites (511-518, 531
538) and move to iambic systems (519-530; 539-550); the 
epode (551-567) continues the iambic rhythms of the 
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preceding lines.11 There is no direct link between the 

theme of the stasimon and the action of the preceding 
episode, i.e., Cassandra's departure for Agamemnon’s bed. 
Several scholars have noted the song's thematic and 
structural parallels to the dithyrambic style of Bacchylides 

and to the third stasimon of the Hecabe (905-952).
Analysis of the ode, however, reveals a close relationship 

to the Cassandra scene and confirms the centrality of 
choral parts to the meaning of the Trojan Women. The first 
stasimon, is neither detached nor reflective, but an 
important dramatic part of the play.

The first words of the chorus' song are an invocation 

to the Muse to sing a funeral dirge for Troy

'AycpC you "IÀLOV, 5 
Moüaa Karvwv uyvov, 

deuaov év ôaxpûo t e <$)- 
6&V éHLM^ÔELOV.

511-514

From the outset ( 'Auvû you "Iàlovz 511) the collective 
theme is prominent. The song is despondent and continues 
the dejected mood in which the previous episode ended.

Then follows a narration of how Troy fell by the ruse 

of the wooden horse
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ôt ' ëÀLnov ïnnov oupctvia 
PpéuovTa xpuaeocpdXapov êvo- 
nAov év nôXatG 'AxatoC.

519-521

The ode reemphasizes the contrast between the horse's 
joyous appearance and its sinister reality, which Poseidon 
had developed in the prologue (9-14). The Trojans, in the 
rapture of apparent release from ten years of siege, filled 

the air with happy song:

xExapn&voL 6' doL6a.eg
529

Yet the women are now aware of the irony of their past, for 
the horse that brought the Trojans so much happiness is now 
called their doom: ôôAlov...drav (530). The chorus' mood 
thus gives the Cassandra scene an added ironic twist: the 
true-speaking prophetess' efforts to gladden the Trojan 
women lead only to this mournful stasimon; the Trojan 
horse, which was a legitimate cause for grief, deceptively 
brought the Trojans intense joy.

The contrast between past joy and present sorrow 
explicitly voiced by Hecuba in the preceding episode

upSrov uÈv o5v HOL rdydO* êEdaai cpCAov. 
roLg ydp homolol kAeCov* oChtov 6W3aAw.

472-473 

doL6a.eg
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is reflected in the ode in the vividly descriptive compar
ison between joyful Trojans dragging the horse into the 
citadel (519-555) and the subsequent carnage when cries of 
slaughter rang out in the city and children clung in terror 

to their mother’s dresses :

.. .cpouvCa 6' àva
htôAlv &oà naTELxe Hep-, 
yduœv ëôpaç. Ppégn ôe cpCÀL- 
a kep* nénXouG 60aXXE ua- 
Tpu xetpae ënTonuévae.

555-559

As Alt has noted, "es geht nicht mehr um das Erleben 
einselner, sondern um das Schicksal einer Stadt und eines 
Volkes.1,13 The chorus sings the woes of all Troy.

The stasimon thus accomplishes a dramatic effect 
similar to that of the parodos: a movement from the indi
vidual suffering of Hecuba to the common misfortune of all 

Trojans. Just as the parodos created a crescendo of 
lamentation, the first stasimon places the personal 
suffering of the queen (466—510) in its collective context 
and suggests that if the poet has any central concern in 
the play, it is not Hecuba, as Grube believes,14 nor the 

Greeks, as Kitto interprets the play,15 but the whole city 

of Troy.
The individual plights of the various characters, such 
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as Cassandra and Andromache, specify the civic plight of 
Troy which Hecuba as queen comes closest to personifying, 
but the tragedy is Troy’s not just Hecuba’s. The choral 
voice in the Trojan Women provides Euripides with the means 
to develop the woes of individual characters into a theme 
of the general misfortune of Troy. The first stasimon is 
not a reflective entr'acte, but a central and unifying 
dramatic force of the play.
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Notes

1. Greek dramatists often offer dialogues in which one 
participant speaks while the other sings ; see 
Aeschylus' Persai 249-289, Supplices 348-437, and 
Agamemnon 1073-1113; Sophocles' Ajax 331-421; 
Euripides' Alcestis 244-272; et al. Sometimes, as 
in the Alcestis (273-279) the lyric is then taken 
up by the iambic speaker.

2. Biehl, Hermes 98, 118.
3. For example, in the Agamemnon circular thought patterns 

in choral passages are used to reflect the chorus' 
confusion about dramatic events. ,

4. See Biehl's text, p. 79; also his article in Hermes 98, 
117-120.

5. See chapter 2.
6. A few possible exceptions, Aeschylus' Supplices and 

Eumenides and Euripides' Supplices, have been sug
gested by Garvie, 107.

7. Mason, 80-93.
8. Havelock, 121.
9. Mason, 91.

10. On the use of trochaic tetrameter here see : Werner 
Krieg, "Der Trochaische Tetrameter bei Euripides," 
Philologus 9 (1936), 42-51; M. Imhof, "Tetra- 
meterszenen in der Tragôdie," MH 13 (1956) , 123-143; 
and Thomas Drew-Bear, "The Trochaic Tetrameter in 
Greek Tragedy," AJP 89 (1968), 385-405.

11. On the meter of lines 511-567 see T. B. L. Webster, 
The Greek Chorus (London, 1970), 162-163, and 
especially Biehl's text, pp. 81-84.

12. See Hans H. Hofmann, Uber den Zusammenhang zwischen 
Chorliedern und Handlung in der erhaltenen Dramen bei 
Euripides, diss. (Leipzig, 1916), 76; Walther Kranz, 
Stasimon (Berlin, 1933), 254-255; and Karen Alt,
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Untersuchungen zum Chor bei Euripides, unpub. diss. 
(Frankfurt-am-Main, 1952), 34-41.

13. Alt, 36.
14. Grube, 114.
15. Kitto, 218-224.
16. See chapter 3.



Chapter 7
The Second Episode 

and Choral Ode 
(567-859)

The Andromache Scene
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A. The Second Episode (568-798)

Recitative anapests (568-576) by the chorus mark the 
approach of Andromache, who is borne, together with her 
son Astyanax, on a cart laden with spoil from Troy, in 
particular with her husband Hector’s armor:

not hot' ànfivne vôtolol cpépu,
ôùoravE yOvai, 
ndpeôpoç xaXxéoLÇ "Exropos ônAote 
OHÔÀOCC TE OpUY&V ÔOptônpàTOLG, 
oîouv 'AxcXXéwG nais OOLwras 

oré^Ei vaobg àno Tpoiac;
572-576

I

The theatrical effect of Andromache’s entrance has been 

discussed by Arnott:

In Euripides1 plays and those of Aeschylus royal 
personages frequently enter in chariots.... Here 
Euripides gives the stock formula a savage twist. 
Andromache, the princess, enters not in a royal 
chariot but in the most humble and degrading 
conveyance. Her appearance, the complete 
antithesis of the usual theatrical pomp and 
splendour, epitomizes her plight and underlines 
the play’s bitter message.i

This staging technique also effectively underlines the 
incongruity of the Trojan situation. Hector’s bronze armor 
had been the stalwart defense of Troy; now it is a Greek 
victor’s war trophy. As for Hector’s wife, she also has 
become just another item of Greek booty.
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A lyric lament (577-607) follows Andromache's entrance. 
Hecuba and Andromache begin the song with a rapid exchange 
of brief phrases in which the two women are allotted 
exactly the same number of syllables (577-586).2 They 

lament not only their personal sorrows (nauccv* 578;
(peu ôfjr* éiUùv/xaMÔv, 584-585) but also their common civic 
loss:

BéBax'ôX&oç Détaxe Tpota...
582

and

.. .otxrpà {ye} %6xa 
xdAeog, & xanvourau

585-586

In the second strophic pair (587-594), however, the 
widows emphasize only their personal woes and invoke their 
dead husbands. Andromache shares her invocation to Hector 
with Hecuba (587-590), but the queen probably sings her 
apostrophe to Priam alone (591-594).

At 595 the chorus joins the amoibaion and collective 
orientation is restored, as it is in the transition from 
Hecuba's monody to parodos, by multiplication of voices. 

oÛôe nôOou uEYdÀou (595) , despite Hecuba's intrusion of 
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axerACa, zdôe ndcxouev &Ayn (595), must be understood 
grammatically with oCxouévae nôAeœe (596). By returning 
the lament to the communal perspective of the first 
strophic pair, the chorus maintains its unifying role even 
during the episodes of the play.

Biehl divides the amoibaion after the chorus1 entrance 
into an epode (595-602) sung by the two women plus the 
chorus and an epilogue sung by Hecuba alone (603-607). 

This epode-epilogue division, however, is somewhat arti
ficial because of the metrical as well as thematic 
continuity to be seen in 595-607. Not only are these lines 
sung in the same dactylic meter, but the communal theme 
reintroduced by the chorus in 595-596 is maintained in 
Hecuba's "epilogue" by the adjective 6pnud[o^noXLG(603) 
and by the collective phrase dperépoLOL ôôuolo^lv^ (606). 

Thus the term "epilogue" should not be applied to 603-607, 
which form a structural and thematic whole with the 
amoibaion.

Hecuba and Andromache then abandon lyric for an iambic 
dialogue (610-633)5 which finally deciphers for the queen 

the euphemistic allusions to Polyxena (ô uol ndÀat/TaÀOôPuoG 
aCvuYU* oû aaqxoG eCtlev, 624-625) which had perplexed her in the 

previous episode (256-270). Polyxena is dead, murdered at 
the tomb of Achilles (622-623). A Trojan princess has 
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become an expiatory offering for the dead. Hecuba is faced 
with another woe :

aCau udA' addig, wg xaxwg ôiôAAuaai,.

629

and yet another incongruity is added to the tragedy of once 
mighty Troy:

ôpco rd tGv OE&Vf rd uèv nupYoüo' ôvw 
rd Ôvra, rd ôè ôohoüvt * dnûAeoav.

612-613

Hecuba's grief for her dead daughter (628-629) rouses 
from Andromache the pathetic retort that Polyxena1s fate 
is better than her own:

ôAcoAev dbg dAwAsv. dAA' dixœg éuou 
[6ong Y ' dAwAsv eÔTUXEGTépv nôrucp.

630-631

Better dead than wed to Achilles' son! The queen, in a 
resurgence of the optimistic attitude of her monody (98
104), rejects such a depressing view of life:

ou TaÛTÔv, 5 naî, tv pAénetv to uardavEiv. 
to nÈv y dp oûôév, T(p 6* êvEiaiv éAnCÔEg.

632-633
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Andromache then presents a long explication of her argument 
(634-683) in which she attempts to solace her mother-in-law 

and the Trojan women:

& unrep, & TEHOüoa, hAXAlotov Aôyov 
Ahovoov , wg ooi rép^LV <ppevC.

634-635

Like Cassandra (350-351; 365-366), she tries to uncover 
joy (r&p^Lv, 635) where there is only sorrow, but unlike 
the "insane" prophetess' optimistic belief that Trojan 
defeat is better than the Greek victory and that her 
marriage to Agamemnon is a cause for rejoicing (353-405), 
the despondent Andromache argues only that dying is better 
than life without hope and that Hecuba should be relieved 

that Polyxena is dead.
The dead rest in peace while Andromache must face 

life with the son of her husband's murderer and Andromache 
blames her good reputation (tûvôe xAnôôv, 657) as the 
cause of her downfall, for it made her a choice prize for 
the Greeks. Once again reality is incongruous with past 
Trojan appearances. Andromache never guessed that her 
effort to be a model wife would lead her into the arms of 
a Greek.

In her speech Andromache had set out to console the
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women, but her pessimistic words achieve only the opposite 
effect on the chorus. The women's response to Andromache

TQÛTOV OUU(pOP0£. dpTlVOÛOa ÔE
rb obv ôuôàoHELÇ u* ëvda nnudrcov xupc5.

684-685

clearly places the individual sufferings of Hector's widow 
in the context of the communal suffering of all Troy and 
emphasizes the bond of woe (raûrbv...ouucpopâg, 684) that 

unites all these women.
Hecuba, unlike the chorus, is not affected by 

Andromache's despondency and counters her attitude toward 
life with nautical imagery reminiscent of her monody when 
she said: hAel Maroc ôaCyova (102). Here the queen compares 
herself to a ship which yields to the whims of a storm:

vaôraLÇ yap 4v uev uérpuoe fi xelucov cpépELV, 
npoOvuCav 6xouou owOnvau ndvcov, 
8 ]iÈv nap' oCax', 8 6' énu XaCcpeotv
8 6* âvrAov sCpywv vadcJ fiv 6' unepSdAy 
noAus rapax@ELg; nôvroç, évôovTEç TÜx% 
napEtoav aûroôg Huudrov ôpou^uaatv.
oûrw ôè ndyw nôAA' Sxouoa n^uara
&g&oyy6g eCul Mac napeia' Éœ arôua.

688-695

The complex psychological and dramatic implications of this 
speech have been appreciated by Barlow:
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What follows is an imaginary attempt on the 
Queen's part to work out what actually happens 
on a ship at sea. It thus follows naturally 
from the reference to the information she has 
gleaned, and stresses the imaginative effort she 
is making to come to grips with the unknown. On 
the other hand it is also a straight simile 
designed to illustrate her own condition in terms 
familiar to the audience....At the same time the 
simile is not merely a random one: the reference 
to a storm also serves to remind the audience of 
the real storm which will overtake the ships on 
their voyage back to Greece. Therefore irony 
is also at work here.

Most important, however, is the contrast between Hecuba's 

use of ship imagery for exhortative purposes and the 
unfamiliarity and fear which the sea holds for her and the 
rest of the Trojan women elsewhere in the play (137; 161
162; et al.). That the queen can still talk about ships 
in this positive way reveals her great strength of character, 
which constantly struggles to rekindle a spark of hope in 

the midst of general adversity.
Hecuba’s advice to Andromache is to forget Hector, 

submit to her new husband, and win him over by her feminine 

ways:

cpCXov ôuôoOoa ôéÀeap àvôpt aœv rpônMV.
700

In this way, argues the ever-hopeful queen, Andromache may 
at least be permitted to raise her son Astyanax to manhood 
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and perhaps someday his descendants may even resettle Troy:

kSv 6pSs Tdô', éç to holvov eûcppavELg cpCXovs 
xal nal6a t6v6e naLôèe éKÔpéipeiae av 
Tpouqi. u-éy lotov dxpéAnu' «—tv' eC hote— 
éK oou YÊvônEVOL natôEÇ "IXiov ndXtv 
KaTOLKCoEtav, Kal ndXLG y^volt* Stl.

701-705

The ironically fertile noré (703), which is so often used 
in this play to look back on the happy past (e.g., 45, 149, 
746, et al.), now projects an optimistic future. The 
futile hopefulness of noré is intensified by its prominent 
position at the end of a line. The continuity of Troy 
rests solely on Hector’s progeny.

Hecuba just barely expresses her vision of Troy 
rejuvenated when Talthybios enters and in a stichomythic 
exchange with Andromache (709-725) reluctantly announces 
that the Greek army has been persuaded by Odysseus to hurl 
Astyanax to his death from the walls of Troy. The dramatic 
irony of this announcement following Hecuba’s encouraging 
speech to Andromache (686-708) has already been discussed 
in the third chapter. Once again Conacher1s "rhythm of hope 
and desolation" ends on a note of despair.? Even in the 

dramatic present Trojan hopes for the future are dashed, 
quite literally, by the harsh hand of reality.

Andromache is then warned by the Greek herald not to
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curse the decision of the Greeks or else her son will be 
denied burial (726-739). The mother's pathetic farewell 
to her son (740-779) therefore barely brushes that theme 
(764-765) and emphasizes instead the incongruity of her 

son's fate:

ov[xl &£ acpdylov (ûÙou^ AavaüôaLÇ TéEouo* éuôv, 
&AX' aie TÛpavvov ‘Aotàôoe noAuondpou.

747-748

In reality Astyanax was raised as a sacrifice! victim 
(oydybov, 747) and not as the mighty king (rdpavvov, 748) 
his parents hoped he would be. Andromache was ironically 
innocent of her son's future just as Hecuba was unaware of 
what fate held in store for Cassandra (346-347).

Andromache cannot curse the Greeks, but she does 

curse Helen as the source of Trojan woe:

u) Tuvôdpeuov ëpvog, oünor' el Alôç, 
noXXœv ôè Ttarépœv cpnuC a* éHHEtpuuévau, 
*AAdaropog uèv npôTOv, Etra 8^ 0@6vou, 
»6vou te davdrou 8* ôoa te yf) TpécpEL xaxd. 
oû ydp hot' aûx# Zgvd y' éx^üuaL a* Éy&, 
noÀXoLOL xûpa PapPdpou£ "EXArjot te. 
ôXolo. naXACoTiov y&p ôuiidTwv duo 
aCaxPWG t& hAelvol tieôC' ànôAeoaç Opuqxôv.

766-773 
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Her vicious tirade against Helen is not only superb 
dramatic preparation for the agon between Helen and Hecuba 
which follows in the next episode, but it also suggests 
an analogy between Helen and the irony of the Trojan horse. 
The woman and the horse together destroyed Troy. Both are 
not what they seem. The wooden horse (Aoôpeloç, 14) is 
actually teeming with spears (60pu, 14) and Helen, who is 
daughter of Tyndarus (Tuvôàpeuov êpvoç, 766) and falsely 
claims descent from Zeus (otmoT' et Alôe, 766) is in reality 
the offspring of everything evil in the world (768-769). 
Helen, whose eyes are the most beautiful in the world 
(hoAACotiov. .. ouuAtcov, 772) , is actually a bane (unpa, 771) 
to both Greeks and Trojans.

Andromache finishes her speech in a lingering and 
desperate embrace of her son (rtpôonTuyua ueôeCç, 782) and 
covers herself up in the booty-laden cart (hpôtvcet' d&Xüov 
Ôéuagz 777). The events of the second episode reduce 
Andromache to a prostrate position similar to that of Hecuba 
both during the divine prologue (36-38) and after Cassandra’s 
departure (462-468). Andromache1s prone position is 
physical and dramatic refutation of the optimism displayed 
in Hecuba’s ship imagery (686-705).

The episode ends in recitative anapests by Talthybios 
(782-789) and by Hecuba (790-798) which mark the exit of the 
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herald and the cart with its sad cargo. The queen's laments 

again link personal and civic tragedy

...où éyà nôXeœg, 
oCuol 6e oéôev....

795-796

and her rhetorical questions ominously prepare for the blow 

of the third episode:

. . .tC yap oum CxoiiEV; 
tCvoç évôéouev un où navouôîq 

XcopeCv ôÀéôpou 6uà navrée;

796-798

B. The Second Choral Ode (799-859)
The beginning of the second stasimon is a strophe 

rich in epithets and is in stark contrast with Hecuba's 
pathetic rhetorical questions at the end of the Andromache 

scene :

MeXLoaoTpdvou EaXauU- 
vog 6 PaatAeO TeXauwv, 
vàoou nepuHÔuovog ot-

Mi^oag ëôpav
rag éKLHexXuuévag ôx~ 
ôoug tepoCg, tv * éXaCag 
npüTOV ëôeuge HÀdôov yÀau- 

x&g *Aôàva[g^r
ovpàv i ov OTétpavov 
AunapacoC hôouov ‘Aô^vatg....

799-803 
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The strophe is in the dactylo-epitrite meter used in the 
first stasimon,8 but the threnic mood established early in 

the first ode (especially by éncH^ôeïov, 514) is replaced 
here by a long and favorable (ueXloootp6<pou, 799) invocation 
to the Salaminian hero Telamon and by praise of Athens even 
more extended than in the parodos (208-209). The chorus 
has leapt from the sorrows of the dramatic present to the 
historic/mythic world of the past.

The beauties of the past world are shattered in the 
following lines, however, when the women reveal that they 

have invoked Telamon as a companion of Heracles during the 
first Greek expedition against Troy:

2 Bag 2Bag tv 
Togov^PV OUVOPLOTEÔ- 

cov du' 'AXumi- 
vag ydvv 

"IXlov "IXlov éMTtép- 
awv TtôXiv âuETépav 

to ndpocôEV [ôt' ëBag dtp* *EXXdôog] .

804-807

Verbal repetition (ëpag, ëpag, 804, and "IXlov "IXtovr 806) 

stresses the link between Telamon and Troy, a theme which 
makes the chorus’ invocation of Telamon and its praise of 
Athens a deceptive beginning for an ode of woe. As in the 
divine prologue, there is a conflict between apparent and 
actual dramatic movement: the initial mood of this ode is 
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a misrepresentation, just as the prologue’s promise of 
divine retribution upon the Greeks is never fulfilled in 
the play.

The first antistrophe (808-818) elaborates upon 
Heracles' sack of Troy, a tale of communal woe which 
parallels the present. The ships (810-813), the walls 
(814), and the fire (815) are the same in both past and 
present. Past history and present experience blend in the 
chorus' thoughts into one terrible nightmare :

6l£ ôe^Ôvolv niTÔÀoiv reC- 
Xh tiepl Aapôaviaç 

[(potvCa] MaTéAvoEV [atxuà] . .
817-818

9 The stasimon is not ”un itermezzo corale" despite 
its dramatically unconnected and deceptive invocation to 
Telamon. The chorus’ recollection of past Trojan suffering 
is an appropriate explication of Hecuba’s ôÀéôpou ôlIx. 

navrés (798) and most suitable to a play which depicts the 
collective tragedy of a nation. The ode thus places the 
sorrowful events of the preceding episode in their communal 
and historical contexts.

The second strophic pair retains the dactylo-epitrite 
meter of the first half of the ode, but forsakes narration 
of the first Trojan expedition for allusions to Trojans- 
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made-immortal, Ganymede (819-839) and Tithonos (848-859).
Such thematic division of an ode is a favorite Euripidean 
device, as Kranz notes :

Fiir die innere Form des alteren euripideischen 
Liedes schien uns charakteristisch eine rationale 
Zerteilung, oft auf zwei Strophenpaare, die 
sogar wie zwei selbstandige Lieder nebeneinander 
stehen konnen. Dieser Typus lebt fort, aber 
sozusagen in erweichter geloster Form. Das 
wichtigste neue stilistische Kriterium ist, 
der grosseren Strophenlange entsprechend, die 
Verselbstandigung der Einzelstrophe und 
-antistrophe bis zu dem Ergebnis, dass sogar sie 
ein Einzelgedicht werden kdnnen. ®

The chorus turns from the historical past to the eternal 
world of the gods. .

It had been a great but futile honor for a Trojan to 
have been chosen as Zeus' cupbearer:

udrav dp’, & xpuaéaie év 
OCvoxdaLÇ dppà PaCvœv, 
AaoueôôvTiE naü, 
Znvdg êxELç huXChcov

pcDua, HaXACorav XarpEéav.

819-824

For, while Ganymede sits by Zeus' throne, his old haunts 
in Troy are no longer:

xa 6È aà ôpoaÔEvxa XouTpà
YvuvaaCœv te ôpôuol

0E0âaL, aO 6È npôoœna veo-
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pa xdpLOL napa Atôg Opôvolg 

naXXcydAava Tp&veug.
833-837

The chorus' theme is not only collective:

à 66 oe yELvauéva ^TpoCa^ 
nupt ôaÈETau....

825-826

but ironic (uàrav, 819). Yet another Trojan expectation 
has been proven false; a Trojan at the side of Zeus smiles 
ironically (rcpdoona. . ./naAALYdAava, 83 5-837) while his city 

burns.
The Ganymede and Tithon os sections are separated by 

a passage on love:

"Epœg "Epwg, 3g rà Aapôà- 
v<E^ua uëAaôpà nor* ^AOeg 
oûpavCôauac uëAcov, 
wg t6te ii^v UEYdAœg Tpoû- 

av ënùpYcooag» ôeolclv 
xqôog dvaWlievog.

tô yèv o6v Aubg oû- 
xéT* ôvEuôog épw.

840-847

It was Eros that had made Zeus enamoured of Ganymede and 
Dawn of Tithonos and that had made the gods build Troy up 
so grandly (uEY&Awg, 843). It was also love that brought 
Helen to Troy (989-997). This theme is thus not only a 
preparation for the next episode, but also further develops 
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Troy's ironic fate. The apparent aid brought by love ' 
(Tithonos and Ganymede) actually is the original cause of 

the city's destruction (Helen).
The Tithonos section parallels the Ganymede passage 

in its contrast between the eternal happiness of the gods 

and the sorrow of Troy:

to tœoôe AeuMonrépou 
cpCXiov *Auépag gporoLG 
géYYOG ôXoôv stôE yaCav, 
e^ôe nEpyduœv ÔXeOpov, 
TEuvonotdv êxouaa tüoôe 

yas hôolv év ôaXàuo t g••••
848-854

Troy perishes while Tithonos lies in the arms of Dawn, 
while Ganymede smiles (835-836) and while Poseidon's Nereids 
dance (1-7). The divine world is oblivious to human sorrows. 
Tithonos' elevation has roused a false hope among his 
countrymen that Troy would be divinely favored, but Ganymede 
and Tithonos were Trojan love charms insufficient to save 
the city:

... to. OEwv ôè 
(pCXrpa cppoûôa TpoCqi.

857-859

The relationship of the Ganymede and Tithonos themes 
to the preceding Andromache scene which blotted out the
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Trojan hope residing in Astyanax has been suggested by

Hofmann:

So wird auch dieses Lied aus seinem Akte geboren. 
Aus der Situation heraus, von Zweifeln gequalt, 
in seinem Hoffen getauscht, verleiht der Chor 
noch einmal der Stimmung der Epeisodions erhabenen 
Ausdruck.H

Between the Andromache and Helen scenes the chorus thus 
focuses again on the misfortune of Troy as a city rather 
than as personal, individual suffering and discusses it in 
the same ironic terms. Just as in the first stasimon, 
where the horse which seemed salvation was actually Troy's 
doom (519-530), so here the divine honors granted to two 
Trojan citizens are shown to be useless. Another shattering 
note has been sounded in Conacher1s "rhythm of hope and 
desolation"12 and the supposed detachment of the choral 

parts in this play is once again disproven.
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Notes

1. Peter Arnott, Greek Scenic Conventions (Oxford, 1962) , 
116.

2. See John Jackson, Marginalia Scaenica (Oxford, 1955), 
189.

3. Jackson, 189-190, however, would establish symmetrical 
line division between each woman here as well.

4. See Biehl's text, pp. 84-85.
5. Biehl, in his text, p. 36 et al., has noted the 

symmetry of lines 610-779 "si modo verba chori 
excipiuntur."

6. Barlow, 118-119.
7. Conacher, 145.
8. See Biehl's text, pp. 85-87, for a metrical analysis 

of the stasimon.
9. Albini, 318.

10. Kranz, 249 .
11. Hofmann, 78.
12. Conacher, 139.



Chapter 8
The Third Episode 
and Choral Ode 

(860-1117)
The Helen Scene
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A. The Third Episode 
(860-1059)

The guilty form of Helen has hovered sinisterly in the 
background of the entire play. In his monologue Poseidon 
counts her among the Trojan captives (évôiMœs, 35) . Neither 
Hecuba nor the chorus hide their disdain of tolv MevsAdou... 

oruyvav dAoxov (131-132), a hatred which even includes Tav 
éx^Larav ûepdnvav 'EÀévaç (211), and Cassandra lays the 
blame for the deaths of thousands squarely on Helen’s 
shoulders (368-369). In the second episode Andromache1s 
bitter curse against Helen (766-773) sums up the women's 

vindictive feelings towards the bane (Hfjpa, 771) for whom 
the war was fought and their city lost. The theme of 
Helen's guilt, which Ebener has considered central to the 
entire play,l becomes the focus of the third episode.

Menelaus enters suddenly after the second stasimon. 
There is no anapestic introduction as there was for 
Talthybios' first entrance (230-234) and for Andromache 
(568-576). The Helen scene, in fact, spoken entirely in 
iambic trimeter, is in striking contrast to the constant 
lyric tone of the rest of the play. Menelaus greets the 
light of the day on which he finally gets his hands on his 
wife Helen
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6 xaXXupEYY^s aéXae tôôe,
êv $ ôàiiapTa thv éuhv xELpcfiaouai 
*EXévnv....

860-863

The sexual implications of xELptSoouab (862) are unavoidable.
The Greek commander then expresses the firm intention of 
putting Helen to death in Greece,

éuoi 6' £6o£e tov uëv év TpoC# iiôpov 
'EÀévnc éâoat, vavnôpcp 6* &YELV nÀdrij 
* EÀXrivCô' é£ YÔ^ m$t' êhel ôoûvat xtœveuv, 
KOLvàç ôacov TEôvâa* év ' IXCtp <pt Aol .

876-879

and orders his soldiers to drag her out of the captives’ 
tents by her abominable hair

&AA" eta x^pelt* éç ôdiioue, ôndovEG, 
xoiit^ET' aûrr)v thç ulalepovgitAtt]e 
xôuns én LondoavTeg••••

880-882

Many commentators have questioned Menelaus’ sincerity 
in this scene and have doubted his intentions actually to 
kill his former wife. Grube commends Menelaus’ "nice bit 
of acting,"2 Ebener talks about the Greek king's "Rolle,"3 

and Wilamowitz says that "er nur KomSdie spielt, wenn er zu 
Helene mit dürren Worten sagt, ich kam dich zu toten."4 

But why must Menelaus play such a role in the tragedy? He 
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is a commander of the Greeks and his wife was allotted to 
him by the army to do with as he wished:

ÔLTtEP Y OLP aÛT^IV égEUÔxônaaV ôopu, 
MravELv éuot vlv êôooav, eCte xTav&v 
ôéAom* &YEoOau ndXtv ég 'ApyeCav xôôva.

873-875

If he does not want to kill Helen, he does not have to.
Menelaus1 expressed intention, albeit unrealistic, to make 
Helen pay for the sufferings she has caused, must be taken 
dramatically at face value.

Hecuba responds to Menelaus1 murderous intentions 
with an invocation to Zeus whose unusual titles here have 
been the subject of much scholarly attention:$

5 YhG ôxnua x&KL YhC êxœv ëôpav, 
Sotlq tiot' eC ad, ôvaTÔnaarog e tôévab, 
Zeu£, eCt' dvdYMn gdoEog eCte -yoûg Ppotûv, 
npoariuEàwv as. ndvra Yap ôuJ dLpôcpou 
paCvwv ueàeôOou xard 6Cht]v toi dyeLg.

884-888

The philosophical and theological implications of Hecuba's 
prayer, however, are not as important in a dramatic context 
as the resurgence of optimism and faith in justice that 
these words represent. Hecuba prays to Zeus to accomplish 
justice, i.e., to lead Helen to her death. Her mood here 
contrasts with the hopeless invocation to the gods that she
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made in the Cassandra scene

6 deoC . . .uaxobg jiev àvaHaAco roug aumidxoug... .

469

and with her threnic mood at the end of the Andromache 
scene (790-798). Rather, Menelaus* expressed animosity 
toward Helen reawakens in the queen the forbearance with 
which she began her monody (&va..98). There is 
again Trojan hope, this time in vengeance.®

The old queen is heartened by Menelaus* intentions, 
but is still cautious. Menelaus, in his haste to bring 
Helen to justice, is oblivious to the potential power of 
her presence (880-883), and Hecuba therefore warns him of 
Helen's luring feminine wiles and advises the Greek not to 
set his eyes upon her:

aCvco aç, Mevda', et hteve U g ddyapra ofiv. 
6pwv 6e^ tîVvôe cpEÜYE, mi o' ëAq noôcp.
atpeT yap àvôpœv ôuuaT*, égaipEu nôÀEug, 
TtCunpriou 6* otxoug. Sô' 5xel Hi)À^|iaTa. 
éytS vuv otôa, xat où xot nenovOÔTEg.

890-894

Helen is a witch who dazzles men's eyes and destroys cities.
It is a stunning entrance which Helen makes at 895. A 

reader of the Trojan Women is dependent upon Hecuba's 
description of Helen at the end of the scene:
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...uàn1 toloôe oàv ôéuag 
éEnXôeç âaH^oaaa Kd^Xeipas nôaeL 
t5v aÛTÔv aCOép', 6 Maxdnruarov uàpa.

1022-1024

for an awareness of the contrast between Helen's beautiful 
robes and the rags of the Trojan women, but this was '
certainly a stage effect immediately visible to the Athenian 
spectators. Barlow has shown particular awareness of the 
dramatic effect of verbal description of appearance during 
this scene:

Hecuba...draws attention to the discrepancy 
between Helen's appearance and character by 
alluding to her clothes...[and], perhaps, reveals 
unacknowledged envy when she describes Helen's 
beauty.7

The pride and power of Helen's character as well as her 
vain and callous nature are evident even in her clothing, 
which glitters extravagantly in the midst of tragedy.

Helen addresses Menelaus coolly, almost a bit 
haughtily

MsvéAaE, cppoCmov uev dgiov cpôpov 
rôô* éorCv. év ydp yepot npoanôAœv oéôEV 
pCg npô tcovôe ôcou&Twv éMTiéunouaL.

895-897

When Helen requests an opportunity to plead her case 
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ëgeaTUV oGv npoç TaûT* àixeCipaaôai XÔYVf 
àg oô ôtuaCwg, fiv ôdvœ, 0avox5ue0a;

903-904

Menelaus refuses outright

oûh ég XÔYOUg êXfiXuO', àAÀd os mtevwv.
905

The Trojan queen, however, intervenes and asks the Greek 
commander to let the culprit speak lest she die unheard 
(UH 0&VQ Toüô* évôei^ç, 906) but also to give Hecuba the 
opportunity for refutation and for vengeance

...xaï dog Toôg évavrtoug Aôyoug 
^Iilv nar ‘ aurng. T&v Y&P év Tpouq Haxtov 
oôôÈv xd-TOuada. ouvTEôetg 6* ô nag Aôyog 
XTEVEL VLV OÜTWg ÔùOTE UT|ÔaUOÜ tpUYELV.

907-910

Menelaus yields to the queen (911-913) and acquiesces to 
the bitter agon between Helen and Hecuba which consumes the 
rest of the episode (914-1059).

Helen speaks first (914-965) and strives to put blame 
for the Trojan war on anyone's shoulders but her own. She 
blames Hecuba for giving birth to Paris (919-920), Priam 
for not killing his son (920-922), the goddesses involved 
in the judgement of Paris (924-931), Menelaus for leaving 
her alone with Paris (959-962), Deiphobos for retaining 
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her unwillingly after Paris' death (959-962), and, above 
all, Aphrodite, whose love force dominates all creatures 
(948-950). In fact, Helen has the gall to argue sophisti- 
cally that by running off with Paris she saved Greece from 
barbarian domination and is therefore worthy of praise not 
condemnation: 9

vingt KûrcpLÇ Oeàg, Mal rooôvô* oùuol yduoL 
ôvnoav ‘EXXdô*. oû MpaTeücO* én PapSdpcov, 
o6t' ég ôôpu aradévreg, oô TupawCôu.
a 6* nûrôxnaev * EAAdg, ôXôunv éyœ 
eôuoptpCqc npaOeCaa, Hdivecôt^ouai 
ég éxpnv us arécpavov ént xdp# XaPeCv.

932-937

The persuasiveness of Helen's argument is evident in 
the desperate reaction of the chorus to her words :

PaoCXEL *, Suuvov ooig t6mvolol Mau ndrpg 
heuOœ ôuacpdECpouoa rnod', ètiel XéyEL 
MaXûg xaxoüpyog o6aa. ôelvov o6v tôôe.

. 966-968

The chorus' statement is more than an interlude between the 
two arguments. As Ebener notes, "die Wô’rte des Chores 
(966ff.) heben die bevorstehende Entgegnung Hekabes in 
ihrer allgemeinen Bedeutung."10 ooug t^xvolol xat ndrpg 

(966) places the agon in its collective context. It is now 
up to Hecuba to refute the fine words of the siren 
(xaxoüpyog, 968) and to avenge the fatherland.
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Hecuba’s retort (969-1029) defends the goddesses whom 
Helen so bitterly maligned (raCg deauau. . . o^uuaxog, 969) 
and casts doubt upon the mythological causes of the war 
(971-986). That Hera or Athene would betray their special 
cities Argos or Athens is considered absurd by the queen 
who is ironically ignorant of Athena1s plans in the 
prologue (48-97). Rather, Hecuba argues that it was Paris' 
striking beauty, Trojan wealth, and Helen’s own passion 
that drew the Spartan queen from her homeland (987-997). 
Helen was not forced to leave home (998-1001); she never 
tried to escape from Troy, or even to commit suicide as any 
noble woman would (1008-1014); she refused Hecuba’s pleas 
that she leave Troy (1015-1019). It is not the gods, but 
Helen who is guilty:

...un àuaôEce notei Oe&g 
to oov HCLHov Hoouoüoa. un nE^o^2 aocpoûç.

981-982

Hecuba makes every effort to uncover Helen's duplicity 
to Menelaus. The queen tries to stir the Greek commander's 
jealous rage and indignation by describing his wife's 
hypocritical conduct during the war (1002-1007) as well 
as her present effrontery and lack of contrition (1022
1028). Hecuba's exordium (1029-1032) is a plea for justice
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1030) and law (vôuov, 1031), a plea for Helen's 
execution which the chorus echoes (1033-1035).

Menelaus then takes the part of the plaintiffH 

(1036-1041) and professes himself convinced by Hecuba’s 
argument that Helen ran away willingly (éuouotcog, 1037), 

that Helen's accusation of Aphrodite is just a sham 
(HÔiinou x&PLV, 1038), and that his former wife must die 
because of the dishonor she has caused him (tv* etôQç un 

HaraLOX^VE lv éué, 1041).
At this Helen finally assumes an attitude of suppli

cation and begs forgiveness " (1042-1043), but Menelaus 
remains obdurate and has her led off to the ships (1046
1048). Hecuba then advises the Greek commander not to make 
the voyage on the same ship as Helen, for

ovH 5ot* épaorns Sorte oûh àet cpuAeü.
ÔTtœe (îv éu0n Tôiv épcouévœv ô voue • 

1051-1052

The episode ends with Menelaus' compliance and reiteration 
of his intention to execute Helen (1053-1059).

Hecuba has apparently won the agon. Menelaus's resolve 
has not been broken and Helen has been dragged off to 
execution. Scarcella has taken the scene at face value and 
argued that Helen does truly lose her case in the Trojan 
Women: ■
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Euripide ha dunque esplicitamente voluto che 
nelle sue Troadi Elena venisse presentata corne 
riservata a prossima e sicura rovina.... E nulla 
importa che la tradizione omerica affermasse 
altrimenti. 12

But has Hecuba really won? Throughout the scene (890-894; 
1051; et al.) the queen has warned Menelaus of the danger 
of Helen’s charms. Yet Menelaus to the end does not take 
the enchanting powers of his wife altogether seriously; for, 
although he promises not to travel in the same ship as 1 
Helen, his initial reaction to this request is the sarcastic 

remark:

it 6* êoTt; ueC^ov 0ptÔO£ n ndpoe y' Exec;

1050

Instead of killing Helen on Trojan soil (874), Menelaus opts 
to do so in Greece and thus gives wily Helen the time she 
needs to make her charms work upon the unsuspecting Atreid. 
Helen goes to her death in this play just as Hecuba goes 
off to Ithacan slavery and just as the Greeks go off to a 
happy homecoming. All these departures are deeply ironic, 
since none of them turn out as they are forecast. The 
guilty Helen escapes while the innocent Astyanax suffers.13 

Hecuba’s apparent victory in the agon is actually a drama
tization of Helen's charms and of the inevitable cuckolding 
of Menelaus, who is an ironically stupid rather than comic 
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character in this play. Despite Hecuba’s prayer (884-887), 
there is no justice in Zeus. There is no hope, not even of 

vengeance, for Troy.
The episode ends without confirming this irony.14 

Firmer proof of Helen's success and of further Trojan woe 
must be sought, instead, in later dramatic events, namely 

in the next choral ode.

B. The Third Choral Ode 
(1060-1117)

In the previous scene, Trojan hopes has been roused 
that Zeus would bring the guilty to justice (884-888) and 
that Menelaus would execute Helen (890-894). At the end 
of the scene Hecuba appears to have won and Helen has been 
led off to death. Only in the third stasimon does Euripides 
cast doubt upon the outcome of the previous agon and shatter 
Trojan hope both in vengeance and in the gods.

The first strophic pair (1060-1080), in aeolo-choriambic 
meter,15 begins on a most despondent note.

OUTGO ÔT) T&V év * lAC(p 
vabv uau Ouôevxa Oœ- 

ybv npoôôcoxac ‘Axauoic, 
6 Zeu, xai tieA&vcùv gAôya 
oiiûpvng aCôepCac te xa- z 

nvbv xac nCpYauov tEpav....

1060-1065
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Zeus has betrayed (npoôôœxagr 1062) his temple and altar 
in Troy. The first word of the ode, oütoî (1060), grammati
cally connects the song with what precedes, namely the Helen 

scene, and is enough to suggest Helen’s ultimate victory. 
Not only has Zeus sat back on his throne and watched the 
city burn

uéAeu uéXeL uol xdô' eC cppoveÜG, dvag, 
oûpàvLOv ëôpavov 
aCOépa te <tôg^ hôAeog ôXouévaG, 

av nupoG aCOouéva uqt^Xuoev ôpyd.
1077-1080

But he has also let Helen escape; thus (oQtoo) he has betrayed 
Troy most deeply.

The city is no longer, but the first half of the 
stasimon is a graphic description of Troy in its glory, of 
sacrifices smoking with incense (ouûpvns aCôepCaG te xa/nvov, 
1064-1065), of Ida’s ivied glens ('lôaûa Mtaootpôpa vànn, 
1066), of nocturnal hymns and dances to the gods (Suotau 
xopwv t ' /EOtpnpoL uéXaôou hqt * 6p/(pvav, 1071-1073) and of 
Troy's gold inlayed images of worship (xpuoéœv te godvœv 
TÛnot , 1074) . Such glory is now gone (cppoûôaç 1071) , just 
as Troy's love charms of the second stasimon are gone 
(<pCÀTpa (ppoüôa, 859) . The irony of the chorus' past-present 
contrast has also been noted by Barlow in her perceptive 
study of descriptive imagery in this ode:
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This is how things were, but Zeus has betrayed 
the city. The passage is also full of an irony 
quite lacking in Aeschylus’ treatment [i.e., in 
Agamemnon 355ff].l$

As in the second stasimon, the theme changes in the 
second half of the ode, which Wilamowitz therefore describes 
as "aus zwei selbstandigen Strophenpaaren bestehend. 
The women now turn from Troy past to their personal and 
painfully present losses in the second strophic pair (1081
1099), whose meter is predominately dactylo-epitrite. They 
apostrophize their dead and unburied husbands

6 cpCXoc, & ndoi uol , 
où yev <pdtiiEvo(g dXaCvElg 
fiôanTOG dvuôpOG-••

1081-1085

and lament their own lot of servitude

. ..éy,è ôe nôvTiov ondtpoG
àCoOOV HTEPOLOL HOPEÙOE L 

unit^SoTov "ApyoG, teCxe' Eva 
Aatva KuhAcLul * oûpàvta vénovrat.

1085-1088

as well as the loss of their children

ôè nAnôOG év TtdAatG 
ôdupuot xardopa otèvel ^og goq.

1089-1090
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As in the parodos, the women's fears still center around 

geography

uâTEp, m]1ol , uôvav 615 U* ’Axat-
ol houC^ouol aéôev àn* ôuudrœv 

Muavéav ént vaûv 
E<t^vaXCacoL TtXdraLC 
A* SaXauCv* ÙEpàv 
r? ÔCnopov HopuqÀv 
"laOubov, 5v0a nôÀag né- 
Xonoe ëxouoüv ëôpai.

1091-1099

Such a description of husband, wife, and child sums up the 

familial and communal woes of all Troy.
If the audience has retained doubts about the outcome 

of the agon between Hecuba and Helen, they are removed in 
the second antistrophe, where the chorus curses Menelaus 
and prays, ironically in the context of the divine prologue, 
for a storm to strike his fleet

eCO* àndrou MevéXa
uéoov néXayoe Coôaas
ôCnaXTOV tEpdv dvd uéoov mXdrav néooi 
ALyaCou HEpauvotpaÈG nüp....

1100-1104

The chorus' last words to the Greek commander in the third 
episode had been cautiously laudatory (1033-1035). The 
reason for the women's change in attitude in explained in 
the lines following their curse
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'IXuôOev ÔTE ue noXuôàHpu<o>v 
‘EXXàÔu XàTpEuyo. y&Qev égopi^Eu, 
Xpûosa 6* êvoïiTpa, napôévœv^ 
xdpiTae, êxouaa tu^xAvel Alog wôpa.

1105-1109

While the women must leave their homeland ('XXcôdEV, 1105; 
Y&ÛEVf 1106) for servitude in Greece (*EXXd6i Xdrpeuua^ 

1107), the chorus imagines Helen holding a mirror in her 
hand (xpdoea 6* ëvonxpa, 1107), an appropriate symbol of 
the feminine charms about which Hecuba warned Menelaus so 
futilely (890-894; 1049-1052). There is no question in the 
women’s minds that Helen has won and the ode ends in a 
continuation of the chorus’ curse against Menelaus :

unôè tiôXlv n u xdvae
XaXxdnuXdv te ôeô£ ^5dXauov{ 
ôûayauov aToxoç èXœv
* EXXdôi tqL ucYdX# 
MOL StUOEVTL<d>OLV ué-
Xeœ ndôEa ôoQglv.

1110-1117

The Greek commander will take back Helen who is here 
bitterly called an ill-married shame (Ôdovauov ataxoç, 1114) 
and the cause of wretched sorrows (U^/Xea nd^Eg 1116-1117) 

for both Greeks and Trojans.
The final stasimon of the play thus expresses the
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Trojan women’s loss of faith in the gods and is the only 
confirmation in the Trojan Women of Helen's thwarting of 
justice and of the consequent irony of the third episode.

The important dramatic role of the third stasimon 
provides the final refutation of Webster's statement that 
"in this play...the beautiful world of the choral odes 
contrasts sharply with the present misery of women in war."^ 

The chorus' mythological allusions are bitterly relevant to 
the rest of the drama. None of the choral parts of the 
Trojan Women can be termed detached. The chorus of Trojan 
women is neither reflective nor a contrast to the play as 
a whole; rather, Euripides uses this Greek dramatic 
convention to develop his central theme, the utter collective 

and ironic sorrow of the Trojan nation.
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Encomium, see Orsini, 82-88.
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14. Indeed, in Scène XI of his adaptation of the play, 

Sartre felt it necessary to resolve the ambiguity 
by having Helen actually board Menelaus' ship.
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Sartre thus accepts the general view that the Greek 
commander is deceptive in this scene.

15. On the meter of this ode, see Biehl’s text, pp. 87-88
and Webster, Greek Chorus, 163.

16. Barlow, 13.
17. Wilamowitz, Griechische Tragédien, 284.

18. Webster, Tragedies, 180.



Chapter 9
The Fourth Episode 

and Exodus 
(1118-1332)

The Asty'anax Scene
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A. The Fourth Episode 
(1118-1283)

The transition from the third stasimon to the 
Astyanax scene is accomplished by the chorus' recitative 
anapests which announce Talthybios1 return with the corpse 

of Hector’s son:

Cw Cw.
xaCv* xaivûv ueTa^àXXouoai 
XÛOVL CUVTUxtaL. Xeôooete Tpdxov 
tôvô* *AoTuàvaxT* dXoxoi uéÀEau 
VEHpôv, dv nüpywv 6Coht)uci nuHpdv 

Aavaou HTeCvavTEG êxouoiv.

1118-1122

Emphasis on new sorrows (naCv * éx xauvcov f mg ) links this 

passage with Hecuba's cries at the end of the second 
episode

___tC y dtp oÛM 5xouev ; 
t£vog évôéouEv oû navovôCqi 

XwpEÎv ôXéÔpou ôcà navTÔG;

796-798

and provides continuity between the two dramatic sections 
about Astyanax. xOovi (1119) places the chorus' words in an 
explicit collective context and, together with 
UETaPdÀÀovoau/...auvruxto-L (1119-1120) , establishes an 

ironic contrast between Troy past and Troy present which is 
lacking in Hecuba's self-exhortative use of UETa^aXXouévou
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(101). Barlow has noted Euripides * skilled use of the 

brief metaphor ôtonnua (1121);

Moments of horror may be captured in one striking 
word....As it is hurled to its death from the 
citadel summit, the light-weight body of a child, 
is a 'quoit-throw' from the walls....1

This metaphor also implies Troy's happy past, when the only 

quoits thrown were for amusement, and underlines the 
incongruity of Troy's present situation.

Talthybios announces to Hecuba that circumstances 
have caused Neoptolemos' immediate departure from Troy 
(1123-1128) and that Andromache is gone with him (1129
1133). The herald's compassionate nature is disclosed in 
his description of Andromache's farewell to her homeland 

and her husband's grave:

...UET* UÛTOÜ 6' 'Avôpon&xh r noXXœv éuou 
ôaupôœv dYwydc, éEd>py.a xSovôg,
ndrpav t* àvaoTévovoa xal r&v "Ehtopog 
TÜuBov npooEwénouoa....

1130-1133

The hastily-departing mother's last request of Hecuba is to 
bury Astyanax (1133-1144), for which purpose Andromache has 
left Hector's shield to serve as a funeral bier:
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t' ’Axaiœv, xq^hôvcûtov dont6a 
T^vô', naxnp toOô' ducpt nAedp' épdXXETo, 
Ui5 vlv nopEOaai nnXéœe écp' èaTtav, 
^6' éç tov aûrôv SdXayov, o6 vumpEdaexau 

vEupoO toüô' "Avôpopdxn f A^naç ôpâv, 
dAX" dvTL H^ôpou nEpi^dXwv te Xatvov 
êv tQôe ddipau naîôa....

1136-1142

This association of Hector’s shield and Hector’s son is 
the central focus of the final episode and is a brilliant 
staging technique fraught with ironic implications. The 
battered body is borne on stage in his father’s bronze- 

backed (xaXMdvoTOV, 1136) shield which Hector had once used 
as protection in battle (1137) and which is the Trojan's 
emblem in the Iliad.2 Astyanax was killed because he was 

his father's son (742-743), and, as Havelock states, "the 
child's proud patrimony as Hector's son, his noble birth 
and lineage and status now become the direct agents of an 
ignoble and pitiable death."2 The father is in effect 

murderer of his own son, and the shield which Hector once 
used in defence of himself, his son, and his city becomes 
Astyanax's coffin (dvrl xéôpou, 1141).

This dramatic use of Hector’s shield makes even the 
child's name ironic for at Iliad Z, 402-403 the etymology 
of 'Aoxudvag is explicitly linked with Hector's defence of 

the city:
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TÔv "Ehtcop xaXéeoxe EHauàvôpiov, aôx&p oC dAXou 
'AaTuàvaHT*. oüoç yàp épÔETO "IXlov "Ehtcop.

Now the son named "defender of the city" after his father is 
buried in that which was his father’s defence. Euripides 
transforms Homer’s word play into dramatic irony which is 
emphasized verbally, especially by Hecuba, throughout the 
scene (1194-1199; 1221-1225; et al.).

Having thus reported Andromache1s message (1133-1144), 
Talthybios advises Hecuba to perform her sad task as quickly 
as possible (1145-1149) and again reveals a tenderness 
which is very unGreek in this play and which many commen
tators have commended:4

èvo£ u^v o6v uôx^ou o' dnaAAdgaç 
SnauavôpCove yap xdoôe ôuanepcov &oag 
êAouaa venpov Hànévitpa rpaduaxa.

1150-1152

The herald’s departure to dig Astyanax’s grave (1153
1155) is followed by Hecuba’s long lament in iambic trimeter 
over the body of her grandson (1156-1206). The queen first 
orders the pallbearers to put the shield down on the 
ground:

OéoO* dycpCxopvov donCô' “Exxopos néôcp, 
Aunpov ôéap.a hoû gCAov Aedaoeuv éuoC .

1156-1157
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Its burden has transformed the shield, once the terror of 
the Greeks r' 'AxaL&v, 1136) into Xunpov ôéapa and

oô gtAov Aeôgoelv (1157) for Hecuba. The shield's funereal 
role has displaced its salutative and martial one. The 
queen's initial reaction to the sight of the shield and 
its contents is rage against the Greeks (1157-1166), in 
which she elliptically refutes her own vision in the 
Andromache scene (697-705) of Troy rejuvenated via Astyanax:

tC t6v6*, ‘AxaioC, naïôa ôEtoavTEÇ^tpôvov 
HULvov ôtELpydaaoÔE; un TpoCav tiote 
TlEOOÜOaV ÔpO&OE lev. .. ;

1159-1161

What was once a viable hope is now only an illusion (Uh 
ôLEgEÀÔœv ÀÔYW, 1166).

Everything is so inverted that not even Astyanax's 
parents are on hand to mourn the child. A whole generation 
has been obliterated and it is the grandmother who addresses 
her dead grandson (1167-1193) and develops the incongruity 
(ôuotux^G, 1167) of Astyanax's fate:

et uev y dtp ëôavEç npo nôXEwg, rux&v 
Ydutov te Hat Tf)G Caoôéou TupavvCôoe, 
uandpLos ^joO* dv, eC tu tcûvôe uaxdpiov. 
vuv <6> aÔT* Lôôv ubv yvode te oQ ^ux% Téxvov, 
oûh otaO', éxpt^ow 6* oûôèv év 6ôuol£ êx^v.

1168-1172
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Hector's son had been born to rule (Caoôéou TupawCôoç, 
1169) , but he died before he could even appreciate his 
privileged position. Alexiou's inclusion of this condi
tional sentence in a discussion of the wish in the 
traditional lament as expressing "the mourner's concern to 
avert the wrath of the dead, should his death have been 
untimely or unfortunate"does not appear justified in view 
of the contrary-to-fact force of the past indicatives 
ëôave£ (1168) and fiaS' (1170). Hecuba's condition is not 
a wish, but an expression of the disparity between what 
Astyanax might have expected from life and his premature 
and bitter death. '

Hecuba then mingles graphic description of the broken 
body with visions of the happy past (1173-1184). She looks 
at the crushed head and thinks of the pretty curls 
Andromache used to comb:

ÔÛOTHVE, HpaTO£ W£ O* ëUELpEV AOXCwg 
teCxo naxptpa, Aogtov nupv^uaxa, 
ov nôAX* éx^HEuo' f| xEHOÜaa Pôaxpuxov 
cpcX^uaotv x* êÔœwEv.___

1173-1176

The defensive purpose of the walls of Troy, once symbols 
not only of civic protection (naxptpa, 1174) but also divine 
favor (AogCou, 1174), has been inverted, just as Hector's 
shield has become a funeral bier. The grandmother looks at 
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the now-silent lips and reflects on the innocent boasts 

the child once made:

& noAAA HÔunouç éxBaXèv gtXov orôua, 
ÔAœXaq, éQisûoœ m* , St' éanCnxœv Àéxoç, 
"Æ un TCP y " nûôae, "fi noAôv OOL Çootpôxojv 
nAôxauov HepoOuai, npoGT&^ov 0* ôimÀtKwv 
x&poug ànd^a), cptXa ôuôoug npoogB&yuaTO." -

1180-1184 

boasts which contrast so pathetically and ironically with 

reality:

au 6' oÛH ëu*, AXA* éYW tov vs&TEpov, 
Ypaôg &noAl£ Àtehvog , AOAtov OAtitco vExpdv.

1185-1186

The structure and word choice of these two verses are 
remarkable. Chiasmus occurs in 1185 in an almost unbroken 
series of monosyllabic words; only the bitter ve&TEpov is 
larger than two syllables. Alliteration, largely achieved 
by repeated use of a-privative in AnoALG and Atehvog , 
dominates the second verse, which also establishes an 
antithesis between YPaug at the beginning of the line and 
VExpôv at the end. The roles of young and old have been 
reversed and Hecuba (yp<xü£, 1186) must bury Astyanax 
(t6v VEtSrepov, 1185) despite his promises to the contrary.

Hecuba’s thoughts turn at the end of her eulogy from 
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the corpse to the shield-become-bier:

S uaXÀCnnxuv "Emtopoe ppaxCova 
acj^ova', &p lotov tpéXaH ' ànôXeoas oéôev. 
à>G nôùs év nôpnaul oog MELTO.L TÜnos 
Crude T* év EÛTÔpVOLOL HEpLÔpÔUOLE LÔp&G, 
ov éw ^ETÔnou noXXdxLS nôvoug ëxwv 
fioxaCEV "EHTCüP npOOTLSELE YEVEldÔL .

1194-1199

As in 1173-1184, the present is described in terms of the 
past and the queen notes the marks which Hector*s combat 
once made on the shield. Hecuba then returns to reality 
with a command to attendants to gather funereal ornaments 
for her grandson (1200-1202) and an axiomatic comment upon 
the demented (&unXnxTOg, 1205) course of fate (1203-1206).

The chorus’ announcement of the return of the 
attendants (1207-1208) introduces the formal burial rites 
of Astyanax (1206-1250). During these rites Hecuba’s 
spoken parts (1209-1215; 1218-1225; 1232-1234; 1240-1250) 
are interspersed with lyric interjections sung by the 
chorus in dochmiacs and iambs (1216-1217; 1226-1231; 1235
1239).6 The alternation of spoken and lyric passages makes 

this scene structurally similar to the dialogue between 
Hecuba and Talthybios at the beginning of the Cassandra 
scene (235-291) .

The queen begins the adornment of the corpse with 
another invocation of the dead:
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& Téuvov, oûx tnnoLOL oe
oûô* fiXlnas tôEoloiv, oÛe Opôyeç vôyovs 
tiuôolv, oÛH ég nXnauovàg ÔhpcSuevol, 
ufirnp naTpôg ool npoaxCOno* dydAuaxa 
Twv aôv hot' ôvtcûv. . .vOy 6é o" fi^ûEooTuyfig 
âgeCXEO' ‘EXévn, npog ôè xaî ^uxnv aéOev 
SxTELVE xat nàvT* otnov éganôXEOEV.

1209-1215

The inconguity of the child’s fate (oûx innouai vixfiaavTà 

oe, 1209) is again placed in its ironic temporal context 
(hot*, 1213) and again hated Helen is blamed for Trojan 
woe (1213-1215). Would Hecuba have revived this theme so 
bitterly if she thought the culprit would be punished? 
The guilty Helen has indeed escaped while the innocent 
Astyanax was murdered. Astyanax is truly an ironic 
pharmakon, or scape-goat.

The chorus echoes Hecuba’s past temporal reference 
(hot*, 1213) in its first lyric interjection:

é ê, (ppevwv
ëÔLYEg ëOLYEg. S uéYag éuoC hot' (Sv 
dvdxTop nôXEWg.

1216-1217

The body is then wrapped by the child’s grandmother 
in robes which ought to have been worn on his wedding day:

â 6' év YdyoLg éxpnv oe npooôéoôaL xpol 
*AotaTCôcûv yfi^ovra ttjv ÙHEprdTnv 
OpÔYLa nénXœv dydAuaT* égdnTw xpoôg.

1218-1220
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and Hector’s shield, too, is garlanded

où t' & nor' oGoa xaXXCvLHe, wvpCwv 
UHTEQ xponatcov, "Exxopog (pCXov odnoe, _
orecpavoO. 9avy yap oO—Oavoüaa aùv vexpip.

1221-1223

For the third time since the funeral rites began, hot 
(1221) appears in the ironic context first developed by 

Poseidon in the prologue (45).
After the chorus’ second lyric section (1226-1231)

in which Hecuba participates slightly (atat, 1229, and
oCuou [uo(^ , 1230), the queen binds the fatal wounds:

TEXauffiocv SXxy rà uev Éy6 o' Cdoouat, 
rXi^^wv Carpde ôvop* êxouaa, xdpya 6" o6 
TCI 6' év VEXPOLOL (ppOVTLEl naTT]P céOEV.

1232-1234

The deathless bronze shield dies (1223) and Hecuba must 
perform useless healing functions on a corpse. Reality 

has been totally inverted.
The third lyric section begins in a threnic mood

dpaoo' dpaooE {xeLpü\ xp&Ta niTd- 
Xoug ôcôoûoa xecpôs.

tcb pot POL.
1235-1237

whose vocabulary parallels the beginning of Hecuba’s 
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anakyklesis in the second episode (279-280). The metaphor 
nuTÛAoue (1235-1236) reflects the subjective landscape 
centered around ship imagery which Barlow has noted 
throughout the play? and which Lattimore's translation 
effectively underlines:®

Rip, tear your faces with hands 
that beat like oars.

Hecuba interrupts this lament at 1238 with a reasser
tion of her forbearing character (98-104; 686-705; et al.) 
and with an optimistic vision of poetic immortality:

ouh &p* év deolol oùuol nôvoL
TpoCa te nÔXemv £uhpltov uLoouu^vn, »
udrnv 6* éPouûuToûuEv. eC 6<e un^ [nuael &EOG 
ëaTpE^E T&Vü) HEpL&aX&V H&TW XOOVÔG, 
dtpaVELG dv ÔVTEg OÛH (îv ÙUV^OnUEV av 
UoûaaLG/ àoLôaG ôôvteg CarépoLG Pporœv.

1240-1245

In these lines Hecuba affirms a ray of hope for herself 
(oùuot, 1240) and for her city (TpoCa, 1241) upon which 
many commentators have laid immense dramatic stress.
Murray emphasizes this vision in his interpretation of the 
Trojan Women as the paracharaxis of the victorious conquered:

The role of Troy and of the queen of Troy is to 
be hated by God, to go through the very extreme 
of affliction till all that was high in Troy is 
made low; and through that role they have 
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achieved a splendour which will be an inspiration 
to poets for all ages to come.9

For Murray, the women's last but only solid hope is in 
poetic immortality, in myth. Conacher, too, whose "rhythm 
of hope and desolation" has thus far been shown to be an 
accurate description of this extremely pessimistic play 
that shatters hope after hope, makes Hecuba's vision the 
final optimistic note of the play.10

This interpretation of Hecuba's prayer, however, is 
contrary to the dramatic structure of both the fourth 
episode and of the entire play. As the Trojan queen 
finishes her vision of immortal Troy and the body of 
Astyanax is carried off to burial, choral anapests (1251
1259) introduce a final blow. Greek soldiers bearing 
torches stand on the Trojan ramparts:

Sa ëa.
rêvas (rêvagyIXlAolv raCoô* év xopucpaCs 
XEÜoaœ gXoY&as ôaÀotoi xépas 
ôiepéaaovras; u^AAel Tpoêq 
Hauvôv ru xahÔv npooéoEaOai.

1256-1259

As in the Cassandra scene (298-305), the sudden and 
unexplained glow of flames attracts the attention of both 
dramatic company and audience.H Talthybios appears at 1260 

and orders his men to set the citadel aflame (1260-1264) 
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and the women to depart when the signal is sounded (1265

1271).
The sight of her city in flames has a profound effect 

on Troy's one-time queen, who laments :

oC* ’y& TdXaiva. touto 6n to AoCodcov 
nau Tépua ndvTœv Tœv éyœv fiôn xanSv. 
ê^E uul narpCdos, nôXi£ ù(pdnTETac nupC .

1272-1274

Troy, both as citadel and nation, has reached the end 
(r^pua 1273) of its sorrows. The city burns (nôXie 
vcpdnTETaL nupt, 1274) and its citizenry departs in exile 
(6^elui naTptôog, 1274). As she began her part in the play 
with an anatomical reference 98), the queen now
exhorts her aged feet to hasten so that she may eulogize 
her perishing city :

âXV, & yepole node, éntonEuoov uôAler 
œg dandacDuat xnv TaAaCnœpov nôXuv.

1275-1276

dondocoyaL (1275) perhaps suggests that she runs to the edge 
of the acting area to look out over burning Troy and say:

& UEYdXa nor* dunvéoua* év BapBdpoig 
Tpota, to hAelvov ôvou* dqxxLpdou Tdxa. 
KLynpaaC o*, nuag 6^ éEdYoua* flôn xôovôg 
ôodXag. C<o ôeoC . xai tC tovç ôeouç HaXû; 
Mal nptv yo-P oûh dxouoav dvaxaAoduEvoc.

1277-1281
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Her eulogy not only again reflects on Troy’s glorious past 
(hot', 1277) but also rejects hope in the poetic future 
(1278), There is no help in the gods and no apparent hope 
even in the continuity of Troy’s fame. In despair the old 
queen tries to hurl herself into the flames :

cpép* ég nvpàv ôpduœiiEV. œg hAXAlotA uol 
oùv r^ôE narpCôi xardavEiv nupou^ëvq.

1283-1284

However, Hecuba’s attempt to end her life together with 
her city’s (1284) is foiled by Talthybios and his soldiers 
(1284-1286). Just as reflection on the woes of Troy 
turned Hecuba from optimistic self-exhortation to despair 
during her monody (98-121), and just as her encouragement 
of Andromache based upon nautical imagery was refuted by 
Talthybios’ subsequent announcement of Astyanax’s death 
warrant (686-725), so here Hecuba’s vision of Troy 
eternalized in poetry (àotôag ôôvTEg uarépoLg Bporwv, 1245) 
is shattered by the emotional sight of her city being 
devoured by flames (to hXelvov 6vou* Atpabpi^a^ Tàxar 1278). 

The weight of sorrows leads Hecuba to the ultimate 
expression of psychological despair: attempted suicide.

Meade argues that Hecuba’s poetic vision withstands 
the horrid flames : "Troy falls amidst scenes of almost 
apocalyptic terror in which the worst element is the 
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sundering of human ties, but amid the universal ruin 
Hecuba is greater than her fate."12 Such an interpretation, 

obviously indebted to Murray's influential study of the 
trilogy, grasps futilely at straws of optimism just as 
Hecuba in her sorrow grasps at a final straw of hope in 
her poetic vision. Euripides swiftly and dramatically 
consumes this final straw in the flames of Troy which snuff 
out Hecuba's last flicker of hope. Even the queen's 
stubborn character breaks in the end, and under the weight 
of dramatic events nXeü Kara nopBudv (102) becomes ég 
nupàv 0pd.uwp.EV (1283) .

Yet Euripides' play is itself confirmation that 
Hecuba's hope of Trojan immortality through poetry is 
actually valid, just as Cassandra's bacchic prophecies of 
of Agamemnon1s death are not mad ravings but true predic
tions, and just as the Trojans (and the Greeks) are unaware 
of what the gods have planned in the prologue. Once again 
the dramatic movement of the play is ironic. Troy will 
survive in poetry, but such poetic immortality (reality) 
means nothing to the women in the face of their present 
sorrow (appearance).

B. The Exodos (1287-1332) 
The final lines of the play form an exodos in the 

form of a kommos for Troy (1287-1332). The two strophic 
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pairs, in a mixture of bacchic and iambic meters, are sung 
partially by Hecuba and partially by the chorus,13 and form 

a suitable ending for a highly lyric play.
In the first strophe Hecuba's invocation of Zeus:

ÔTTOTOTOTOTOL .
Kpôv l e npÔTavl G>pôy le kAtepT , Av Agio,

rote Aapôàvou yovâs tAô* ot
a nàaxouev ôéôopMae;

1287-1290

is answered despondently by the chorus :

ôéôopMEV, à ôè uEyaXônoÀLg 
dnoXlg ôXœXev oôô* ër’ êoru TpoCa.

1291-1292

As the women sang in the second and third stasimons, the 
gods are aware of Troy's plight but are apathetic. The 
UEyaAônoÀL£ (1291) has become AnoAt£ (1292), a transition 
which Euripides emphasizes by the striking juxtaposition of 

these words across the verse boundary. Troy is no longer.
Queen and chorus then vividly describe the fire 

blazing throughout their city in the first antistrophe:

ÔTTOTOTOTOTOL. % .
ÀëAauTiEV "ÎXloe HepyAucdv te nupu ÏMaTaCOETaLi
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Tépaula tnau nôAis dupa te TELX^ovt 
fna%Eg& uéXaOpaf nupu xaT&ôpo- 
lia ôaûg te Aôyxqi.
TtTépuyl ôè Hauvôe œ£ tlç oû- 

pdvta nEaoùaa ôopt xaTacpôtvei yâ.

1293-71300

The text is corrupt but the picture of Troy in flames still 
flashes through the women’s emotional words.

The second strophe (1302-1316) begins with an 
apostrophe of the Trojan soil as nourisher of the women’s 
dead children:

Ccb yâ TpôcpniE tûv éuœv Téxvœv
S è.
w Téxva, xXôete, udOETE uaTpôç aûôdv. 
CaXémp toÔç dauôvxae àndeiG.

1302-1304

Then, in the same way that the events of the Cassandra 
scene reduced Hecuba once more to the prostrate position 
she had held during the divine prologue (36-38; 462-471) 
the queen now again kneels on the ground and beats the 
earth with her hands :

YEpaud yJ ée nêôov TtOEtoa uéAe' 
xai xepoL yaiav xrunoOoa ôuoaaLE.

1305-1306

The women imitate the queen’s position of lament and invoke 
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their dead husbands :

ôudôoxd ool ydw xCOnuu yaCqi 
rotis éuovs HaXoüaa vép- 
ôev àOXCous dwoCrag.

1307-1309

At the end of the strophe, Hecuba, too, calls on her own 
husband

IIpCauE IIpCauE, où uèv ôÀôyEvog dragog àcpuAog 
drag éudg duorog eI.

1312-1214

Queen and chorus are thus united not only by a mournful 
theme of woe but also by a threnic gesture whose primitive 
and ritualistic basis has been discussed by Moutsopoulos:

Le geste renforce le cri douloureux adressé au 
mort....

and

L’origine musicale de ce rite devient évidente 
du fait qu'il s1 agit là d'une technique de 
répétition à laquelle, d'ailleurs, le poète 
confère un sens collectif, sinon théâtrical, en 
laissant les captives troyennes donner la 
réplique à leur reine.14

In a pattern similar to that of the parodos (154-196), 
choral involvement turns Hecuba's threnic position into a 
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collective expression of civic sorrow.
In the final antistrophe (1317-1332) the city quakes 

and finally crashes to the ground (1325-1326). At the end 
of the tragedy both city and citizens are reduced to the 
prostrate position of Hecuba during the divine prologue. 
Twice within this stanza the chorus refutes Hecuba's poetic 
vision of Trojan immortality:

Tdx* éç gCXav y&v tieoe loô* Avc&vuiioc.
1319

and

ôvoua 6e yds àcpavèg eColv. 6*
AXXo vpoüôov, oû6* €t* ê- 
otlv à rAXaiva TpoCa.

1322-1324

àcpavéç (1322) specifically echoes and contradicts the 
atpavEis (1244) of Hecuba's vision. The collapse of the 
citadel is the final blow. Even Troy's identity is lost 
(&v&vuuoL, 1319) and at 1327-1332 the women march off to 
slavery. Their departure culminates the movement toward 
the Greek ships begun in the prologue (18-19) and symbolizes 
the dissolution of the Trojan state.

The communal and ironic tragedy of Troy is complete.
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Notes

1. Barlow, 105.
2. Prof. G. Nagy argues that the shield is Hector's emblem 

in the Iliad much more than it is Achilles', who is 
associated more with the spear. Such emblems are 
appropriate to the offensive and defensive roles of 
the two characters.

3. Havelock, 124.
4. See : Perrotta, 240-245 ; E. M. Blaiklock, The Male 

Characters of Euripides (Wellington, 1952) , 107; 
Webster, Tragedies, 177; Kristine Gilmartin, 
"Talthybios in the Trojan Women," AJP 91 (1970), who 
says, 221, that Talthybios' "humane character, in the 
role of the herald, the established means of communi
cation between victors and vanquished, argues 
against Havelock's nihilistic interpretation." I 
agree with Gilmartin's understanding of the character 
of the herald, but do not think Talthybios is the 
unifying and optimistic element she suggests.

5. Margaret Alexiou, The Ritual Lament in Greek Tradition 
(Cambridge, 1974), 178.

6. For metrical analysis of these choral lyrics, see 
Biehl's text, pp. 89-90.

7. See Barlow, 43-56.
8. See Lattimore's translation of the Trojan Women in 

David Grene and Richmond Lattimore, ed., The Complete 
Greek Tragedies (Chicago, 1958), ad loc.

9. Murray, Greek Studies, 146. See Chapter 3.

10. Conacher, 145.
11. On the staging of this scene, see Lesky, Griechische 

Tragodien3, 213.
12. Louise M. Mead, "The Troades' of Euripides," Greece and 

Rome 75 (1962), 403.
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13. See Biehl’s text, pp. 91-92.
14. E. Moutsopoulos, "Euripide et la philosophie de la 

musique," REG 75 (1962), 403. Italics added.
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